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This is a study of change - persona1 change, professional change, and 

organizational diange. In this autobiographical inquiry, 1 focus on the 

relationship between leamhg and change, the role of a change agent i n  

implementing change, and connections between individual and 

organizational leaming. An example of implementing change through a n 
emergency planning program is coupled with literature from organiza tional 
theory and adult education, and is woven together with my own professional 
and personal experiences of learning and change. Writing, rewriting and 

reflection are used to describe and to seek understanding of the nature of 

change, and the posçibilities which emerge from the change process. 

1 have chosen various fonts and formats to invite the reader's participation in 
different views of this story about change. The plain typeface describes the 

Emergency Planning Program with which 1 have been involved, and offers 
comments and insights from the literature. 

The italicized typeface shnres persona1 thoiights and reflections. I t  represen t s  
my nttempts to search more deeply to find personnl meaning. 

Indented sections are extracts from my jol i  rna 1s. 
These writings have enabled me to re-uisit and re- 
flect on m y  experiences of learning and change. 

At times, 1 have introduced staggered lines of prose to share important aspects 

of my own perceptions of change and learning. These words appear as jagged 
fault lines which mpture the page, splitting the linearity of the text. 

The Earth rnoves constantly, 
quivers and shakes 

as tectonic plates shifl and grate 
creating great tension 

dong its fault lines. 

These subtle tretnors may go unnoticed 
until suddenly, 

the pressure is released, 
jault lines crack open 

and the Earth changes. 



Life, like the Earth, constantly shifts and changes, encouraging us, challenging 
us, and at tirnes requiring us, to leam and to change. The intent of this study 
is to provide a deeper understanding of the tensions and challenges associated 
with aspects of leaming and change. This thesis describes my joumey, but it  is 

my hope that it will also invite the reader to engage in persona1 exploration, 
and will in some way share new meanings and contribute to a greater 
understanding of aspects of learning and change. 



SHIFTING TECTONICS: 

INTRODUCING CHANGE 

The very first place to begin the change process is within ourselves. 

Michael Fullan (1993, 138) 



CREATING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 

Intmducing Change: 

At the beginning of 1995,I was asked to take on a new project as part of my 
work in Occupational Health & Safety at the University of Victoria (UVic). 
The potential for a major earthquake, and the concern raised after the tragic 
shootings on campuses in Eastern Canada, focussed attention on UVic's 
ability to respond to emergency situations. The goal of this new project was to 
coordinate emergency planning for the entire campus community; 
implementing the program would require considerable organizational 
change. 

As Simon Fraser University (SFU) is of similar size to UVic, it was decided 

that the two universities codd benefit from a collaborative emergency 

planning initiative. For this reason an individual from each institution was 

appointed as University Emergency Planner on a half-time basis for two years. 

The project required two years of half-time rather than one year full-time 
work, as considerable time would be needed to implement various aspects of 
the program. 

A deliberate decision was also made to select "in-house" individuals rather 
than to use an outside consultant. Despite the steeper leaming curve required 
for the two university employees with respect to emergency planning, two 

advantages to the use of in-house planners were clear: firstly, an insider 
would understand the unique culture, people and politics of the organization, 
and secondly, the knowledge and experience gained would continue to reside 

within the organization. 

However, as emergency planning can be complex and extremely detailed, i t  

was clear that outside expertise would at tirnes be required, particularly for the 
provision of specific training and educational opportmities. The two 

Universities therefore determined that the project would be coordinated by 
in-house staff, and that outside individuals with specifi c expertise would be 

called upon as needed. 



Context: 

The University of Victoria is situated on 160 hectares of land located in the 

Municipalities of Saanich and Oak Bay. Approxirnately 17,000 students and 

3000 employees create a large population of nearly 20,OM) people on a busy day 

(greater than the population of Oak Bay). In fact, the University is not unlike 
a small municipality with teaching and research facilities, libraries, art 

galleries, retail outlets, bars, restaurants and cafeterias, a health clinic, ban k 

machines, theatres, gymnasiums and fitness studios, swimming pools, an ice 

rink and child care facilities. In addition, approximately 2000 students live o n  

campus, including a family housing area with just over 180 children. 

A number of potential hazards or risks to the University's normal operation 

include fi re, earthquake, severe weather, flooding from interna1 systems or 

extemal causes, hazardous materials incidents, and computer systems failure. 

Additional risks, imposed by humans, are bomb threats, hostage-taking 

incidents and other acts of violence. "Local emergencies" (involving one or 

two individuals within a department or unit) occur frequently on campus 

and are handled through normal line management, but al1 the hazards 

described above have the ability to create a major or even catastrophic 

disruption to normal University operation. 

The university environment presents a number of challenges to a n  

emergency planner. These challenges are created by: a large transient student 

population; hazardous materials (including chemicals, biological agents and 

radioactive materials); specialized research equipment, valuable collections of 

artwork, documents and musical instruments, large library holdings of books 

developed computer infrastmcture. In 

the libraries and to public events, cause 

depending on the time of day, week or 

and special collections; and a highly 

addition, a large number of visitors to 

dramatic changes in occupancy levels 

year. 

However, the University also provides numerous and unique resources 

invaluable at the time of a crisis: food supplies and industrial kitchens, a 

variety of possibilities for shelter, a large number of skilled trades people, 

vehicles and heavy equipment, many individuals with foreign language 



skills, access to health care practitioners, 24-hour security senrices provided by 
individuals with First Aid training, and a number of emergency 

communications options. 

ïhese features, which are hirly typical of any university environment, form 

the context from which the W i c  Emergency Planning Program was 

developed. However, in addition to identifying risks, challenges and 

resources, there is also a need to understand and be sensitive to the campus 

culture. Michael Fullan and Suzanne Stiegelbauer write extensive1 y about 
educational change and emphasize the importance of considering the specific 
environment: "... the uniqueness of the individual setting is a critical factor" 

(1991,47). 

Initial Approaches: 

Two initial approaches emerged in the early stages of the project. Firstly, the 

Ernergency Planner must not be "doing" emergency planning for the 

University, but rather coordinating a campus-wide effort. Success in 

emergency planning will only be possible when a large number of 

individuals are involved and there is a wide emergency planning knowledge 
base. The second and related approach emerged from the need to focus o n  

process not product. Large emergency plans look impressive, but are not 

particularly helpfd at the time of a major crisis. It is the involvement of 
individuals in the process of implementing plamed change, which will 

rnake the difference when unexpected change occurs. In the planning context, 
I would agree with Fullan and Stiegelbauer that "change is a process, not a n  

event" (1991, 49). 

For the UVic Program to be truly effective, emergency planning activities 

must become part of the normal operation of the University. This requires 
that emergency planning be perceived not as an extra program to be 

considered if there are resources and time, but something that is valued and 

woven into the cornplex operational fabric of this large organization. 

An important first step was to plan how the Ernergency Planning Program 
could potentially evolve over the two year period. The University Emergency 
Planners (from SFU and UVic) recommended that the project be developed 



in four phases: 

1) information collection (to determine what other similar institutions 
had implemented), 

2)  identification of an emergency planning structure (to provide an  
emergency planning and response frarnework for the camp us), 

3) planning at building and department levels (to involve a large number 
of individuals and units in the planning process), and lastly, 

4) training and education (to test the plans, to increase awareness and 
involvement, and to provide leaming opportunities). 

Phase 1 - Information Collection: 

Initially, considerable time was spent identifying what other simila r 
institutions were doing with respect to emergency planning. Al though 

emergency plans were obtained from a large number of universities and 
coileges across North America, Califomia was a particularly rich source of 

emergency planning information. Many universities in this state have had 

considerable experience with emergencies ranging from earthquakes, floods, 

and bush fires to riots. For this reason the UVic Emergency Planner visited 
five Califomia universities in April 1995. The opportunity to obtain 
emergency plans, and more importantly, to interact with emergency planners 
on these campuses, was an invaluable learning experience. 

At the same time, the Emergency Planner formed connections with various 
levels of government through the federal Emergency Preparedness Canada 
(WC) Office, the British Columbia Provincial Emergency Program (PEP), and 

the local Greater Victoria Emergency Coordinators Committee (GVECC). This 
cornmittee comprises the Emergency Coordinators from al1 the 
municipalities within the Capital Regional District (CRD). The GVECC group 

also invites representatives of local agencies and organizations such as the 
hospitals and CRD Health (now known collectively as the Capital Health 
Region), BC Ambulance, Ministry of Social Services, the school boards, 

Camosun College and UVic to attend their meetings. As managing major 
emergencies generally becomes a community effort, it is essential to 

understand the planning efforts of other members of our community. 
Networking with outside groups becarne an important aspect of emergency 
planning for the W i c  campus. 



Phase 2 - Identification of an Emergency Planning Structure: 

After obtaining information from other institutions and governmen t 

agencies, the next phase focussed on the identification of an emergency 

planning structure for UVic. This structure, which must be flexible in order to 
manage any type or magnitude of emergency, has four major components: 

an emergency planning policy, 
.an emergency management plan, 
key response and recovery operational plans, and 
building emergency plans. 

The Emergency Planning Policy, still in draft form, outlines UVic's 

cornrnitment to emergency planning. It describes the overall approach taken, 

and the responsibilities of al1 members of the campus community. 

The W i c  Emergency Management Plan, is intended to provide a 

management framework which will be effective for al1 levels of emergency 
(i.e. small, major and catastrophic). The ability of a plan to expand and 

contract according to the magnitude of the emergency suggests complexity. 
However, many California universitieç are keeping their plans as simple as 
possible. It is no longer considered necessary to attempt to describe every 

conceivable type of emergency and appropriate responses (which in reality is 
impossible). A new approach is favoured which requires a short concise plan 
descnbing who is responsible for what functions, and identifying a central 

location from which the emergency will be managed. For example, the 

Emergency Operations Plan from Stanford University, a large and complex 
institution, is only 6 pages long (Stanford University Department of Public 

Safety, 1996). In the W i c  Emergency Management Plan, the following units 
are identified as Key Response or Recovery Groups: Accounting, Computing 
& Systems Services, Facilities Management, Human Resources, Student & 

Ancillary Services, the Libraries, the University Registrar and UVic 

Communications Semices. 

The Key Response and Recovery Operational Plans, developed by these units, 

outline how cntical b c t i o n s  such as emergency communications, search 
and rescue, food and shelter, medical services, and counselling will be 



coordinated. In addition to key emergenq response functions, a number of 
activities have been identified as being critical to the recovery process 

including the restoration of computing systems, generation of payroll, 
student records and the registration process, and maintaining the UVic 
Libraries. During Phase 2, meetings were held with the members of the Key 
Response and Recovery Groups, and a pilot project was initiated with 

Facilities Management to work through some ideas on the development of a 

Key Response Operational Plan. 

As well as planning for a campus-wide response, emergency planning should 
also occur at the building level. Building Emergency Pians are needed in part 
to fulfill a legal requirement under the British Columbia Fire Code to 

establish fire safety plans for every building on campus. However, it is also 
important to recognize that building occupants know their working 
environment better than most, and are best equipped to make decisions on 
how to reduce hazards within their building and how to effectively evacuate 
their area when necessary. For this reason the involvement of building 

occupants was encouraged through the formation of building safety 
cornmittees. 

With respect to a catastrophic level of emergency, the federal and provincial 
govemments have indicated that we must be prepared to survive on Our 
own for at least three days. It was hoped that building occupants would 
benefit from planning collaboratively to identify what resources and expertise 

is available to them locally (e.g. the location of first aid kits and individuals 
with first aid training within the building). A pilot project in the Faculty of 

Education began during Phase 2, with the formation of a MacLaurin Building 

Safety Cornmittee to work on the development of Emergency Plans for the 
MacLaurin Building, and to also encourage preparedness, response and 

recovery planning at the department/unit and persona1 levels. 

To maintain jobs, enable the continuation of programs, and to ensure their 
own and the University's survival, departments must consider how they will 
effect a rapid recovery after a major disruption. They are asked to consider 
operational priorities and needs to enable them to become functional 
(possibly in an altemate location) as  quickly as possible. Most importantly 



persona1 preparedness must be encouraged. It is critical that al1 ind ivid uals 
take the time to become better prepared for an emergency, and to consider a 

family emergency plan. In the midst of a catastrophe, employees and students 
who are separated from their families may be somewhat comforted i f  

emergency planning has occurred at home. 

Phase 3 - Planning at Building and Department Levels 

The pilot project with the Faculty of Education resulted in the developmen t 
of a Building Emergency Plan template which met the Fire Code 

requirements, and covered preparedness, response (i.e. evacuation) and 

recovery issues at the building, department and persona1 levels. Following o n  

this successful pilot project, and fourteen months after the UVic emergency 
planning project began, a major program shift occurred as localized planning 
in al1 buildings on campus was initiated. 

Specific individuals, primarily Deans and Directors, were selected by the Vice- 

Presidents, to organize the formation of Building Safety Committees in their 
area(s) of responsibility. The requirement to develop building plans, and to 

involve units and individuals in emergency preparedness, becarne the 

responsibility of the Building Safety Committee stnick within each building. 
These Committees are intended to be as representative as possible of the 
different units and different employee/student groups occupying the 
building. They are also charged with the responsibility of addressing other 
local health and safety issues mainly involving the Workers' Compensation 

Board, such as accident investigations, building inspections and personal 

safety issues. This approach was taken in part to shift the focus and control of 

health and safety issues from the Office of Occupational Health and Safety to 
the building occupants, who are naturally the major stakehoiders within each 
building. 

Many of these cornmittees are in the process of developing emergency plans 
for their building, based on the template developed in collaboration with the 

MacLaurin Building Safety Committee, and some are now approaching the 
greater challenge of sharing the information with the occupants of their 

building. 



Phase 4 - Training and Education 

This last phase was considered to be a particularly crucial stage of the 

Ernergency P l a ~ i n g  Project. This stage required a further emphasis o n  
process and on sharing information. Throughout the two-year project 
oppominities were taken whenever possible to communicate information 
about emergency planning through meetings and the use of the campus 
newspaper. A number of educational sessions were also provided to 

encourage greater preparedness on campus, but the total number of 

participants rernains small. 

An important activity during the two-year project was the development of an 

emergency exercise held on November 27, 1996, involving the Key Response 
and Recovery Group members. The focus of this table-top exercise was to 
manage the aftermath of an imagined major earthquake which had struck the 
campus early that moming. This exercise was intended to inject some realism 
into the planning process. Having formed an emergency management 
structure, it was time to experience using it. 

informing the campus community about emergency planning has been and 
continues to be a great challenge. It is difficult to increase awareness on a 

subject which seems unlikely to happen. Actual emergencies such as bornb 

scares, fires and severe weather conditions, which have occurred on campus 
and in the community over the past two years, have tended to generate 

greater awareness and interest in emergency planning. 



The following were particularly significant activities during the evolution of 

the program: 

Phase 1 - Information Collection: 

Information obtained from other universities 
.Trip to California universities 
*Networking with federal, provincial, municipal Emergency Planners and 

local agencies with emergency response roles. 

Phase 2 - Identification of an Emergency Planning Structure: 

.Development of a draft Emergency Planning Policy 

.Design of a draft Emergency Management Plan 
identification of key response and recovery functions, and the 
departments responsible 

.Pilot project with Facilities Management to develop concepts for Key 
Response Operational Plans 

.Pilot project with the Faculty of Education to design a Building 
Emergency Plan 

Phase 3 - Planning at Building and Department Levels: 

Launching of Building Safety Cornmittees 
Development of Building Emergency Plans 

Phase 4 - Education and Training: 

Information sessions 
Emergency exercise (Thunderbird 2) 

This description of the Emergency Planning Project, and the above summary 
of its highlights, describe the context from which this study has emerged. At 

the same tirne that the project was initiated, 1 began a persona1 journey as a 

graduate student. As 1 became involved in implementing change as part of 
my work, I began to recognize my own personal struggles with new ideas, 
new educational challenges and with change. 



EXPERlBVCING PERSONAL CHANGE 

When I was asked to take on this project and becorne the Univers i ty  
Emergency Plnnner, 1 recall feeling somewhat ovemhelmed nt the thought o f  
its scope, but excited at the prospect of beginning something new; sonir th  i n  y 
which zuould enable me to learn more about the University nnd its iirziqiir 
charncteristics and culture. Our ofice had previously been involvrd ruitli f ire  

snfety progrnms, and a few earthquake preparedness seminars, but rue han riot 
fociissed our resources in the broader aren of ernergency planning. 1 occep trd 
the challenge knowing that the project worcld be 60th professionally n riti 

personnlly rewarding. 1 wondered if l could do it; I wondered if it corrld br 
done. This new position required me to implement change and by doing so t o  

assrme a new role as a "change agent." 

At the same time, [ enrolled as a gradunte student in the Fciculty of Edncntion 
nt UVic. Over the years, my  work in Occupational Health and Safety hns 
required me to teach; a role i thoroughly enjoyed, but felt ill-prepnred f o r  
since rny background was in the sciences rather than edircation. 1 therefore 
plnnned to fucus my studies on adult education through the Cri rricu l u  ni 
Studies Program. As 1 started the reqriired courses, and begnn to learn ne  icl 

ideas and concepts, rny personal world began to shift and change, crentirzy n 

sense of uncertainty in my life. M y  scientific background did not prepnrr  
me for these changes. lt was in fact rny ernpirical analytic perspectiz~e zuh icli 
rons being challenged. 

The Foundations of Curriculum Studies course did not provide the sense o f  
concrete structure the course title irnplies. I ruas shaken by new qriestiow 
zuhich probed rny personal world view. 1 was an unsettled learner ns 1 

striiggled with understanding the influence of positivisrn nnd W e s  tern 
dominance in our liues. Bill Pinar refers to Maxine Greene's concept of t lie 
learner RS a "newcomer just artived in town," a tourist on a jonrney, and I 

too felt "a stranger in n land nof one's own" (1975, 399). 

Ioumal E n t y  - October 6,1995: 1 nm that tourist a n d 
that newcomer "being alive in an unstable world." 1 

have segments of a map of this unfamiliar territory, 



but rnany pieces are missing, and those in rn y 
possession are written in an u n  familiar lang nage. 
There is no comfort in  the w o ~ d  "Forindations." 

1 felt confused and anxious. 1 wondered everyone else in this clnss 
understood what was being rend; what was being said. 1 prepared lists o f  
ri nfarniliar terms, searched for definitions in dictionaries, and made no tes ,  
biit these çafety nets, m y  traditional methods of learning, failed me for t h e  
first tirne. 1 hird to search for new rinderstanding; 1 had to search for n c a1 

rneaning. 

What 1 was hearing was unfarniliar, and it was chnllenging my persona1 
reality. The new ideas and concepts did not fit within my world zliew. T h e  

discomfort caused me to question and to reflect, and fortunately t h e  

invitation to write of these experiences throrigh journaling helped me i i z  th is  
learning process. As stated by Merriam; "In order for change to occur, nt s o ln e 
point we become consciously aware of the discomfort associnted witk t h e  
inadeqrtate fit between orir present rneaning system and the experiericr " 
(1996, 251). Although journal writing was not easy for me, I rua5 grntefirl fo  r 

the opportiinity to explore rny thozights and struggles in this may, and 1 i l 0 1  rie 

the richness of the experience. 

Our clnss disciissed the dominance of Western modern ism,  and the CLVZ trnl 
position givrn to the ernpirical analytic npproach. We tnlked of m ri 1 t iplr 
renlities, and the possibilities located away from that centre tozunrd t h  r 

mnrgins. 

Journal E n t y  - October 6, 1995: 1 am not on t h e  
margin - or even nenr the margin. My educntionnl 
experiences have been strongly set in the centre, i n  
the enipirical analytical approach. I feel a s t ranger 
in a strange land in this class - excited at nezu 
prospects, fiustrated nt not knowing, n O t 
understanding. Perhaps this jw t ra t ion ,  this sen se 
of discomfort is a conduit tu the margin? 1 feel I 

am a spectator, not a participant, which is perhaps 



the mantle of the empirical analytic approach - t u  
see, to observe - but always from a distance. 

My professional life as Emergency Planner was also being challenged as I trird 

to understand my involvement in irnplementing change, and rny rde ns n 

change agent. Fullan and Stiegelbauer describe change as a process not n u  

euent (1991, 49) - these words intrigued me. It is ironic tu consider thnt 
emergency planning is about implementing planned change zchicli is 
intended to prepnre cts for unexpected change. An ernergency is an rverzt, brit 

emergency planning reqnires a change process. 

As I began to consider how to implement specifc changes on cnmpirs, 

my academic studies were creating a sense of shakiness in my persona1 l i f e .  

The thought of the sudden unexpected change crented by an earthrlunkc 
caused me to question and tu reflect on the types and nienning of change. 

Journal Entry  - October 18, 1995: Whnt is it like tu  
experience the chnnge imposed by a major  
enrthquake? This would be slich a sndden a n d  

dramatic change. I can ' t  eoen begin tu imagine t h e  

feelings of loss, confusion and $rie& But looking 
beyond these emotions, and the physical pain and  
scrffering, zvhat is the essence of change? 

Change may be imposed unavoidably for m n n y  
reasons, or we rnny choose to chnnge. Why do iue 

change and why is it often so uncornfortable t u  

change? Why do we seek the cornfort of what 7ue 

view as stabiliiy or norrnalcy? 

These are paths I would like to explore fùrther fiom 
a persona1 perspective. By focrrssing on 1 i zwd 

experiences, 1 would like to peel back the layers 
surrounding the word "change" to better 
understand its rneaning nnd the relationship of 

learning to change. 



Reflecting on these words and feelings two years later, helps me t o  

understand the tension that was building in rny life as 1 struggled with the  

concept of change. 1 was a change agent on shaky ground. As 1 began to zuritr 
this thesis, and to re-fIect, re-search and re-mind mysel'f of my experiences, 

the quakiness and disequilibrium 1 was experiencing suggested n sris mic 

metaphor which has helped me tu understand rny change process. M y  
experience of change over the past two years has been a strriggle witli 
continnozis shifting and shaking based on feelings of uncertainty. It did not  

briild to a cataclysmic earth-shattering event, but has been characterired by 
constant seismic shifting which h m  been dificult, unsettling nnd nt tinrrs 
painfzil. 

1 vistialize the double context of this work (my new roles as Emergrncy 

Planner and a p d u a t e  student), as two large tectonic plates which slomly 
shqted and grated against each other, building tension between my persona1 
and professional worlds. One without the other might not have restilted i n  
this joli rney of change. It was the seismic shifting and incrensing tension 
between these two worlds which provided the conditions for rny change 

process, and when the pressure was released, jagged fault lines emerged in nry 
mind. Struggles with a num ber of rigid dichotomies, inclzrdin~ t li L. 

professional and the personnl sides of se6  have created firrthçr teit s ioiis 
resrilting in cracks, crevices and ruptureci fault lines. 

This story is centred iipon my personnl and professional experieiicrs o f  

change. 1 zuas a change agent attempting to implernent chnnge, ruhile 
experiencing tremendow personal change. M y  world becarne disrirpted, 0 n ci 
in the midst of this uncertainty 1 felt 1 needed to find new menning. 



MINOR TREMORS: 

SEARCHING FOR MEANING 
IN THE MIDST OF UNCERTAINTY 

Learning occurs between a fear and a need. On the one hand, we feel the need 
to change if we are to accomplish Our goals. On the other hand, we feel the 
anxiety of facing the unknown and unfamiliar. To leam significant things, we 
must suspend some basic notions about our worlds and Our selves. That is 
one of the most frightening propositions for the ego. 

Fred Kohan and Peter Senge (1993, 19) 



LEARNING ABOUT CHANGE 
- ENCOUNTERING CRACKS AND CREVICES 

My search for meaning is about seeking a deeper understanding of change 
nnd learning. It encourages me tu look outward to consider the uiews o f  
others, and also to look inward at personal experiences. This chnpter is a n 
inqliiry into the tensions which exist befween lemming and change, the raie of 
n change agent, and the concept of orgnnizntional learning, but rny search for 
menning begins with thoughts about the language and levels of change. 

in 1995 1 attended an Emergency Preparedness conference in Vancouver, B.C. 
One of the plenary speakers, a town planner from Santa Cruz, California, (a 

city severely damaged by the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989), gave a 

powerful presentation about the long process of recovery required after a 

major quake. His poignant words, and the moving images he shared, haunt 

me still. He tried to explain the experience of the sudden change brought on 

by an earthquake. In describing the instant of disruption, he used the 
following word combinations: 

I was struck by these binary word couphgs which al1 centred around change. 

In his stories of Kobe and the Loma Prieta earthquakes, he described how in 

seconds lives had changed from one state to another. As I wrote in my 
journal about the impact of his presentation, 1 felt the need to explore the 

language of change and the differences between unexpected and planned 

change. My search began with some dictionary definitions 

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (1967) offers the following meanings: 

to make radically different (transform) 
to give a different position, course or direction to 

.to replace with another 
mto become different, to undergo transformation, transition o r  

substitution 



These definitions of change imply movement from one to nnother.  T o  
substitute something for something else, to trançform from one thing to 

another. It encourages us to look only to the outcome, moving quickly to a 

new place (replace), without stopping to dwell in the midst of change. It 

suggests that we look at Our lives in terms of a duality where we are either 

stable or wtable ,  living with order or chaos, or experiencïng the known or 

the unknown. This implies a positive or negative situation where there is 

only one or the other; it encourages us to live in a world of rigid dichotomies. 

More recent definitions of change appear to be slightly different. The 

following meanings are provided by the Oxford English Reference Dictionary 

(1995): 

*the act or an instance of making or becoming different 
an alteration or modification 

*a new expenence; variety 

Although there is still a notion of change from something to something else, 

there now appears a sense of process, of "in-between" in these descriptions; a 

sense of becoming rather than either/or; a sense of experience. 

Stripping away the layers of complexity surrounding the word "change," such 

as who changes, what changes and why does change occur, the concept of 

change at its rnost basic implies difference. It is perhaps because Our culture 

values "sameness," that we are often resistant to change, that we are 

threatened by change. How does change affect us, and at what levels? 

Everyone talks nborrt change, particulnrly how rnpidly orir zvorld is chnnging, 
and for the most part our discussions are couched in negative terms. Change 
is "iinsettling," change is "dificcult," or change is "bad." We crave stnbility, 
tue set routines and we search for zuhat we perceive is normal. Clrnnge is 

occurring nt individual, organizntional and global leuels crenting coniplexity 
where the only constant is change. 

For many individuals, change is occurring too rapidly, and life is becoming 
too cornplex. Our professional rules are changing. W e  nsed to value being 



specialists, but as employers reqtiire us to do more with less, we rnzist striue tu 
become generalists. W e  anticipate that we will now have more than one ,  
possibly several careers in the midst of an ernployment environment ruhere 

the corporate mantras are "down-sizing," "right-sizing" and "re-engineering." 
We must struggle to keep up with cornputer technology tu avoid beconiing a 
casualty on the information highway, and just when we think we irnderstnmi 
the rules of the rond, they are changed. 

Family s trzictures are changing. Single paren ts and blended fam ilies are rn u c li 

more cornmon. Wornen now form a much larger segment of the zuorkforcr, 
but often still curry the major load of domestic responsibilities. Everyonc i s  

talking about slowing down, but life seems to be speeding up. These press rires 
are applied to a bnckground of traditional life transitions or changes typically 
experienced by adults; firther education and training, new ernployrnent, job 

changes, marriage, parenting, divorce, illness, and experiencing griefi T h  e 

tension builds, creating cracks and creoices as individuals attenzpt to s zl ri? izw 
in an increasingly corn plex and rapidly changing world. 

Organimtions, like individiinls, are nlso feeling the stress and strnin of rnpid 
clzange. They are generally becoming more cornplex, as they t y  to oprratr il1 

the midst of n global economy, greaker cornpetition, and rnpidly c l i n n g i q  
technologies. Both interna1 and external pressures such as workforce changes, 
and incrensing regulatory and environmental requirernents, threnten t lz c 

sumivnl of mnny orgnnizations. Even corporate gianb are not imniiitie f ro nr 
devastating fnilure. A Royal Dutch/Shell suroey found thnt one third of t h e  

firms in the Fortune "500" listed in 1970 had cornpletely disappenred by 1983 

(Senge 1990, 27). Many corporations and businesses appear to be flou ndering 
in a sen of iincertninfy. 

As public funds are becoming more scarce, public institutions are ferlilig 
more pressure to be accountable, nnd in the case of universities and collegrs, 
there is greater com petition for clien tele and desperately needed prion te 
fiinding. UVic shares in the struggle as it tries to survive in an env i ron  nient 
which is distinctly diferent from the 1960s world from which it emerged. Tlir  
student population is diflerent, student needs have changed, and the  
econornic situation has altered dramatically. 



Cushman and King outline the need for organizational change. "Rapidly 

changing technologies, the globilization of economic forces, unexpected 
cornpetition, and quick market saturation are creating an increasingly 

complex and volatile business climate. As environmental turbulence 
increases, the rate of organizational change necessary for survival also 
increases" (1995, 1). Change is causing cracks and crevices to appear in the 

once solid foundations of organizational fortresses. 

The world appears io be getting srnaller as technology takes over ozir 1 ives  
and leads ris to believe that we are al1 part of a "global village." We nrr 
certainly able to connect and communicate with individunls nround t li e 

world nt unimaginable speeds, but there are still many millions, e z7 r n 

billions, who have no access to computer technology. As we becorne fzdly 
entrenched in the hformation Age there are those sfill sniffering from n n  
information drought, while others are becoming overwhelmed fiom n n 
information glut. Both locally and globally there is an increasing risk thnt 

rnpidly changing technology is crenting G world consisting of tech nologicnl 
"haves" and "have-nots." 

At the same fime that technology is apparently nttempting to irnprozpe o u  r 

lives, zue are beginning to understand that our planet is in grnoe danger. 
Change is natural in the open evolving systems of nature, but the clinngrs 
hrimnns nre irnposing on the Enrth put nll forms of life in jeopnrdy. T h  
destruction of old growth and tropical rainforests, global zuarrniny, nnd t l i r  

depletion of ozir planet's ozone layer are only a few examples of h zi mn II - 

imposed global changes which will ri ltimately haue devastnting effects on zi s 

d l .  The cracks and crevices of change are appearing al1 aronmd ils. 

These apparently different levels of change (individual, organizational and 

global), are interrelated. There are endless connections among these levels 

and with the past, present and future. This complexity is captured by James 
Burke: 

We al1 live on the great, dynamic web of change. It links us to 
one another and, in some ways, to everything in the past. And 
in the way that each of us influences the course of events, it also 
links us to the future we are all busy making, every second. No 



matter how remote all these links rnay seem, over space and 
time, they are real. No person acts without causing change on  
the web. Each one of us has an effed, somewhere, somewhen. 
(Burke 1996,3) 

Jerry Apps suggests that the wuids of change are blowing strongly around us. 

These winds of change at individual, organizational and global levels are 

impossible to ignore as they dominate Our lives and demand Our attention: 

We are expenencing winds of change that are sweeping across 
this land and around the world. These winds tear at 
organizations, challenge adult education programs, and force us 
to rethink who we are, what we do, and how we do it. The winds 
of change howl around the structures of our lives, whistle down 
the corndors of Our organizations, shake Our past and our 
present, and challenge our futures. We hear these winds, we feel 
hem, and we try to avoid being blown away by them. (Apps 
1994,7) 

But in the midst of these raging wind storms, are the softer, more subtle, 

sounds of (in Apps' words) the "whispers" of change. So soft are these sounds 

that they may go unnoticed. Apps suggests that we are so overwhelmed by the 

winds of change that we have forgotten how to listen to the whispers. He tells 

us that whispers are: 

.The quiet sounds that point the way to the future. 

.The gentle sounds that show the way to deeper meaning. 
*The delicate sounds that remind us of where we have been, where we 

are, and where we are headed, and the meaning of it all. 
(Apps 1994,n 

Apps is referring to the view that we are expenencing a paradigm shift 

leading us from the Industrial Age into the Information Age. A shift which is 

creating great uncertainty and causing us to question how Our world works. 

This major shift is changing our perspective of a rigid world which is broken 

into fragments to be dominated and controlled, to an evolving world which 

is a flexible, dynamic whole made up of cornplex interco~ected parts. The 

signs of this change may be subtle whispers, but the effects are monumental. 

This change in perspective is seen by many to be a shift from the modem to 



the post-modem world. The modem world, which has been exemplified by a 
need for order and the quest for control, began to emerge in the sixteenth 
century. Previously, during the Middle Ages, there was a rise of interest in  

natural objects and in natural occurrences (Whitehead 1925, 15). The rate of 

change quickened in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as inven t ion 

stimulated thought. A major shift occurred away from Church control and 

geocentricism, to a belief in a sun-centred world and the. birth of modern 

science. As the "scientific method" began to dominate, the Industrial Age 
emerged with its utopian vision of a better world through order and control. 

This mechanistic Western world view has dominated intellectual, social, and 
educational thought over the past few centuries and created the winds of 

change we are currently experiencing. But the whispers of change, which are 

softly ushering in the post-modern perspective, have enormous implications. 

Education is shifting from a mechanistic conception of teaching and learning 

consisting of measurable outcomes, to new assumptions based on the holistic 

view that humans and nature are together part of a complex systern where 

objectivity is neither necessary or achievable. This new educational 

perspective recognizes "that study can reveal patterns but not certainties, and 

that the control of nature by humans for their own individual purposes must 

be replaced by a reverence of al1 things and their interconnectedness if Iife o n  

this planet is to survive" (Apps 1994, 7). 

Caine and Caine (1997) explore this paradigm shift, and the deeply held beliefs 
and assumptions that educators have about leaming in "Education on the 

Edge of Possibility." They suggest that we live in shaky times when the 
ground itself is moving and shifting. Due to factors such as changes in 

technology and rapid information flow, "every system is in, or moving 
toward, a state of disequilibrium, where change is constant and outcomes are 

often unpredictable" (1997, 13). They describe the problem that systems 
moving toward disequilibrium, or what they refer to as "the edge of chaos," 

can change radically and uncontrollably, and create a çense of uncertainty and 

loss of balance for teachers. 

Caine and Caine explain how new scientific approaches are informing 

education. The "new science" has emerged from the fields of physics, biology 



and chemistry, and from theories of evolution and chaos that span several 
disciplines (Wheatley 1992,8). The new science suggests that systems actually 

thrive when they are in a state of appropriate disequilibrium. This state of 
being at "the edge of chaos" iç what Caine and Caine prefer to describe as 

being at "the edge of possibility" (1997, 15). They sense that education as a 
whole is now moving in this direction, and that although education systems 

are slow to change, these changes are essential for the continued well-being of 

education. They note that although change cannot be controlled, it can be 
influenced since "a social system on the edge of possibility tends to self- 
organize around a set of compelling beliefs" (1997, 15). 

It is not only education which is expenencing dramatic change and struggling 
with uncertainty; organizations of al1 kinds are m g  to grapple with the shift 
from a modem to a post-modem world. Modemist top-down hierarchies 
which attempt to control fragmented organizational pieces are becoming less 
effective, while post-modern organizations seek to understand the complexity 

of the whole. The post-modern shift is creating a new organizational concept 
where collaboration, not power and control, is valued. 

1 zuonder abolit the effect thnt this apparent paradigm shift is Iiniling 

on individuals. I feel 60th fascinated and fiightened by the idea thnt o ir r 

culture hns been so dominafed by the modern ern. The very concept O/ 

domination is of course the epitome of the modern world. I begin to consider 

my oron lqe, rny dny-to-day world, and it is alnrming to recognize hozu f i rmly  
rrnbedded rnodernist thinking is in rny thoughts, language and actions. This 
is not srirprising since I've lived my life in n modernist world, framed by t h  r 

vnllies of the modern perspective, but things nre shrting to look differently t o  

me nozu. 

My uncertczinty and questions are creating nnsettling çeismic shaking iuhicli 

is disorienting, and somehow being in this state of unbnlance, is ennbling 

me to be more conscious of the whispers of change. Over the ronr of t h e  

winds of change, I am sensing subtle change which is far greater than I hnd 
ever imagined. Not isolated pockets of change, but far-reaching change zuh icli 
is affecting individuals and the communities in which they [ive and zoork. 
What I am sensing is the change to the post-modem, and this shift is nffecting 



orir thoiights and actions. I t  cannot dominate, it must not re-place, it c m  o d y  

encourage us to be comfortable with difference, and tu imagine possibil if ies. 

The essence of the post-modern is change not stabilify. 

Changes occurring at individual, organizational and global levels forms part 
of a pattern which connects. Viewing Our world from a post-modern 

perspective allows us to step badc from the modem frame, which has taught 
us to examine the world by breaking it into controllable fragments. The post- 

modem view enables us to understand the whole by comecting the 

fragrnentary pieces through a process of abstraction, and to see the pattems 

which comect. 

Whitehead (1932, 243) described a process "which builds a common world of 

conceptions out of the fragmenta. worlds of experience." He felt that o u r  

world is a world of ideas, and that the fundamental question of scientific 

philosophy is to understand the comection between our world and the 

feelings of actual experience. Biologist Gregory Bateson suggested that as 

children we are taught that "the way to define something is by what i t  

supposedly is in itself, not by its relation to other things" (1978, 17). He 

suggested that relationship could be used as a basis for definition. 

More recent!y his daughter, anthropologist Mary Catherine Bateson, echoed 

his concems that we often seem unaware of Life's interconnections, 
relationships and the larger view. "Focusing on the pursuit of particular, 

narrow goals, we pay attention to a fraction of the whole, block out peripheral 

vision, and act without looking at the larger picture" (Bateson 1994, 138). 

Gregory Bateson focussed on the patterns of living things - the pattern which 

connects al1 living creatures - from starfish to redwood forests. He wrote, "In 

tmth, the right way to begin to think about the pattern which comects is to 

think of it as primarily .... a dance of interacting parts and only secondarily 

pegged down by various sorts of physical limits and by those limits organisms 

characteristically impose" (1978, 13). As human beings we are not static and 

unchanging, we are dynamic and evolving human "becomings" who are al1 

engaged in a magical interconnected dance of life with each other and Our 

planet. 



His work, and that of new science in general, is informing many aspects of 

our lives. There are implications not only for the sciences, but also for many 
diverse fields such as psychology, education and organizational management. 

The particle interactions of quantum physics, the "regular predictab le 

irregularity" described by chaos theory (Johwon 1989,184), and the dynamics 

of living systems, are showing us new (non-linear) ways of looking at things. 

The new science is encouraging us to Iisten to the whispers of change. It is 

helping us to understand that we lead cornplex, intercomected lives as 

individuals, within organizations and cornmunities, and as part of a global 

system; al1 joined by the patterns that connect, all influenced by change. 

M y  search for meuning has enabled me to explore different leuels of change 
occurring in a world experiencing a change from the modern to the post- 
modern. The language of change, in a poçt-modern sense, encozrrnges ris tu 
consider the process of transformation. It is not being either in one pince o r 
another, it means dwelling in the midst of change rather than in n zuorld of 
rigid dichotomies. But whut is the role of leurning in this process of chnnge 
nnd transformation? 



BISCOVERING THE FAULT LINES OF LEARNING AND CHANGE 

1t has becorne clearer to me that doubts, questions and mcertainty are t h e  
precursors to the search for persona1 meaning. As rny world becnme mo r r  

nnsettled, I began tu recognize that the learning experiences in whicli 1 was 

engaged were based on a need tu make meaning, to fry to understand, 
followed by the often trirbulent experience of change. 

Lenrning was in fact promoting change in rny life - and yet, nfter considering 
the rapid change which is occurring at individual, organizationnl and global 
levels, I could see how change is actually creating new lrnrning 
enuironrnents. Does learning create change, or change create learning? Fn zi 1 t 
lines began to ernerge between the concepts of learning and change, created b ~ /  

the tension of this apparent pnradox. 

1 began to look inward. 1 wns to beginning to understand new aspects o f  
rnyself: to understand my assumptions and perspectives on life; to see t h e  m 
as assrimptions and perspectives, and not Truths; and to understnnd 
how thosr assrrmptions were being chnllenged, and how they were clinnging. 
This wns a dificult and nt times painfiil process. 

1 nko begnn to think n great den1 about learning, and its signzficance in niil l i f k  

Often rny search for meaning involved questioning friends and colleay nes, 
and exploring the literature on add t  educution. This was part of my learnirig 
experience. Lenrning is so often nssociated with formal edricational sessions, 
but it is simply part of being hunran fo experience, to attempt to ninkr 
menning, and lo learn. The "everydayness" of Zenrning and ozir need t u  
understand life experiences is described by \amis: 

Leaming ... is of the essence of everyday living and of conscious 
experience; it is the process of transfo&ing that experience into 
knowledge, skill, attitudes, values, and beliefs. It is about the 
continuing process of making sense of everyday experience - and 
experience happens at the intersection of a conscious human life 
with time, space, society, and relationship. Leamhg is, therefore, 
a process of giving meaning to, or s e e h g  to understand, life 
experiences. (Jarvis 1992,ll) 



Merriam and Heuer provide an overview of the contributions philosophy, 
religion and psychology have made to the process of understanding the 

meaning of life, and they suggest that two points important to adult learning 
are that meaning-making iç a cyclical developmental process, and that 
reflection is essential to the synthesis of experience and cognition in order for 

humans to develop and grow (1996,246). 

This cyclical process begins with the experience of a new life event. If the 

rneaning system can make sense of the event, learning may have occurred, 
but not development. If the experience does not fit our mental models, 

engagement of self with the experience occurs, either cognitively through 
reflection, affectively, or possibly physically. "It is when we are unable to 

make sense of the experience, or we are dissatisfied, unsettled, with the 

meaning we do make, that development can occur" (Jarvis in Merriam and 
Heuer 1996,250). Depending upon factors such as time and support, a shift to 
a larger persona1 and social context occurs, which ultimately may result in a 

change of meaning system. The cycle begins again when a new experience is 
encountered (Merriam & Heuer 1996,251). 

M y  story of learning and chnnge is nn example of a sitcration ruhere n r  iu 

experiences did not fit with mental models. M y  mental models ruere 
chnllenged by new in forma tion zuhich created tension in my life. 1 strzlggleti 
to make meaning, became disoriented, and felt the cffects of t h i s  
disequilibrium cognitively, emotionally and physically. 1 had to look dreply 
within, to zinderstnnd my mental models and to reflect on the rnisrnntcli. 
I noticed the draining effects of this process on my emotions nnd on m y 
physical health. As zue encorinter new experiences on a daily basis, I imagine 
thnt moving through Merriam and Heuer's developmen ta1 cycle c m  beco m e 
routine, even seamless, bzr t when mental models are significantly chnllenged, 
the meaning-mnking process rnay be difficult and painfiil. These nre 
moments of living on shnky ground. 

Reflection is an important concept in adult education. Cranton suggests that a 

major transition in educational theory and practice can be traced to Dewey 
who defined reflection as "active, persistent and careful consideration of any 
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support 



it and the further conclusion to which it tends" (Cranton 1994, 49). She also 

provides Mezirow's definition of reflection as "the process of critically 
assessing the content, process, or premise(s) of our efforts to interpret and 

give meaning to an experience" (1994, 49). Mezirow distinguishes among 

three types of reflection; content reflection which is seen as an examination of 

a probiem, process reflection which refers to assessing the problem-so lving 

strategies that are employed, and lastly premise reflection, which invo 1 ves 

questioning the problern itself. 

Mezirow has been criticized for not uicluding aspects of social change in his 

description of the process of reflection (Cranton 1994, 52; Clark 1993, 52). A 

broader more holistic view is provided by Doll: 

Reflection is taking experience and looking at it critically, 
variously, publicly: that is, c o ~ e c t i n g  Our experiences with 
others' experiences, building a network of experiences wherein 
past, present, and future are interrelated. Reflection steps badc 
and examines past expenences in the light of other connections 
and alternatives. (1993, 141) 

Engnging in the process of reflection now, I think back to the early days of 

rny work in Occripational Henlth and Safety when I had to face n rzr ii7 

chnllenge; the chnllenge of teaching. I zurote about this experience irr 

my journal nt a tirne when issues of learning and change zuerr cnusirlg 
personal d iscom fort: 

Journal Enty - October 18,1995: 

Reading and Reflecting 
Thinking beyond the discornfort I feel in this clnss, 
I consider why I am here. What has brought me t O 

this place? I think of the courses I'ue taken over 

the pnst few years which hnve inspired me tu  
explore new grozmd, but further still, 11 n ra vell ing 
the p s t ,  I rernember rny early days in Occupational 

Health and Çafety. I çturted without n concrete idea 
of my exact responsibilities and a challenge 
immediately presented itself. I wotild be teaching. 



The thought crossed my mind that 1 had no iden 
what teaching really involved, but as a student 1 

hnd seen it in action for many years - some good 

experiences, some bad. I plunged into the deep end. 

1 was asked to "teach" information on the safe 
handling of hazardous materials, required by law i n 
this country. I question using the word "teach" i n 
this context because I feel depth to that word and 
perhnps al1 1 zuas required to do was to conuey 
in formation. There were the expected logistics o f  

arranging the sessions, developing handouts etc., 
but it wasn't long before several dilemmas revenled 
themsel aes: 

*how can I "teach" without n degree in education? 

how can 1 make this fairly d y information 
interesting and practicnl for my audience? 

how can 1 overcome the problems 
associnted with compulsory 

edzication? 

The need to address these dilemmas becanze the  
catalyst which hastened my jorcrney on a new rond 
toward the field of A d d t  Education. Recent 
rendings and reflections remind me of tkese 
experiences and some of the educationnl discou rses 
I foimd myself in. 

To tench but not be "a teacher. " I felt a little out of  
my league. Wordd I be credible? - would I b e  
helpf-zd? Laura Richter discusses "pedagogical 
reaching" and although her focus is on teaching 
children, I was drawn to her notion of "reaching" - 
the sense that something had "clicked" with her  

class (Richter 1993, 4). 



1 too have experienced that positive tension - a sense 
of connectedness and sharing, of mornentarily being 

drawn into a n m  space that existed jjust for thnt 
moment between participants and facilitator. 

between class and teacher. Richter imagines that t h  is  
reach acts as R bridge, which in Ted Aoki's words  
could be "a momentary ciwelling place" (Richter 
1993. 7); a place made visible by the trembling fmil t 
1 ines. 

These special moments have confirmed Ifor m e )  

my role as an educator and created the desire t u  
learn more about this special relationship ernbodied 

by the word "teacher," and more about lenrning 
itselJ 

Critical reflection is considered to encourage the kind of leaming experience 
which promotes change. When change is involved in leaming, the learning 
experience is cowidered to be liberating or emancipatory. Jurgen Habermas. a 

critical theorist, defined three types of learning: technical, practical, and 
emancipatory (Cranton 1994, 9). 

The first, technical or instrumental leaming, refers to seeking task-related 

knowledge through a positivist "scientific" approach. The second, practical 
leaming, refers to acquiring knowledge regarding social interaction such as 

how we understand human experience, social norms and traditions. 
Knowledge of education is considered to be practical knowledge (Cranton 
1996, 19). Lastly, emancipatory leaming is "characterized by interest in self- 

knowledge and insights gained through self-reflection" (Merriam and 
Caffarella 1991,259). It is this type of learning which forms the philosophical 
basis of cntical theory where the practice of critical self-reflection reveals 

distorted self-knowledge and institutional domination (Cranton 1996, 20). It is 
these distortions that can shake our lives and make the fault lines visible. 

Habermas' three types of learning have been expanded in the work of both 
Mezirow and Cranton. Mezirow's theory of perspective transformation 



describes how a disorienting dilemma can foster the process of critical self- 
reflection which results in emancipatory leamùig (1990, 13). 1 imagine that 

these disorienting dilemmas create sufficient tension and conceptual 

confusion to cause fault lines to become exposed. Cranton suggests that the 

process of emancipatory leamùig allows us to become "free frorn forces that 
have limited our options, forces that have been taken for granted or seen as 

beyond our control" (1996, 2). She emphasizes that al1 three forms of learning 
are valid and necessary for human progress, but emancipatory knowledge is 

crucial to educator development (1996, 24). 

Cranton describes adult education as inextricably linked with social change 

and reform (1992,ll). She writes of Paulo Freire's impact on adult education, 
particularly with respect to power relations in education. According to 

Cranton, Freire suggests that educators must see themselves as learners. He 

states that with respect to the people with whom he/she works, an educator 

"is a CO-leamer, mutually responsible (with the people) for growth and 
change" (Cranton 1992, 12). From this perspective, al1 participants involved in 

a leaming environment should be considered leamers, and because change is 
often a result, e v e y o n e  could be considered a "change agent." 

I fee2 uncertain and unensy about the expression "change agent," pnrticcr lnrl y 
becnuse of niy role in implementing change on campus throzrgh f l i c .  

Emergency Planning project. The process of rejecfion ennbles me to l o o k  

more deeply nt this role, and the meaning of the term "change agent." 



CHANGE AGENTRY - A CHANGE OF HEART 

In many respects, the Emergency Planning project required me to be n change 
ngent as I ulns asked to coordinate a progrnrn which required introducing 
considerable change. 1 am concerned that the term "agent" can inzply n n  

individual who exerts power (Oxford English Reference Dictionary 1995, 24). 

For this renson 1 feel it iç important tu reflect on the term "change agent" a n d  

rny role in implementing change. 

Fullan suggests that "Systems do not change themselves, people change 

them" (1993, 7). People who initiate the change process are commonly 

referred to as "change agents." The term "change agent" is found frequently 

in the literature describing organizational change and development, but it is 
often not clearly defined. An altemate descriptor is "change facilitator" 
(Fullan and Stiegelbauer 1991, 224), and associated roles include "change 

generator," "change implernentor" and "change adopter" (London 1988, 12). 

London considers organizational change agents to be "leaders and managers 
who see a need for change, conceptualize and design the change, implement 

it, and/or adopt the change" (1988, 11). This description gives the impression 
of someone working alone to effect change, but as Fullan suggests, sweeping 

change cannot be effected by formal leaders working by themselves (1993, 39). 

Fullan's view of a change agent is revealed in the following passage: 

I define change agentry as being self-conscious about the nature 
of change and the change process. Those skilled in change are 
appreciative of its semi-unpredictable and volatile character, and 
they are explicitly concemed with the pursuit of ideas and 
cornpetencies for coping with and influencing more and more 
aspects of the process toward some desired set of ends. They are 
open, moreover, to discovering new ends as the journey 
unfolds. (1993, 12) 

London suggests that change agents "manage change" while Fullan imagines 
them evolving with change. 

1 sense tension here between a modern and post-modern approach lo the  
change process. This tension is caused by the difference between the concepts 



of "rnanaging" change and working collaboratiuely to effect change. How do i 
see rnyseif as an individual involved in a change process? 1 am not n 
visionnry leader, only someone who believed that change waç important a n d  
1 was cornmitted to working with others to effect a change. 

Bzrt perhaps I had a built-in bias - I was given a specific chnllenge t o 

implernent this program; others did not have the same level of interest o r 
cornmitment. 1 was asked tu coordinate a new program, and to inrplemrn t 
change - I had the opportunity to plan for change, not to be a aictim a f 
imposed change. 1 open felt I needed to persuade, even coerce others tu begin 
the change process. Was 1 appealing to their belief in the issue of ernergency 
planning, or was there an issue of power and control? [f indeed 1 hnd m y  
power, was it mine, or that of those I reported to? I f  it was mine, did I m n t  i t  
or even notice it? Hnd the Vice-Presidents' been less supportiue and less 
involved, woirld m y  role have been more dificcult, or euen impossible? Hozo 

much ruas rny role as change agent based on modernist principles of R top- 
down hierarchy versus a more post-modern npproach of collaborntion? 

The suggestion to initiate this program came largely from our office, but the 
authority to actually implement it came from the top. But is it possible, even 

in the midst of an imbalance of power, to atternpt to equalize the 
relationship? Educators are often hced with this problem as they attempt to 

facilitate a two-way leaming process, but are perceived to be, and in fact are, in 
a position of power, particularly when student evaluation is required. 

Right fiom the beginning 1 felt m y  role was to coordinate a cnmpirs-roide 
e forf;  to try to bring people together toward a commun goal, and to recognize 
how we can a11 benefit f iom sharing expertise and resources, particidnrly il1 
the rnidst of a crisis. Early on in the project, 1 met with one of the Directors o rz 

campus and found him to be unusually gtiarded about his viezus on f h c  
program and his departments' role. I was surprised when he suddenly nskrd 

if 1 saw myself being "in charge" during a campus crisis. I quickly renssrired 
him thnt this ruas not my  role (or persona1 ambition) - but aftemards 1 felt Iris 
zineasiness may have been due to a concern that I was attempting to asslr me 

too much power (possibly in an area where he felt he needed control). I was  
amused at the time as it seemed so far remoued from my perception o f  



my role, but in  repecting back on 

and control may have been very 
this situation, I see how 

much an issue from his 

the szibject of pomrr 
perspective. 

It was easy for me to look past his concerns at the tinte, but nozv 1 ask  
how power and control injluenced the development of the project. l nerd t o  

question myself deeply as to whether rny npproach to the project i n  ool ved 
some level of power. manipulation or the need for control? These are  

dificult questions fo answer, but Zooking back, 1 know 1 believed irz t h r  

process of involving others through unrioris cornmittees; throngli nr n n il 
meetings with Directors, Chairs and Managers, and through d e  part men ta1 

representntives. 1 wanted to share my enthusiasrn and interest of whnt coulri 

be dune on our campus, and I believed that this type of program shorild be as  

collnborative as possible. 1 knew it would be nnwise to write a plan for t h  r 

University on my own and expect anyone else to adopt it, follozv it or vnlur it. 

Most emergency planners would agree that typically at fhe time of crisis n 

rnilitnristic npproach to emergency management is required, brit m m  y n l s u  

rise this kind of approach tu implement emergency planning. M y  experierzcrs 
lead me to believe that, pnrticrilnrly in a rlniversity setting, LI consnltntizw, 
collaborntive appronch is reqziired during the process of emergency plan n ing. 
The change occcirring driring an nctual crisis will need to be mannged, brlt tlre 

process of emergency planning mny require someone who cnn not only glridc 

the process, but c m  also evolve with it. 

In discussing educational change consultants, Fullan and Stiegelbauer stress 

that effective implementation requires the development of both ind ivid ua l 
and organizational meaning with respect to the particular change, and that 

the role of the consultant is to facilitate the development of that meaning 

(1991,224). I believe that change agents in a generat sense should be involved 
in the development of meaning, and should be willing to change as the 

change process evolves. 

Peter Jarvis writes about change agents and the problems with organizational 
structure (1992, 215). A paradox exists when good management practices 
promote the opportunity for reflective leaming for staff which in turn 

encourages them to become change agents, but the organization itself is 



unwilling to change. As Jarvis points out, organizations have a tendency 

toward inertia (1992, 218). "Stability or even apparent stasis is cornfortable, 

and change can be frightening. Training is often regarded not as an 

opportunity to leam reflectively and grow, but to leam unreflectively and 

conform" (1992, 219). 

Jarvis suggests, however, that organizations are not impersonal structures, 

but consist of people in complex relationships which are resmictured as a 

result of learning. He refers to Argyris and Schon's view that organizational 

learning and change will occur if individuals act as "learning agents" by 

responding to intemal and extemal environments which do not fit with 

existing organizational procedures, and by sharing their "private images and 

shared maps of the organization" with others (1992, 219). 

1 particiilarly like the expression "learning agent" as nn alternntioe term t o  
"chnnge agent." This expression reflects Fullan's perspective of n change agent 
ns sorneone involved in developing shared meaning. I believe thnt t h r  

concept of a learning agent captures the essence o j  working collnboratizdy t o  
develop shnred meaning within an organization. f t  also joczlses on the nznjor 
edzicationnl role of a change agent within nn organizational setting. I sense n 
change of heart as I moue fiom an association with the term change agent. t o  
a more comjortable connection with the concept of n learning agent. 1 nlso 
sense the injliience of the post-modern. 

As complex beings we a11 live in a socialized world based on patterned and 

organized relationships. We are individuals living within complex 

organizations and communities. There are obvious connections between 

individual leaming and change, but what is the meaning of "organizational 

leaming?" How can an organization leam? Can an impersonal structure such 

as an organization learn as part of the change process, or can organizational 

change only take place if learning has occurred? 



EXPLORING ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING - A SEISMIC SURVEY 

A seismic survey inuolves the use of artificiicially generated seismic ruaves t o 

explore the structure of underground rocks (Oxford English R r f r  rr ncr 
Dictiona y, 1995). 1 imagine that the seismic waves that were shaking my life 
prouided an opportunity for me to explore the underpinnings 4 n e z  
concepts relnting to organizational learning and change. As 1 u m  intripred b y  

this concept of organizational learning, 1 began a seismic survey; n 5 ~r r z v  11 
condricted in the rnidst of persona1 trernors and nncertainty. 

As our world is becoming more cornplex, and organizations are faced with a 

number of challenges including rapid technological change, down-sizing and 

a global economy, there is pressure to find ways of effectively managing 
change. As a response to the growing need to change, learning has been 

recognized in the business world as one of the few ways of maintaining a 

cornpetitive edge. However, successfully adjusting to change means more 

than just introducing sumival tadics or leaming to adapt to external 
pressures, it requires an organization to engage in a generative or creative 
form of leaming. This type of leaming "emphasizes continuous 
experimentation, systemic rather than fragmented thinking, and a 

willingness to think outside the accepted limitations of a problem" (Barrett 

1995,36). 

[nterest in the concept of organizational leaming in public administration 

and human resource development fields has existed for several decades. 

More recently, it has been popularized by Peter Senge of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), through the concept of a "learning 
organization" which he describes as "an organization that is continua I l  y 
expanding its capacity to create its future" (Senge 1990,14). 

The idea of the leaming organization was supported by the movement 
toward Total Quality Management (TQM) during the 1980s, which prompted 

organizations to redefhe their processes in light of customers' demands and 
other external factors such as unstable markets. This created a shift in 
organizational attention from the intemal to the extemal. Senge's mode1 of 
the learning organization captured the transformations of business 



organizations. "His [Senge's] systemic view actudy reflects the change that 

has taken place in management theory during the 1980s towards holistic 

thinking inspired by developments in cornputer science, physics and biology" 
(Finger and Woolis 1994, 154). 

This shift to holistic thinking may be an effect of the paradigm shift from the 

reductionist, mechanistic modem world, to the flexible holistic perspective of 
the post-modem, a shift that has in part been informed by evolutionary 

biology. Biology has provided a double structure model to explain 

evolutionary change, which maintains a level of cowervancy but allows for 
responsive change. Gregory Bateson (1978, 168) writes about the great 

stochastic processes of superficial somatic (most concrete) change and deeper 
genetic (more abstract) change, and relates these types of changes to learning. 
He notes that there is "proto-learning" dealing with narrow fact or action, and 

"deutero-learning" which deals with larger contexts and classes of context. 

Argyris and Schon extend these leaming concepts to describe two levels of 

organizational leaming. "Single-loop leaming" refers to the response 
required to maintain constancy where organizational strategies and 

assumptions are modified to keep performance within the range set by 

organizational norms. The norms themselves remain unchanged. "Double- 

loop leaming" occurs when changuig interna1 or external envi ronmen ts 

prompt a two-stage organizational learning cycle which requires a process of 

inquiry with respect to the conflict, and a restructuring of the organizational 

norms (Argyris and Schon 1977, 1û-23). This process of inquiry demands a 

type of reflection which questions the values, aççumptions and beliefs of the 
organization. In other words, an organization which attempts to correct a 

problem ( eg .  a product flaw) by adjusting a n o m  (such as immediately 

improving quality), would be involved in a single-loop leaming cycle. 
However, if it identifies a problem which is in direct conflict with 
organizational norms, (e-g. the desire for growth and development is 

threatening normal operations and the need for stability), and if it questions 

its underlying values and a& to restructure those norms, then double-ioop 

learning has occurred. 

interesting though these organizational leaming concepts seem, many 



theorists feel uncornfortable about treating organizations as living systems. 

They see organizations as constructs which have no characteristics other than 
those which chamel through people. They conclude that organizations, as 

such, do not leam; it is the memben of organizations that leam. Individual 
leaming is undeniabiy important in organizational leaming, but as Hedberg 
(1981, 6) suggests, "although organiza tional leaming occurs thro ug h 

individuals, it would be a mistake to conclude that organizational leaming is 

nothing but the cumulative result of their mernbers' learning." He 
emphasizes that although organizations do not have brains, they certain1 y 
have cognitive systems and mernories, and as individuals develop their 

personalities, values and beliefs over time, organizations develop world 

views and ideologies. Although workers may corne and go, and leadership 
may change, organizations possess preserved knowledge, behaviours, men ta 1 
maps, n o m s  and values that have been established over time (Roth and 

Niemi 1996, 206). 

My experiences within organizations allow me to accept the sense of 

organizational knowledge and collective mernory, but as 1 continue to send 

out seismic waves to explore the concept of organizntionnl lenrning, 1 

am shnken by the following question: How is it possible for an orgnnizntion tu 

lenrn ? 

Senge suggests the following five leaming disciplines which each contribute a 

vital dimension to an organization as it begins the process of organizational 

learning: persona1 mastery, mental models, building shared vision, team 

leaming, and systems thinking (Senge 1990, 6). Each discipline has to do with 
how we think, what we truly want, and 

another, but it is the fifth discipline of 
five, "fusing them into a coherent body 
12). 

how we interact and learn with one 

systems thinking that integrateç al1 

of theory and practice" (Senge 1990, 

Persona1 mastery is the discipline of persona1 growth and leaming, which 
encourages us to be continually clarifying Our persona1 vision of what is 

important to us, and continually leaming how to see current reality more 
clearly (Senge 1990,141). The discipline of mental models encourages us to be 

aware of the assumptions, values and beliefs we each have, which influence 



how we understand the world and Our behaviours (Senge 1990,8). Creating a 

shared vision involves the skills of seeking shared "pictures of the future" 
that foster genuine cornmitment and involvement (Senge 1990, 9). W hen 

people share a vision they are comeded by an aspiration. Senge suggests that 
teams, not individuals, are the fundamental leaming unit in modern 

organizations, and the discipline of team leaming beginç with dialogue. The 

use of the word "dialogue" is intended to mean more than conversation, it is 

the ability of the team members to suspend their assumptions and enter into 

a sincere form of "thinking together" (Senge 1990, 10). Lastly, systems 
thinking requires an holistic view of looking at situations and a n  

appreciation of the patterns which connect. "It is a framework for seeing 

interrelationships rather than things, for seeing pattems of change rather 
than static "snapsho ts" (Senge 1990, 68). 

Al1 five disciplines contribute an essential component to the development of 

a learning organization, but it is systems thinking which provides a new way 
for individuals to perceive themselves and their world. As Senge 
emp hasizes: 

At the heart of a leaming organization is a shift of mind - from 
seeing ourselves as separated from the world to connected to the 
world, from seeing problems as caused by someone or 
something "out there" to seeing how our own actions create the 
problerns we experience. A leaming organization is a place 
where people are continually discovering how they create their 
reality. And how they c m  change it. (Senge 1990,12) 

1 imagine that a learning organization provides a safe place for its mernbers 
send out their own seismic waves to explore siïbrnerged organ iznt ionnl 
striictiires. This place promotes inqiiiry and continunlly encourages rionble- 

loup lenrning. My ozun seismic waves prompt me fo question: Whnt factors 
enable an organization to begin the process of organizationnl lenrning? 

Fi01 and Lyles suggest that there are four contextual factors that will affect the 

probability that organizational leaming will occur: a corporate culture 
conducive to learning, strategy that allows flexibility, an organizational 

structure that allows both innovativeness and new insights, and pressure 



from both intemal and extemal environments (1985, 804). The authors 
believe that an organization must be willing to restructure its broad norms 
and belief systems, and that it must be flexible in structure, and encourage 
learning and reflective action-taking. "A centralized, mechanistic structure 
tends to reinforce past behaviours, whereas an organic, more decentralized 
structure tends to allow shifts of beliefs and actions" (Fiol and Lyles 1985, 805). 

The environment's impact on leaming results in a tension between 
constancy and change. If the environmental pressures are too complex a n  

overload may occur, but too mu& stability within an organization can be 

dysfunctional. Hedberg (1981,5) suggests that "learning requires both change 
and stability ... between leamers and their environments." The recognition 
that the process of learning involves the creation and manipulation of this 
tension between constancy and change was also reflected by Bateson who 

described two great contraries of mental processes; rigour and imagination . 
He warned of either too much rigour or too much imagination. "Rigor alone 
is paralytic death, but imagination alone is insanity" (Bateson 1978, 237). From 
an organizational leaming perspective, the tension between stability (rigour) 

and change (imagination) creates organizational fault lines which ma y 
stimulate learning. 

Another factor which influences an organization's ability to become a 

leaming organization, is the need for persona1 commitment and communi ty 

building. Senge stresses the importance of building "communities of 

commitment" within an organization (Kofman and Senge 1993, 5) .  He 
believes that without communities of people genuinely committed to the 
process, there is no real chance of moving forward. He indicates that 
"building leaming organizations is not an individual task. It demands a shift 
that goes al1 the way to the core of our culture. We have drifted into a culture 

that fragments our thoughts, that detaches the world from the self and the 
self from its community" (Kofman and Senge 1993,22). He suggests that we 

need to regain Our balance through creating alternative ways of working and 
living together. Learning, both individual and collective, is key. 

1 fïnd the concept of organizational learning fnscinating. I have always 
considered learning to be an intensely persona1 activity, and initially 1 f O zi n d 



it dificult to imagine how an organizntion itself could learn. Since it is nffer 
nll just a collection of people, wouldn ' t  Ienrning attributed to an organ ization 
sirnpLy be the sum of individual learning? But the more I fhink about tlir 
organization of which I a m  a member, the more 1 begin to recognizr that i n  
many wnys it does have a life of its own. It certainly has its oron sirltzire, 
traditions and collective mernoy. 

1 seilse thnt the quest to becorne a "learning organization " is an effect of the  
ruhispers of change rustling the branches of our organizationnl trer-tops. 
These whispers ref2ect the shifl fiom the modern world to a post-modern 
perspective. Even the language of the new concepts of orgnnizntional chnnge 
nnd learning reflect a post-modern approach. Words such as "connected ness,  " 
"continnous," "dynamic" and "holistic" are a distinct departirre from the  
more controlling words of the modern world. Organizational mn  n agenzen t 
theorists appear to be listening fo those whispers as management theory is  

moving away JIom viewing an organization as a top-down controlled, 
fragrnented structrtre, to a more dynamic, generative and evolving m ode 1 .  

But where post-modernism is rustling the uppermost brnnclies of o ir r 
organizations, I suspect that the frunk remains unaffected, and tfre roots nru  
still firmly embedded in modernist soil. 

These are powerficl organizational concepts regarding lenrning and clinnge, 
and ns I re-rend and repect on them, I question ruhether my thinking nboirt 
orgnn izntional learn ing (zuhich was becoming a focits of my acndemic il10 rk) 

rnight have influenced the approach I was rtsing for coordinating the 
Emergency Planning Progrnm. My  seismic survey has ennbled nie t o 

understand the rtnderlying strrtctzrre of organizationnl lenrnirig, but the  
ground begins to shift once more as 1 experience tension between theory n tzd 

prnctice. Horu is it possible to incorporate the concept of organizntionnl 
learn ing into professional practice? 



Glancing Back, Moving Fonvard 

M y  educntional journey has allowed me to wander through new landscapes 
in my nttempt to search for meaning. This has been a journey on shaky 
ground, an exploration in the midst of uncertainty, and 1 have experienced 

the unsettled feelings of a stranger in n strange land. 

Before moving on, I take a quick glance back nt the places 1 've been. 1 h n ~e 

explored the laquage of change, and how change is affecting us at individiïnl, 
orgnnizational and global Levels. 1 have been straining to hear the whispers o f  

change, and tu understand the patterns which connect as change occrirs f ro  rn 
the modern to the post-modern world. 1 have explored the farilt lines o f  
learning and change, and reflected on my role as educator and chnnge agent. f 

have questioned the kind of organizational environment thnt worild br 

needed in order for us al1 tu work collaboratively as learning agents, and mha t 

it means to be part of a learning organization. I am left with n fu ndarnen ta1 

question of how al1 these thoughts and concepts have influenced 

my professional practice as an emergency planner trying to i m p l e m e n t  
change. 

M y  journey now tnkes a different direction. 1 tirrn tu nnrrntizje ns n nwms t o  

seek greater understanding; to deepen the experience of the tension r u  h ich 

exists dong the f n d t  lines of learning and chnnge. 



QUAKY EXPERIENCES: 

EXPERIENCING LEARNING AND CHANGE 

1 like this idea of story-telles- It works well to describe al1 of us. We are great 
weavers of tales, outdoing one another around the campfire to see which 
stories best capture Our imaginations and the experiences of our lives. If we 
can look at ourselves truthfully in the light of this fire and stop being so 
serious about getting things "right" - as if there were still an objective reality 
out there - we can engage in life with a different quality, a different level of 
pla yhlness. 

Margaret Wheatley (1992, 142) 



STORIES OF LEARMATG AND CHANGE 

Our lives are made up of storied threads intricutely woven together to f o r nr 

the fabric of our world, and it is open through stories that rue scarch for 
meaning. There is meaning in the stories we share, in the legends tue crrnte, 
in the myths we pass down through each generation. Dwelling ruitlzin stories 

gives rts the opportrrnity to immerse ourselves completely, or to wntch f i n 1  n 
snfe distance. Stories allow us to enter the lives of others and to connrct. 
Stories invite ris to learn and even to change. 

Leah Fowler speaks of the strength of narrative to guide us townrd innrr self- 
repective learning: 

in narrative, we see .... patterns of possibilities and limitations 
and can confront the mirrored projections of Our Being. As affect 
and cognition are narratively revealed and explored, openings 
for connections, shifts in patterns, and rewritings of 
relationships occur. Moving easily between stoned reason and 
emotion heightens Our awareness, calls to consciousness that 
which has been hidden, and illuminates more inner territory, 
drawing us ever to the edge of self-knowing. (Fowler 1997, 125) 

Stories corne in many forms; they may be spoken or written, rhcy mny be renl, 
imnginary or dreamed. M a y  Aswell Do11 tells us that "Dreams c m  henl, 
prophesize, compensate, illuminate. Their power is immense .... Drennls co rt 

re-mind us of whnt zue need to put back into our minds" (in Pinar et nl 1995, 

543). Narratives may inclrtde metaphorls) ns a powerful means to cnptrire o il r 
imagination and to share meaning. Maxine Greene suggests thnt me tap ho r 
enables us to see and to reach beyond ourselves; "A metnphor not o n l y  
involves n reorientntion of consciousness, it also enables ris to cross dividrs,  
to make connections between onrselves and cthers, and to look tlirougli 
other eyes" (1997, 391). 

Narrative and metaphor are nn important aspect of this thesis. Shnring 
experiences of learning and change through narratives, and t h  ro zigh 
metaphor, enables me to seek and to shnre meaning. The following short 
stories were found, or emerged, during the process of writing this thesis. Ench 

s t o y  is followed by shifting words in the ruptured form of fault tines. They  



are m y  way of offering a space tu consider some of the qriaky experiences o f  
learning and change. 

The first story, "Unexpected Change - n Kobe Experience" is not my experience 
or rny words, but is I believe a compelling example of sudden, drnnrntic 
change. The second, " A n  Uncertain Womnn," emerged from a need 1 hnd io 

explore rny educational journey of learning and change throrigh the snfety of 
n story in the third person. "Raoen's Calling" is a myth within n story. lt is 
about seeking knowledge through change, transformation and lenrning. It is 
about symbolism and making connections. The fourth and final story, 
"Changing Plnces," explores the gap behueen theory and practicr. 

The order and style of these stories are important tu me and to rny work. T h e  

zuay they are woven together reueals movement - a transition - froni t h e  

external to the infernal. It is about looking outward tu ennble lookiny inzmrd. 



On January 17,1995, the people of Kobe were jolted awake by a force so strong 
that it "toppled bridges, twisted highways, snapped ten-ton micks like 

toothpicks, and severed the trunk line of Japan's famous bullet train, the 

technological prïde of a high-tech superpower" (Reid 1995, 118). Homes were 

reduced to smoking mbble, their contents spewed ont0 the streets and the 

lives of their inhabitants were shattered. "The trernor lasted less than a 

minute. The resulting fires raged off and on for two days. The funerals went 
on for weeks. The multibillion-dollar job of rebuilding will continue for 

months, even years" (Reid 1995,118). How c m  we even begin to imagine the 

impact of this forceful unexpected change on the lives of the people of Kobe? 

Dave Pite, a Canadian living in Kobe, shares his experiences of the first few 
moments of this unexpected change: 

I wake from a sound sleep at 5:47 a-m.; the air feels animate, 
growling and gruiding; in the pre-dawn light gigantic jolts walk 
the upright piano out from the wall to meet the electric one 
which has pitched forward on its face with the television 
crashing down on top and bookcases ernptying al1 over. A long 
instant of timeless waiting hanging suspended. Having forgone 
the hassle of putting a futon down from the cupboard to the 
floor 1 am on my favourite lumpy old couch and 1 am glad to be 
there, riding and watching, instead of on the floor. Then it is 
over and so quiet, so strange. 

1 follow my first impulse to scramble over it al1 and head 
through the kitchen to check on my family. That part of my 
mind serves me well, it is the other parts that are not 
functioning yet. 1 know it's an earthquake and it's big but can not 
conceptualize its extent beyond this room. I figure 1'11 walk 
quickly through the kitchen to the tatami room where Masako 
and Julie are sleeping and then we will decide what to do next. 

1 have to shove really hard to open the kitchen door, pushing 
away the debris behind. 1 clirnb over broken plates, glasses, 
chairs, table, books, stereo, microwave, fish tank, contents of the 
fridge, sink, cupboards. By this time Our neighbours have the 
door open behind me and in the flickering beam of their 
flashlight 1 can see Masako crawling out of the sort of teepee that 
was formed when the metal "tansu" set of drawers shot out of a 
cupboard and intercepted the two-metre high heavy wooden 



wardrobe as it toppled the other way. She stmggles out with Julie 
in her arms and passes her to me. We follow the flashlight beam 
toward concerned voices calhg our names and screaming into 
other doorways, "Ikiteru? ! ! Kikoeru? ! !" (Are you alive?!! Can 
you hear me?!!) We push out into the hallway, grabbing shoes 
and coats from the communal mess spüled out there, and then 
continue down four flights of stairs and ont0 the street. 

It is not a familiar sight, this backstreet behind what had been 
our home for several years. It is full of people in various stages 
of confusion and disarray, people we had seen every day, 
fashionably dressed and quietly polite, going about their 
business. Now they are milling about with black looks of 
disbelief, clutching their children's hands and trying to 
understand what to do, just like us- There is talk of going back 
inside, some of the literature says that is the wisest course of 
action, avoid lethal falling objects. But the buildings look unreal 
as well, Our always tidy brick entrante-way where the mail-boxes 
are and metal lattice gate adorned with flowering shmbs is 
mptured through the middle and the steps are crooked, in fact 
the whole building is tilting a little. The city housing next door 
looks different too, [it] takes a moment to realize that the second 
floor is now where the first floor used to be, and there's no third 
floor anymore. The stately old traditional wooden houses across 
the little backstreet from us are missing most of the tiles from 
their rooves [sic], walls have caved in, wisps of smoke are 
drîfting out of some of the windows. We walk quickly out to the 
front of our place, to the traffic island in the middle of the four- 
lane street. It's still within range if buildings should toppie, but 
it's the farthest away we can get from buildings on either side. 

This traffic island has the only grass in the neighbourhood. 
From Our balcony, we used to watch a guy practise his golf 
swings here in the evenings. Now 1 sit down with my family, in  
our pajamas, wrapped in a blanket, happy to be alive. There's 
not much to talk about, just that we're happy to be alive. There 
are little aftershocks. "Did you feel that?" "Yes." Waiting and 
wondering, looking around. (Pite 1995, 1) 



ln seconds, the rinquiet Enrth 
can genernte massive change. 

Order becomes chaos, normal becomes abnormal, 
and the known has uanished leauing 

the victirns struggling with the unknown. 

Liues have becorne disrupted, 
shattered and transformed. 

The earthquake has given birth to a neru, 
uncertain and iinstable world, 

and the suruivors are left to begin 
a long process of recovery 

while dwelling in n transition spncr 
between what once was 

and whnt is nozu beconzing. 

(D. Donaldson, December 7 995) 





deal from this journey. A t  times she lefi the group to explore alone, nnd 
one duy as she was struggling along a particularly steep section of the path t h e  
Enrth began to shake beneuth her. She felt frightened as the foundntions of  
her world shifted, creating clouds of dust and rubble across the curricular 

landscape. I t  was dificult to see, and dificcult to know with certninty nnymore. 

When the shaking subsided and the dust çettled, she noticed the grozind Iiad 
erupted crenting a new, transforrned landscape. Before her lay n nrirnber o f  
jngged fnult lines created by the release of considerable pressure nrid tension. 

Some fnd t  lines had split open exposing large seismic gaps. She tentntioely 
looked into the depths of these spaces, but instead of dark emptiness, s h r  
began to see new possibilifies created by this change. Glancing up, she CO zr 111 
still catch a glirnpse of the hills in the distance, but when she looked behind 
her, the path çhe had been on had changed so drastically that she renlizrd 
there was no going back to the familiarity of her old world. She felt ri ncertairi 
and unsettled, but there were rnany new choices, many new paths ahend. 

She searched for the others and they continued to share their experiences. 
Their indiuid ual stories of the changing curricular scene y provided a r icli 

learning environment. There were both connections and differences, nnd s h e  
begnn to recognize this nezu dynamic educational landscape prozjided n spncr 
for mnny uoices and a place for many meanings. 

As time went on she began to feel stronger and more confident about t h e  
direction the journey ruas taking her. In fact, the next time she looked for t l i  e 
hills they seemed remarkably closer. She began to feel confident that she hnd 
the strength to continue on and to even welcome the changes and challengrs 
thnt lny ahend. She finally realized she had made il zuhen i f  no longer 
mattered if she got there. She had found meaning which ruas j d l  o f  

possibilities. Not Tru fhs, but mu1 tiple understandings. As she marvel led i n 
new perspectives, she noticed many other hills in the distance. She dreornerl 

of new landscapes; she anticipated continua1 learning and change. 

D. Donaldson (Iuly 1997) 



Perhnps we, 
RS czirriculum designers, 

d l  need to  journey 
d o n g  the trembling fault lines 

leading nwny fium the dominant centre 
to a place on the rnargin 

where al1 voices are heard 
and many meanings are possible. 

D. Donaldson December 2995) 



As I sit at rny desk reflecting on change, 1 pause to touch rny rauen stone. H e  

is a m a l 1  raven, painted on stone, but full of life and meaning. He peers nt 

me through a beady eye. The stone is cracked, and the thin Pactnre line ru ris 
under his craggy feet. 1 am told he is a bringpr of light, intelligence n n d  

cliriosity, and he sits before me as a totem, grasping the fiagile fault line of t h  r 
stone. 

1 have become obsessed by ravens. They cal1 to me from the tallest treetops i n 
their deep throaty raven uoices. 1 see them only occnsionally, but krar t h e  ni 
constantly. Their image appears to me euerywhere; on artwork, in t h e  

newspaper, at the top of a totem pole peering down at me as 1 make my wny 
across the campus. 1 am drawn to them and to the meaning they nre bringing 

to m y  work and my life. 1 have become fascinnted by these large black birds - 
powerful and mischievous - considered to be harbingers of change and 
transformation. They are part of rny environment, but not part of my criltiire. 

They draw me into their world, help me to consider change nnli 

transformation, and encourage me to question. 

1 recently read a newspaper story about a native artist, Errol Hillis, serving n 

lqe sentence in prison (Dakers 1997, D5). He carves masks and totem po1c.s t o  

set himself ernotionally free. According to the article, his artwork is rnnbl ing 
him tu find his voice, and to begin n healing journey. He sees his " Rnaen " 
mask as a reflection of his inner self, and he relates to the raven as trickster - 
nlzuays changing shapes. He suggests that when a person cnrves n rnaen lie is 
looking for change und a new horizon. 

1 too have been looking for change and new horizons, and the cnll of tlir 

raven hns encoriraged me to reach out and learn about their stories. 

The light of the universe was kept hidden by an old man and /l is 
daughter. It was safely stored in a box, within nnother box, 
within many boxes. I t  was so well hidden that the world zuns i n  
darkness. The Raven, who had existed since the beginning of 
time, was becoming annoyed at t y i n g  to fly in the midst of 
darkness. lt ~ffected his abdity to constantly interfere and t u  
change things. He decided he had to find a way into the old 
man's house in order to steal the light for himself. 



The Raven transformed himseif into a hemlock needle, and ruas 
swnllowed by the young wornnn as she drank thirstily from n 
nearby strearn. Once again he transformed hirnself, this t irn e 
into a tiny hurnan being which grew and eventually emerged 
Porn the young woman as a squawking boychild with a long 
beak-like nose. The old man's new grandchild was noisy n n d  
demanding, but gradually gained his grnndfather ' s  a ffect ions. 
The ravenchild relentlessly sorght the boxes in which the light 
of the u n  iverse was stored. His grnndfnther ' s  initial ref risnls 
were eventually ouercome as his bird-like grandson slozd y 
gained access to the outer box, then the inner boxes - C O  nr i ng  
closer and closer to the light. 

Then the moment came when the ravenchild convinced h i s  
loving grandfafher to open the final box. In the beam of t h e  
bright light which was released, the old man just caught sight o f  
the child transforming into a large black shining shadow zuith 
outstretched wings and a gaping beak. The raven grasped t lie 
light in his jaws and quickly j7ew through the smokehole of t h e  
house into the darkness of the world beyond, leaving behind n 
weeping grandfather and a bewildered young womnn. 

The world ruas transformed by the light, and the R n v e n  
mnrvelled nt his wonderfiil new possession. In fact he ruas s o  
distracted by the effect the light was hnving on the world below 
thnt he nlmost didn't notice the Engle swooping toward hini. As 
he swerved tu avoid the outstretched claws of the Engle, h r 
dropped at least haif of the light he was carrying. Some of it 
botinced off the earth back into the sky forming the moon n n  d 
the stars which brigh ten the night. As the Eagle purszied him t o 
the rim of the world, the exhausted Raven released the fiinnl 
portion of light, where it begnn to gently rise in the east. ' 

Rnvens have pown intu my world and illurninated it. Despite their trickster 
role and ability to deceive, possibly because of it ,  they have becorne a pozuerfid 
symbol in my  life. I feel a special comect ion with them which is dificiilt t o 

describe. It began with just noticing their call, and was strengthened zuhen 1 

rinderstood their associntion with change and transformation. The  y 

' There are many raven tales mouen into the natiue crilture of the Northwest Coast, but the rauen figure 
nppears in the myths of other cultures as well. This tale is a Haida version based on the "The Rmen 
Steals the Light" by Bill Reid and Robert Bringhurst 11996). It is induded here with deep respect for 
tire people Jrom whom this s t o y  first emerged. 



symbolize Ihe changes 1 am experiencing, the transformation I am ri nder-  
going, but most irnportantly, their cal1 encourages me to hear and tu quest ion.  
When 1 am challenged by new experiences I feel a need to question bu t li 
externnl knowledge and the trickster voice within me thnt often tries t o  
deceive by obscuring my persona1 ways of knowing. 

Symbols, tokens and touchstones are appealing because iike stories, rn y t lis 
and legends. they hefp us to find connections and to mnke menning. T h r y  
enable us to iearn and understand through the experiences of others; t hey  
allow us to look outward in order to refIect inward. Looking for a rn o rn e n t 
beyond the symbol of the raven to the larger view of the myrhology of t h e  
Northwest Coast aboriginal peuples, their legends and culture speak t u  
me now in a new way - or rather - l am nom listening. Their uoice has bee n 
dificirit tu hear over the dominant roar of the Western world. 1 value t h  is 
glimpse of people and nnimals who Ied interconnected liues - this has been 
missing in the modern world - perhaps it will be reconsidered in the post-  
modern?  

My room is softly lit casting long shadows on the walls. I senrch for niy rnorn  
stone. His image is hiding in the dark recesses of both my desk and my rn i n  ri. 
He appears to be waiting, watching, wondering - like me - thinking nboict 
change, looking for new horizons. As I write late into the night, 1 i m a g i n e  
that like the artist, 1 have been carving n raven in my thoughts and thro i igh  
rny words. D pies from rny paper and soars over n shfting farilt fine. 

D. Donaldson (October 1997) 



Rnvens ' calling from the iree tops 
rartcous sotinds which penetrate rny mind 

and question my beliefs. Black and bendy eyes 
laughing while probing my ihortghts. 

Is it the winds of change or the breeze 
nistling the fir branches ? 
1s it the whispers of change 

or the ruffIing 
of ruven 
jea t h m  ? 

Bringer of [ight, 
harbinger of change 

trickster uoice and 
mas ter transformer, 

causing me tu question, 
cartsing me to reflect. 

Are yori really out therr, 
or somewhere in me? 

D. Donaidson (Octobttr 1997) 



CWANGNG PLACES 

I glanced quickly nt m y  watch, and panicked when I saw how little tinre zvas 
left before the session. 1 just had time to consume haif n dry sandwich, clinse it 
zoith some water and make a quick phone call. Why had 1 set mysel/ t ip for d l  
these teaching sessions and endless meetings this week? When did 1 think I 

zuas going to do any work? 

1 grabbed a great stack of educational paraphernalia, left my office, and rncril 
down the hallway. M y  colleague Steve, who was assisting me ruitli th is  
session, called out "Are you heading out now?" "Yup - but I'rn running lote" 
I replied. T m  coming," he said, "But I'm not feeiing well - I really don ' t  rva n t  
to do this." "Me neither," 1 called behind me. 

As  I rormded the final corner and headed for the classroom, I thouglit t o  
myself how 1 usually really enjoy these sessions. Not today, thotigh, 1 feei s o  

rushed and disorganized. I swept into the room, and found most of t h e  

participants were alreudy there. I began to sprend out my notes  mi 
information, and pass out the handoiits. WhiIe we rvaited a few minutes for 
the stragglers, 1 tried to mnke some witty comments so 1, and they, iuo~ild fer1 
more cornfortable. 

[ hnd forgotten how awkward this room is since they did the renomtions. It is 

actually a meeting room so the tables are placed together in n large rectnrryk 
zuith the chairs aro und. This usually zuorks well, especinlly with s ni n 1 le r 
grocips like this one - with only ten people. But a recent constricction project 
has made the room rncîch smaller, and now there is no room for the cnrt iuith 
the overhead projector. W h y  hndn't I got here enrlier tu set the r o m  ri p 
properly? I had to nsk a couple of people to stand as we separated two tables t u  

mnke room for the projector cart, but when I put it in place it obscrired 

m y  view of sonie of the students. I moved it back again - "1'11 just piit it i n 
place when the time cornes" I thought. 

1 sut at one end of the tables and Steve at the opposite end. I t  seemed as if z i v  

were the parents of a large brood about to consume an enormous educationnl 
meal and that one of us should be saying grace. We look at ench other, botlz 



mishing we could be somewhere else. A t  Zast al1 are present, and zue begin. 

I'm first, but 1 don't feel Dey  inspired today. 1 wonder how many times i 

have taught this session on hazardous materials in the workplace. 1 jrtst sny 

the mual things - but try of course to make it sound fascinating. luciging by 

the look on the ten faces arozind the room, no one is fooled. Steve starts h îs 

bit - we have a well-practiced routine - but I can tell he's strriggling totiay. My 
mind wanders a little - I hope he's not really sick - whnt if he collapses? l'ni 

not sure 1 can remember rny first aid training. 1 wonder hozu many o f  t h r j r  
science students have Frst aid? 1 rnrist remember to ask them when lue yrt t o  

the section on jïrst aid on the material safety data sheets. My mind is drifting 
... but I corne to and glance nt the dock on the wall - we're already rrt n n i ng  
behind time. 

Suddenly he stops - it's my turn again - and 1 quickly try to colleci 
m y  thorights. Right - 1'11 jzlst do a short bit on standardized warning labels. 1 

shorild start with that grent Larson cartoon of the scientist with a fiinny h o  k 

on his face, swallozuing an rtnlabelled container of what he fhinks iuns 

lemonnde - zuhile nnother scientist is senrching for his crilture o f  mnoebic 
dysentery. Maybe that will get a larigh - especially from the microbiologists? 1 

quickly throw on the overhend, onZy to discover that I forgot to moue t l i r  

projector cart into the right place. It's far too close to the front wall, su therr i s  

an embarrassing postage stamp-sized image on the screen. I nearly faIl ooer i i i  

m y  attempt to realign the wretched machine. I'm now flrtstered nnd 1 co ii lii 
jrcst imagine the headline in the campus newspaper "Safety Oficer Breaks L q  
During Safety Seminar." Steoe cornes to m y  rescrie before 1 becornr iri jureri 
(other than my professional pride), and the session continues. 

Actiinlhj, it's going n bit better now. I think we jrtst h d  to jïnd orir stride. T h e  
stridents are beginning to warm rip too and are becoming more involved ns 

we share information and pose questions. Brit there ore some nwkzunrd 
silences - 1 try to think of them as learning spaces - but rinfortzinntely 1 give i n 
to the urge to fil1 them with more questions and comments. 

As Steve is deep into a discussion on the physical characteristics section of t h e  
data sheet, I look at the faces of the people who have joined us this af ternoon. 



I've met a couple of them in the past, and 1 strain to rernern ber their na mes. 

The gmup includes mostly graduate students, and one or two p s t - d m ,  f r o m  
three different science departments. Oh no, - I suddenly realized that I forgot 

to ask them to introduce thernselves at the beginning - zuhat an idiot! 1 

snddenly feel a sense of guilt - they are not just participants, but real people 
who are giving us their valuable time. Can we meet th& expectntions? - 
especially today when we are 60th so tired and worn ont? What if me don  ' t , 
and word gets nround thnt this session is a real waste of lime? Ofcowse since 
it's mandatory sorne might Say it doesn't matter - but it matters to me. 1 still 
feel so uneasy about the issue of cornprdso y edzrcation - it seems to oppose RI! 
basic principfes of adult education. 1 speculate on the dilemma of ensu ring 
professional standards and protecting indiuidual and community health n n d 

safety, while meeting regulatory reqziirements, and recognizing the needs o f  
the indiuidual adzilt learner. Hrnmm ... 

1 emerge from rny thoughts and 1 glance once again at the dock - rue're 

riow twenty minutes behind schedrile, but I'm determined thnt we set nside 
the rime to break into pairs to discuss the data sheet they were asked to b r i q  
to clnss. 1 want to value the pre-session work they 'ue been asked to do - n n d 
besides, this usually prompts some great questions - but they don't look t o u  
excited. We are far too rushed to do this justice, but mirnculousfy it is corn in  y 
together some how. I slip out of rny ofice to pick up sorne extra data sheets. 1 

feel as if I've just corne to the surface for nir after being deeply submerged i n 

this teaching/lenrning process. 1 only have time to tnke a big breath, before 1 

pllinge back into the classroorn again. 

Then cornes the quiz - and I make siire that rue use the word "qciiz" and n o t  

"test" or "exam" which sorrnds so unnecessarily orninous. This isn't rneant tu 
be difficnlt, it is simply stntctured to reuisit the salient points of the session. I 

pass it out and çense some discomfort 60th on their part and mine. "Oh, 1 

forgot to mention it's "open book," 1 cheerfidly inform them. '* Wonderfiil,  
jzist great," I imagine them thinking, and I sit there wondering about t h  
necessity of this form of evaluation. 

There is silence now, just the occasional clearing of throats and the rustling of  
papers. Steue has retreated back to the safety of his o s c e ,  and this becornes n 



shaky half hour for me, lefi in good company, but alone with rny thoughts. 1 

think over what happened today. Deep in thought, I'm suddenly arunre o f  n 

rnoen ' s  cal1 in the distance. 

How easy it was to fa11 back on routines, on the tried and true. But is it trirr? 
M y  heart begins to sink as 1 think about the years I have invested in trying t o 
understand ndult education, and the ways in which I've attempted t o  
improve my teaching methods; and yet when the pressure is on it is so rnsy tu 
revert back to old patterns. Why have al1 rny great plans and aspirations left 
me? - where are rny new-found principles and values? 

Perhaps they haven'f l e .  me - perhaps at times it just cornes down t u  
snrvival. It's not alwnys possible to put ideals into practice - 1 have to be  

renlistic and do what I can within my daily professiond context. T h e  
important thing is that today I noticed the dfference - I've changed places - I 

too, am n learner in this class. 

D. Donaldson (November, 2997) 

Fnzr lt lines expose 
the seisrnic gap 

between theory and practice. 

It is nn uneasy, uncertain place, 
but ruithin this gnp 

is a place of change, 
a place of learning 

a place of possibilities 
n place of becoming. 

D. Donaldson (Decernber, 2997) 



Zn the Light of the Campfire 

1t is important to share experience and meaning through story-telliny. 
Whether in the oral or written tradition, whether around real or imaginary 

campfires, stories enable us to connect with others, tu imagine experiences 
Jrom a snfe place, to learn and men  to change. 

These stories are an important aspect of this thesis; they have been incl ~ l d e d  
tu emphasize the power of narrative in our lives. They are v e y  different 

Jrom each other, but share a cornmon thread of describing experiences o f  
learning and change. Whether as an earthquake suroiuor, a gradriate strident 

exploring new educational landscapes, an individual experiencing the change 
process and learning to question, or an educator struggling ruith shifting 
aspects of theory and practice, stories allow us to share our experiences, t o 

learn about ourselves, and to learn from each other. These stories not otzly 
describe nspects of change, but their order and style are intended to s ho ri? 
change; they begin from looking outwnrd to others, and move to a plncr o f  

looking inward, nt self. 

Looking truthfilly in the light of the campfire requires me to continue tr> 

reflect on learning and change, and to make meaning of these fundnmrn tnl 
experiences from both personni and organizational perspectives. This part o f  
rny journey will help me to understand how learning and clznnge becnrne 

in tegrnl parts of coordinnting the Emergency Planning Program nnti my 1 f i  ns 
R new graduate stzident; the double context upon which this thesis is bnsed. 



EXPLORING FAULT LINES: 

FINDING MEANING THROUGH 
REFLECTION 

in the postmodern world, we must look to an inner sense of self and to an 
outer stmcture of support and community for shelter, stability, and insight in 
an edgy and turbulent world. 

William Bergquist (1993, 14) 



PERSONAL LEARNING AND CHANGE 
- EXPLORING T H E  FAULT LINES WITHIN 

Emergency planning requires implernenting change. It encourages 

individuals not only to think about preparing for unexpected change, but also 

to change their normal patterns of operation. Changing these patterns 

requires individuals, and the organization, to value emergency planning i n 

order to weave it into the complex fabric which forms the University culture. 

To examine Our values is no trivial task as it requires critical self-reflection, 

and may result in deep changes at both individual and organizational levels. 

"Change is ubiquitous and relentless, forcing itself on us at every tum. At the 
same time, the secret of  growing and development is learning how to 

contend with the forces of change ... The future of the world is a learning 
future" (Fullan and Stiegelbauer 1991, vii). Change and learning seem so 

closely connected, and whether it is individuals or organizations (or both) 

who need or want to change, learning appears to be key to the process. 

Finding meaning requires exploring the fault lines within. [t reqtiirrs nie t o  

look inward to understand rny own uiews and assrimptions abolit lenrniny 
nnd change. Reflecting on my own experiences, I recognize that certain 
professionni d ilemmas fostered my interest in ndult education (siiclr ns 

teaching as n non-teacher, and the issue of compulsory rdiicntion). These 

dilernmas zuere the catalysts which encouraged me to enroll as a grmirinte 
stzident in Clirricdrïm Studies. I I  was at this time that 1 accepted the position 
N Emergency Plnnner on campus, n career moue which created considerable 
pro fessional change, and reqn ired me to irnplemen t large-scale change. 1t is 
no wonder that 1 began tu write about change in rny jorrrnal, ns my zuorld 
became consrimed by it! 

Journal E n t y  - Ocfober 27, 1995: 1 find myself 
thinking a grent deal abolit change nnd its impact 
on my Ife. 1t can at times seem exciting but at t imes 
disturbing. There is a common assumption in the  
workplace that we're living in "a world that is 
rapidly changing. " In this professional con text, 



there is an implication that change is difFcu1 O r 
negative - that it is challenging or eoen impossible 

to "keep rip" with change, that it is a constant 

strziggle to cope with change. "Today change is the  
only constant in our lives, and we need to take the  
responsibil i ty for coping with that change" (Lloyds 
Bank of Cal$ornia in Knowles and Associates 1984, 

69). 

Appreciating the constancy of change is not a nezo 

phenornenon as Idiscoz~ered in this passage f r o m  
Dombey b Son by Charles Dickens: 

"It's nothing," retiirned Mrs. Chick. "It's merely 

change of weather. We mrist expect change." "Of 
weather?" asked Miss Tox, in  her sirnplicity. 

"Of eue y th ing ,  " retii rned Mrs. Chick. "Of co u rse 
rue mrist. 11's n world of change. Any one woiild 
surprise me v e y  much, Lircretia, and wordd grently 

alter tny opinion of their understanding, if they 
nttempted to contradict or euade zvhat is so perfectly 

evident. Change!" exclaimed Mrs. Chick, iu i t l i  

severe philosophy. "Why, my graciorls me, zuhat i s  

there thnt dues not change!" (Dickens 1848, 232). 

Why does the issue of change absorb my thoughts? 
Perhnps it is the sense that change is so clusely 

corznected to learning. Learning encourages chn nge, 
nlmost reqriires i f .  Coping with change requires 
learning. It nzighf be accep Ling change as a restilt of 
learning in n curriculum studies course, or it rnigltt 
be coping with change imposed by an e a r t h q i d e  
and learning to survive. 

As 1 re-read and reflect on this passage from rny journal two important issues 
emerge. One is the constancy of change in our lives, the other is the complex 



c o ~ e c t i o n  between change and learning. Jarvis describes a number of 

paradoxes inherent in the dynamic relationship between leaming and 

change: 

4eaming is a response to change, but also creates it; 
aleaming is a mechanism of adaptation, but also has the ca~acity to evoke it; 
.people leam to be safe, but learning is also a risk-taking ac'tivity. 

(Jarvis 1992,210) 

As 1 refect more deeply on this relationship betzueen ienrning and clznnge, 1 

recognize thnt its paradoxical nature is in itseIf promoting lenrning. It is t h r  
nrnbigriity of double meaning (or rnany mennings) which creafes the kind o f  
uncertainty rohich encourages further questioning and reflection. F ii l l n  n 
captlires these thorights by saying "Paradoxes provide the seeds for lear~zirrg 
under conditions of dynarnic complexity " ( 1  993, 33). 

As my educntional joiirney continued, and I began to learn about n ezu 

perspectives, alternate rneanings and the possibility of many trrrtks, 1 frl f 

rincertainty. M y  world began tu tremble and shake as I experienced t lie 

tzirblilence of change. As my positiuist world uiew wns being chnllenged bir 

nezu zunys of understanding, I zuns drawn to the ruords of D n d  [arche: 

We live in skittering times, 
when the old reliables 

of Our own invention 

are beginning to crack. 

(Jardine 1993,18) 

Jardine refers to a loss of stability when the foundations of the world we 

ourselves have created begin to crumble. It is a skittery and shaky experience, 

and 1 believe it is the appearance of these "cracks," (or as 1 like to imagine, 

"fault lines") that provide learning opportunities. Mezirow would refer to 

thern as "disorienting dilemmas" which invite us to reflect, to leam and 

possibly to change (1990, 13). Havighurst would cal1 them "teachable 

moments," particularly if they occurred in relation to developmental stages 

(Merriam and Caffarella 1991, 105). Farquharson acknowledges these are 



moments when people are receptive to change, and suggests that when 

individuals experience periods of disequilibrium, they are more open to 

"developing new meanings and behaviors as they work to restore balance in 

their lives" (1995, 14). 

ïhese cracks or fault lines are caused by what Fullan refers to as "change 

forces" which he believes should be seen as "inevitable and essential to 

learning and growth" (1993, 84). But what is the nature, or quality of these 

change forces? Are we only sensing the obvious? While the winds of change 
are howling around us, are we struggling to hear the whispers of change? 

Perhaps some types of change may evade our abilities to sense it, just as the 

Earth trembles constantly but these minor quakes are too subtle for us to 

detect. 

 oum mal En@ - Noaember 25, 1995: Somc 
definitions of change imply a stable world thnt 

changes on occasion, that movemen t only occu rs 

drîring change. Others suggest a world in Jt iw,  

nlways chnnging, continclously moving. It d o e s  
seem possible that like the unquiet Earth zuhich is 

constantly shifting, change is alwnys occnrring, n n ci 

as with rninor tremors, often goes unnoticed. Our 

focus therefore might be Iess on the rnngnitride of 
change, but more on the quality of change, and the 

possibilities inherent in the midst of change. 

When we notice change, it is common to look quickly to the other side of 

change - to consider how something has changed - what it is now, compared 

to what it was then. 1s the "then/now" binary part of the familiar duality 

theme which has dominated modernist thinking, favouring one view at the 

expense of the other? In our haste to understand the "changed," do we ignore 

the space between either side of change - the seismic gap which is exposed 

when a ruptured fault line splits apart? What lies within this seismic gap? 

Perhaps it is a space hl1 of possibilities created by the process of transition or  

transformation - a place for becoming rather than being? 



"In the midst of change" may be a place for leaming, and 1 imagine that being 

a change agent means encouraging those affeded by the change to dwell in 
this space, and to consider possibilities. With respect to the Emergency 

Planning Program, this reinforces the need to focus on process, on learning 
together, rather than simply producing a product or plan- I believe it is the 

process that provides the leaming space which enables the change to occur, 

but it must be recognized that dwelling in this space can at times be 
uncornfortable and painful, particularly for those whose lives have been 

disrupted by unexpected change. 

This seismic gap could be considered a crucible of creation. Disruption, change 
and crisis, which are generally considered to create obstacles from a modern 
point of view, are seen differently from a post-modem perspective. From this 
frame it is considered a necessary and dynamic part of growth and evolution. 
Julia Kristeva speaks to the qunlity of change, to the "creative possibilities of 
crisis" (Clark and Hulley 1990, 165). She attempts to see the most optimistic 

aspects of crisis: "A moment of crisis is a moment when something has 

crumbled, something is rejected, but it is also the moment when new sources 
appear, and in postmodemity I myself see this aspect of renewal ...." (Clark and 
Hulley 1990, 165). 

Fultan suggests that personal change is the most powerful route to system 
change (1993, 140). 1 take this to mean that change must begin at the 

individual level before effective organizational change is possible. For 

organizational leaming to grow and flourish, seeds must be sown by 
individuals who are prepared to engage in critical self-reflection, leaming and 
change. 

Fullan encourages us to develop Our inner and outer leaming capacities 

(1993, 138). Developing these specific leaming skills requires us to engage in 
inner leaming (intrapersonal sense-making), and outer learning (which is 

about connectedness), and to recognize the dynamic interaction between the 

two. Inner leaming is needed to understand and manage change in our  
persona1 lives, while outer leaming "is about comecting the inner self to 

people as people - those around you at work, and family and social 
relationships outside work" (Fullan 1993, 141). The concept of outer Iearning 



reminds us that we do not leam in isolation; leamhg is a highly social 

activity. Social interaction provides a rich learning environment where 

" through the interaction between one's own reflective understanding and 

that of another, ... an individual is able to hansform and heighten personal 
consciousness" (Doll 1993, 122). 

Awareness of this interaction between self and other describes a magical 

dynamic of leaming; of finding meaning by looking inward at self through 

critical self-reflection, and reaching outward to leam from others. It is about 
nurturing that inner leaming ability, and understanding the importance of 

external connections and interactions. It is about seeing ourselves, and 

everyone involved in change, as diange agents (or perhaps as learning 
agents). 

Reflecting on my experiences of learning and change has enabled nie to better 
understand rny change process. As the tectonic plates of rny profcss ion nl 

and personal morld grnted together, 1 felt uncertainty and tension as 1 tried t o 

mnke sense of chnnge and i f s  role in orir lives. This tension emergrd brcnlrsc 

as a change agent 1 zvns in the position of asking others to chnnge, mliile ns n 

neru grndilnte strdent 1 was experiencing the challenge and ~iiff ici~lty o f  

change. 

Whe12 1 entered graduate school 1 planned to learn, but 1 did not imagine tlint 
1 zuoitld chnnge. Perhaps this is becazise in earlier ncndernic evperienc~s 1 

focrissed on nccumulating information which 1 snzu as scientijïc Trutlis. N o i c ~  

1 was encorirnged to look inzuard for meaning. What niay seem natziral t o 

others runs difficult for me, when even zuriting in the j r s t  person zoos 

rtnfnrniliar and tincomfortable. 1 had lived in a world of objectivity mzd >i o iu, 
in the process of inuolving rnyself with people rnther thnn things,  
s~~bjectiuity took on new meaning and importance. 1 zuas a chnnge agent o ri 

shaky ground. 

Looking bnck, 1 nozu understand how the double context of rny professional 

and persona1 zuorld provided the opportzinity for a transformational lenrning 
experience. This was my "kenchable moment," my "disorienting c i  i lem mn ,  " 
where disequilibrium and uncertainty created by the challenge to rn y 



positivist world view were the change forces which required me to learn n nd 
to change. 

Tension forrned as 1 faced arnbiguities und tried tu find new meaning and  
understanding in the midst of uncertainty. This pressure created farilt 1 iues  
zuhich cracked throrigh m y  mind as 1 struggled ruith m y  personnl 
assumptions and beliefs and began tu understand how my world z & m  
infltienced my professional practice. 1 becnme sensitive tu the whisprrs o f  
change occrirring in our world as we shift from the modern to the p s t -  
modern, and it ruas these whispers fhnt provided me zuith nezu amys of 

thinking. I began to tinderstand the quality of change, and rather than s w i n g  
the "before and cifter" aspects of change, 1 began tu focus on being in the m ids t  
of change. The tension 1 experienced created faiilt lines of learning a n d  

change ruhich rtiptured exposing a seisrnic gap, a space between either side o f  
change, a learning space fi111 of possibilities. 

M y  lenrning journey has ennbled me to reach a place where 1 can begirz t o  
look into the seismic gap. It is not a place of emptiness and ciarkness, bu t  

instend it is alive with possibilities. What I am beginning to see in the gnp is 
how aspects of post-modernism have changed m y  personal and profcssiorinl 
worlds; zuorlds zuhich have experienced dramatic shifting and sknking as I 
corne tu terms with new meanings. 1 have tnken a few, faltering steps tozcn rd 

incorporating these new perspectives into rny persona1 life and t o m r d  
understanding how this mny impact rny professional practice. These steps nrr 
reuenled through the persona1 experiences and Iessons learrzed rirscribed i 11 

the folloiuing chapter. 

From my inner exploration of persona1 fault lines, 1 am now drnwn to 1 uo k 

outzuard, tu that otrter structure of cornmunify, to try to anderstand and nznke 
meaning of learning within orgnnizntions, within a connected community. 



ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND CHANGE 
- CHANGINÇ THE STATUS QUO 

H u m n  beings generally exhibit a strong urge to furm co m m r i  n i t  i rs .  
Communities prouide a sense of place and belonging, fellowship and siryport, 
prirpose and menning (Suzuki and McConnell 1997, 213). We vften fed a 
need to be part oJ or connected to, sornething zuhich is greater t h m  owsrlzvs. 
1 recognize this feeling in  myself as someone who is part of n professionnl 
commiinity; n member of n large organization. Althorigh niy ziwrk i r i  

Occupntionnl Health and Safety has always given me the ndvantnge of 

interacting zuith many people on the campus, the Ernergency Planning Projrct 
zuns my first experience with something which potentially affected ozir r n t irr 
popcifation of fncufhj, staff and students. Perlznps this is zuhy I have becunir 
so fascinnted with understanding n larger view, and the menning o f  
connectedness and cornrnirnity. 

To attempt tu mnke meaning of the concept of organizationnl learning, 1 l ook  
to my experience as n member of the University commrtnity. A t  tintes t h s  
organization c m  seem impersonal, like a large machine which t w n s  slozvly 
in its response to change. As  zuith most institutions, UVic hns been shnprii by 

n modernist ruorld. Steeped in tradition, it hns n distinct hiernrchy zc~ith w l l -  
defined line nrnnngemen t (nlbeit split dong  academic and adrniti is t rn t izir 
1 ines). 

But as I reflect more deeply on my relntionship with this orgnnizatio~z,  
rny strongest impressions are not of the fiagmen ted parts, but of the people o f  
the organization who interact to crente a much greater whole. I sre signs o f  
connected ness, des pite the on-going power struggles and turf m r s .  
Undernenth it al1 is a cornmiinity of individnals mho together form n grrnter 
dynnmic whole; an orgnnizntion zuhich is in transition ns it adjusts to life in n 

post-modern zoorld. 

The shift to the post-modem is revealed by changes in language. In his book 
"The Web of Life," Fntjof Capra discusses the change from the mechanistic to 

the ecological paradigm. He describes the basic tension which exists between 
viewing the parts or the whole. "The emphasis on the parts has been called 



mechanistic, reductionist, or atomistic; the emphasis on the whole holis tic, 
organismic, or ecological" (Capra 1996, 17). 

1 was drawn to Capra's discussion of the late eighteenth century philosopher 

Immanuel Kant, who recognized that organisms, in contrast with machines, 
are self-reproducing, self-organizing wholes. His work may have been the 

first attempt to describe systems thinking (i.e. thinking from the perspective 
of the whole). Capra writes "In a machine, according to Kant, the parts only 
exist for each other, in the sense of supporting each other within a functiona 1 
whole. In an organism the parts also exist by menns of each other, in the sense 
of producing one another" (Capra 1996,22). This subtle difference in language 
reveals a magnitude of difference in rneaning between simply supporting the 
whole, and being essential to each other and the whole. A living system relies 

on dynamic interconnections amongst its parts, which 1 believe is the basis of 
community. Organizational sumival in the twenty-first century will depend 

on a shift toward a self-organizing holistic model. This shift will require a 

greater emphasis on community, dynamic comections and continuous 

learning. Becoming a post-modem organization not only will be the way to 

adapt to change, but will also enable organizations to thrive on change. 

Shifting to a post-modem form will require considerable shaking of the status 
quo. Just as 1 experienced shaking and quaking due to critical self-reflection, so 
rnust organizations work through the discomfort of change. This shift will 

require the more complex second order change, or double-loop learning, 
discussed earlier. This type of learning is not reactive, but is based on a deeper 
form of inquiry and readjustment of organizational noms .  "A second-order 

change occurs when we decide to (or are forced to) do something different 
from what we have done before, rather than just doing more or less of what 

we have already been doing" (Bergquist 1993, 7). To engage in this type of 

inquiry enables an organization to rnake a monumental shift toward 
becoming a learning organization. 

Watkins and Marsick suggest a number of forces which compel an  

organization to make changes of this magnitude: these forces include changes 

in organizations, the changing nature of work, changes in the workforce, and 
changes in how people learn. They stress that "To survive in the turbulent 



environment created by these forces, organizations and their workforces must 

be  flexible, far sighted, and able to learn continuously" (Watkins and Marçick 

1993,5). Senge offers his five disciplines as the means to become a learning 

organiza tion: the disciplines include persona1 mastery (involving in ne r 
leaming), and team learning which supports learning together (ou ter 

leaming). But it is the fifth discipline of systems thinking which speaks to the 

issue of community. This discipline focusses on our perceptions of ourselves 

and/in world; it focusses on interrelationships and encourages a sense of 

connectedness. 

Wheatley emphasizes the need for participation, for attention 

relationships, for freely generated and freely exchanged information, 

autonomy at local levels, and for self-reference (1992, 143-147). 

importance of relationships and Our sense of place within a larger who 

stressed through the concept of self-reference. Wheatley considers 

individual unit in a biological system as a mode1 for the individual in 

organiza tion: 

to 

for 

The 

e is 

the 

the 

Instead of whirling off in different directions, each part of the 
system must remain consistent with itself and with al1 other 
parts of the system as it changes. There is, even among simple 
cells, an unerring recognition of the intent of the system, a deep 
relationship between individual activity and the whole. (1992, 
146) 

The insights offered by Senge, Watkins and Marsick, and Wheatley reveal the 

influence of the new science, more specifically, the concept of the networks 

and patterns of living systems. To survive change we can learn from systems 

such as biological systems which have a long history of success. The 

foundations of the modem organization will eventualiy crumble and fa11 in  

the midst of the accelerating change of a post-modem world. To survive this 

turbulence, the organization's future will depend on its ability to be flexible, 

open and evolving, and to recognize the importance of community and 

connec tedness. 

But how can these complex concepts be shifted from theory to practice? 1 

suspect the sense of community and connectedness are not common 



experiences for most members of a large (modernist) organization. Where 

does the change which is required begin? Change of this type is not pushed 

from the top (although it needs to be supported by it). It is change that begins, 

as Bergquist reminds us, through small steps communicated throughou t the 

organization (1993, 14). 

I find it helpful to consider the diffusion of innovations theory which has 

been expanded by Everett Rogers. Although in "Communication Technology: 

The New Media in Society" he focusses on the acceptance of new 

communication technologies, the kind of pattern he describes can assist us in  

imagining how an organization begins to accept new ideas. Rogers explains 

that the diffusion of innovations theory has a long history and has been well- 

researched. Its common elements have been applied to such diverse fieids 

such as agriculture, anthropology, education, geography, and sociology 

(Rogers 1986, 117). The main elements in the diffusion of new ideas are 

considered to be: 

*an innovation (an idea, practice or object) 
l that is communicated through certain charnels (to get messages f rom 

one individual to another 
mover time (the time required for acceptance and adoption) 
mamong members of a social system (a set of interrelated units that are 

engaged in joint problem-solving to accomplish a goal). 

(Rogers 1986, 117) 

These elements of the diffusion of innovations theory could be applied in a 

general sense to the acceptance of change. An innovation can be seen as a new 

idea which requires change. This idea or change force must be communicated 

throughout the organization over a period of time, and during that time 

there may be re-invention or transformation of the original idea (Rogers 1986, 

121). 

Farquharson discusses the diffusion of innovations with respect to the 

human services. He stresses the importance of considering the time delays in 

the adoption-diffusion process, whidi c m  be lengthy (1996, 224). It appears 

that critical factors in the implementation of change is not only zu h o 

transmits the innovation, but how new information is comrnunicated. 



Rogers shares an important concept about the communication channel that is 

required to move information from one individual to another. "Mass media 

channels are more effective in creating knowledge of innovations, whereas 

interpersonal channels are more effective in forrning, and in changing, 

attitudes toward a new idea, and thus indirectly influencing the decision to 

adopt or reject a new idea" (Rogers 1986, 117). This distinction is critical, as i t  

implieç that for deeper change to occur, (that is, change which will alter 

attitudes and behaviours), interpersonal communication is required. 1 

imagine thiç form of communication to be, as Senge suggests, more than 

discussion or conversation (1990, 10). It is perhaps better expressed as 
"dialogue". 

Journal Entty - December 6, 1996: What is renlly 
mennt by "dialogue?" - R written or s p o k e n  
conversation - communicating "throrigh words." 
Some imply that with dialogue there is " m e n n i n g  
jlowing through"; thnt dialogue nllows n free 
flowing of meaning and exploration of o u  
nssumptions both individunlly and collectively. A 

rnodernist perspective would value debate o zw r 

dialogne, would declnre n zuinner ouer n Zoser. 
W e  have become accristomed to focirs on n rg rl rn e rl t 
and dispute so that the i~pholder of "the Trilth" c m  
emerge. 1 like to imagine thnt through d ia log~re  
rnnny trtrths can emerge and n deeper under -  
standing cnn be fonnd. 

Whnt does this menn for edncation, pnrticiilnrly t h e  
type of education I nm inuolved with - workplnce 
lenrning? I sense a grenter need to nllozo space for  
mnny voices, to share narratives in order to en r ich 
the learning experience, and to encourage d in log ne 
not only during an educntional session, but nlso i n  
the development of the programs we provide. O u r  
ofice h m  been caught in n dilemma of meeting t h e  
demands of regdatory requirements, administrative 



expectations, and employee needs. Atternpting t O 

meet khe j r s t  two types of demands has resulted i n 
minimal employee involvement with course 
development. We have worked hard to p r o ~ i d e  
good programs, but now I question the focus and 

direction of otir energy. 

As 1 contemplate the role of dialogue in my professional practice, 1 considr r 
what conditions are conducive to engaging in this specific forni o f  
communication. More recently 1 wrote of my personal, acadernic experiencr 
of dialogue: 

Journal Enhy - Nooember 23,1997: As l look back 
nt m y  educational joumey over the past two years, I 
wonder if 1 coitld have continzied on this shaky 
path withorit the cnring environment and support 
of the "Tuesday Group." Open to nnyone, t h e  
membership of this group expands and contracts, 
but has a constant core of seuen women. Meetings 
occur faithfidly every Tuesday, over lunch, nt t h e  
Grnduate Student Centre. 

We share a comrnon thread in an edirc~tional web - 

al1 graduate stzidents ruith an interest in nd ri 1 t 
lemming. Otherwise in many ways ozir liues are 

different. Of course there are sorne interesting 
connections, mutual friends, and shared pro- 
fessional interests - but the strongest link was 
formeîi nrorind the need tu share the experience o f  
gradciate school, to discriss ncademic thocights n n d 

ideas, and to celebrnte in the occasionnl epiphnny 
(that delightfiil sense of "ah-ha"). 

1 am a late-corner to this group - the neruest 
member - which gioes me the advnntage of a 
tremendocis pool of graduate school knowledge and 



experience. At times I was reminded of my position 
in  rny family - the yoringest - always the least 
experienced - often not understanding what t h e  
others said, but quickly gaining an education. T h e r e  
were tirnes that I wns rnystified by some of t h e  
group discussions, but as 1 continried on my  o w n 
edcicational journq ,  1 felt 1 tuas able to participate 
more within the group. Euen so, at al1 times I felt 
encouraged to share ideas and contribute tho  righ t s  
based on my own life experiences and perspectiz?es. 

The grorip is a place of connection and shnring - it 
provides a wonderfil space for exploring the m n n y  
shaky fnult lines I have been experiencing. 1t is a 
place to discuss dificnlties and ideas; to share o ri r 

writings, to read and be heard, to listen, nnd t u  
senrch for nnderstnnding. It is n respectfil place 
where 1 c m  seek shelter from the seismic w n v e s  
zuhich often ripple throrigh rny Ive. 

[ am describing n comrnrmity of lrarners zuhich 
provides a place for dialogue; not s imp ly  
conversation, nlthorigh it occrirs; not jus t 
fiiendship, nlthongh it is there - but a deep sense o f  
çharing rneaning "throngh zuords. " This lenrn ing  
cornrnrmity promotes inner learning and ou  t e r  
lenrning. 1 am able to share my insights gniried 
throzigh self-reflection, and to form connections 
with others. hi life we lenrn continunlly fronz 
others - farnily, friends and collengzies - but a 
learning comrnzi n i ty  provides a special spnce n n d 

opportuni ty .  

1 imagine that in the midst of the tensions wh i ch  
encourage us to learn, n learning community exists 
in a seisrnic gap - n shared place of mnny mean i n g s  



nnd many possibilities. 1s it possible to create this  
kind of learning environment in the workplace? 

Ji11 Tarule suggests the term "collaborative learning" as the type of learning 

possible in a leaming community engaged in dialogue. Her recent work 
revisits and expands on aspects of Women's Ways of Knowing (Belenky, 

Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule, 1986). She indicates that "al1 the W W K 
women [interviewed in 19861 emphasize that the roots of their thinking are 

nourished by conversation and that dialogue is how they apprehend new 

understanding and reinterpret their thinking and their ideas" (Tarule 1996, 

285). Can this type of dialogue and collaborative leaming occur in an 

organizational setting? 

William Isaacs writes about dialogue within organizations. He asks us to 

imagine that a flock of birds suddenly taking flight from a tree reveals the 

potential coordination of dialogue: "this is movement al1 at once, a 

wholeness and listening together that permits individual differentiation but 

is still highly interconnected" (Isaacs 1993, 25). His metaphor speaks to the 

importance of interconnectedness within the whole, and the need for al1 

rnembers of an organization to engage in Senge's "systems thin king." 
Dialogue may be the tool which enables systems thinking to occur. 

Isaacs stresses that in an organizational setting, the central purpose of a 

dialogue session: 

. is sirnply to establish a field of genuine meeting and inquiry ... 
a setting in which people can allow a free flow of meaning and 
igorous exploration of the collective background of their 

thought, their persona1 predispositions, the nature of their 
shared attention, and the ngid features of their individual and 
collective assumptions. (1993, 25) 

Isaacs refers to this setting as a learning field; I think of it as a learning 

community which generates a space or environment for collaborative 

leaming. As Isaacs suggests, these environments are "safely dangerous," i n 

that they allow people to risk while feeling safe in doing so (1993, 38). 

These types of learning environments will encourage us to change the status 



quo, and will provide the climate in which organizational learning can occur. 
Whether it is the change required as part of the Emergency Planning 
Program, or the change occurring as Our modem organizations shift into a 
post-modern world, learning individually and collectively will be key to the 
process. Perhaps we al1 need to begin the difficult and unsettling process of 

both persona1 and professional critical self-reflection in order to achieve 
Immanuel Kant's view of existing "by means o f '  each other rather than just 

"for" each other. 

F~illnn and Stiegelbnuer m i t e  of the educntional change process: 
"lrnplementntion, whether it is voluntnry or imposed, is nothing more t hn 11 

lenrning something new" (1991, 85). 1 recognize now, that in coordinnting tlir 
Emergency Planning Program on campus and in attempting to i m p le  ]rie ri t 
change, 1 have been deeply engaged in learning on both n personal lez~el n m f  
with others as part of a lnrger learning cornrnnnity. 

I have come to npprecinte the need for collaborntion in the workplnce and t h e  
development of lenrning communities. But whnt does collnborntion renlly 
rnenn? 1 fmd  1 spend n large nmoiint of tirne nt work-related meetings, hrrt 1 
question zuhether they nctunlly reflect collnboration. Some meetings are Iie 1 r i  

when one or two individunls, risunlly of a higher position in the hirrnrclii/, 
are consrdted regarding a specific decision which needs to br rnnde. Soi~ie ore 
meetings which nttempt to be inclrisive or informntizle, but oftrn fnil. 
Hozueuer, 1 have experienced a few meetings ruhich 1 think npproncli n se ri se 
of collaboration; in these meetings communication occlirs in the fornr o f  

. dinlogue rather than conversation. There is n sincerity and depth mhick 1 

compare to Rich ter's notion of "pedagogicnl renching " discrissed çnrlier. 1M il 

JO ri rnnl en try nbou t pedagogicnl renching describes n positive tensio~i in t li LJ 

clnssroorn zvhich could be npplied to the workplace: 

Journal Enty: October 18, 1995 - .... I too h a i w  
experienced that positive tension - a sense o f  
connectedness and sharing, of mornentarily being 
drnrvn into n new space that existed jrist for tlint 
momen t betrueen participants and fncilitator, 
between clnss and teacher .... 



This sense of collaboration, of being drnwn into a shared space, rrnphasizes 
relationship. It can occtrr in a classroom or meeting room, but sadly, it o f t e ~ i  
seems to be missing in both places. It can only happen when zue s e e k  

connectedness and relntionship rather than power and controi; ru h e n 
we vnliie colleagueship as well as independence. 

As I refect on my persona1 experiences, and my relationship ruithin n lnrge 
organization I can identify a sense of self, as well as a sense of being zuithin n 

larger cornrnunity. Most of rny working life hns been spent in [ m g r  
organizations so perhaps this notion of intercunnection and C U  m ni il n i t y  
seems more nntural and more important to me. i know that for many others,  
the sense of organizational community does not exist. Bu t  dez~e loping  
connections and forming learning communities may enable us and oi ir  
orgnnizations to survive and possibly even transcend the stresses and strnins 
of modern life. This requires individual nnd orgnnizationnl self-reflection 
zuhich cnn nt tintes be dificult and painfiil - it can create major shakiny in o u  r 
1 ives .  

Looking back 1 see that many mistakes have been made and lessons lrnrnrd 
diiring rny professional learning jozlrney as an ernergency plnnner wh icli 
have resulted in seismic shifts in my  thinking and practice. These nre aspects 
of my experiences of learning and change which 1 feel are pnrticularly 
important to share. By reflecting on these seismic s h i f s  and sharing 
my experiences as a lenrning agent, i hope tu improve rny prufessionnl 
prnctice, and to encourage organizational learning. 



MAJOR SHAKING: 

EXPERIENCES OF A LEARNING AGENT 

In Our past explorations, the tradition was to discover something and then 
formulate it into answers and solutions that could be widely transferred. But 
now we are on a journey of mutual and sirnultaneous exploration. in my 
view, al1 we can expect from one another is new and interesting information. 
We can not emect answers. Solutions, as quantum reality teaches, are a 

developed through the relationship of 
will be no more patrons, waiting 
and more explorers venturing out o n  

L 

temporary event, specific to a context, 
persons and circumstances. There 
expectantly for Our retum, just more 
their own. 

Margaret Wheatley (1992, 150) 



SEISMIC SWIFWLESSONS LEARNED 

Looking bock, 1 understand how coordinating the E mergency Plnn >z i n  y 
Program has required implementing change, and my experience as a lenrn i ng  
agent has resulted in a nzrrnber of seisrnic shiftç or vnlrrable "lessons lrartzed." 
Reflecting on my role as an emergency planner has not been easy, rxnrnining 

rny professional practice has in fnct created major shaking, blit it is lnrguly 

through this reflection process that the following seismic shifts in ni 11 

thinking have ernerged. I share them in the hope thnt they mny help to furnr 

connections between theory and practice. These nre the lessons 1 l i n  az 

lenrned: 

Provide Support, Seek Balance 
Buy in Tnkes Time and Understanding 

l Listen 
Be Sensitive to Others' Realities 

*Top Down and Bottom Up Strategies nre Rrqriired 
W e  are AI1 Learning Agen f s  

Expect Problems and Anticipnte Clinnye 

6 e e k  rr Shared Vision 

Provide Support, Seek Balance 

With the clarity of hindsight, it is now possible to see that following the 

linear approach to the Emergency Planning Program (i.e. the four phases) 
may have encouraged, or even forced, implementation before support in the 

form of information and specific training was completely in place. As Fullan 
and Stiegelbauer state, it is "extremely important that people obtain some 

support at the early stages of attempted irnplementation" (1991, 85). 

For example, several Building Safety Cornmittees have been struck to address 

a variety of localized health and safety issues including emergency 
preparedness. With the help of the MacLaurin Building Safety Committee, a 

package of information was developed with respect to emergency planning, 

but 1 am concemed that I (and Our office) did not provide enough specific 

background information or training to support the Cornmittee members with 



other aspects of their mandate. It would have been helpful for the 
Cornmittees to have some concrete information on conducting building 

inspections and accident investigations right from the beginning so they 

could more effectively plan their approach to these health and safety issues. 

Biit ruhere does support end and control begin? I have often felt that 1 

am balancing on a shifting fazilt line betzueen not providing cnoirgh 
information and direction, or providing Loo much. lt is a challenge to o f f c ~  
the right nrnoii n t  of support withont jeopardizing jlexibility, particdnrlil ns 

individual or group needs can be so different. 

Fullan writes of contending with the forces of change and the need to a o  rk  
with polar opposites particularly to fight agninst "overcontrol an the o tz e 
hand, and chaos on the other," and also to simultaneously pitsh for chnngr  

while allowing se'f-learning to unfold" 11993, 40). 1 inzagine thnt n dynn nzic 
b a h c e  is reqnired betzueen: 

discipline and freedorn (Whitehead 1932, 46), 

rigour and imagination (Bateson 1978, 237), nnd 
stnbility and flexibi1it-y (Do11 1996, 24). 

1t is difficcilt to j n d  this balance in n ruorld ruhich often appeors to oscillnte 
between tzuo poles. But perhaps a place of balance is locnted at the rript il red 
fniilt lines. in  the seisniic gap between these polar opposites? For rlir, t l i is  

place of balance is nlso n place of possibilities. 

Buy In Takes Time, Patience and Understanding 

1 have also corne to recognize that 1 cannot expect individuals to irnrnediately 

accept a new idea when 1 myself have wrestled with the concept for some 

period of time. As suggested by the Pnce Waterhouse team: 

Do not assume for a moment that those whose jobs (and lives) 
will be changed by what you intend will conveniently and 
effortlessly buy in. Even those who appear to be in favour of 
change need to be convinced, for many of them will not 
understand the magnitude or the nature of change you may be 
contemplating. (1995, 51) 



1 had the advantage of meeting with several Ernergency Planners nt a vnriety 
of universities in California, as well as the luxury of discussing the finer 
points of emergency planning with my counterparts at Simon Frnser, the  
University of British Columbia, Camosun College, and the local 
municipalities. I look back with some concern that my expectntion for 
mioption zuas rrnrenlistic. I had more time to think, rejlect nnd to consider 
emergency planning possibilities - to make menning out of n cornplex issue - 
time which ennbled me to see a [urger picture. 

When those who have the power to manipulate changes act as if 
they have only to explain, and when their explanations are not 
at once accepted, shmg off opposition as ignorance or prejudice, 
they express a profound contempt for the meaning of lives other 
than their own. For the reformers have already assimilated these 
changes to their purposes, and worked out a reformulation 
which makes sense to them, perhaps through months or years of 
analysis and debate. If they deny others the chance to do the 
same, they treat them as puppets dangling by the threads of their 
own conceptions. (Mams in Fullan 1993,23) 

1 felt seismic shock waves ns 1 read Marris' blunt rerninder of ni y 
responsibility as a change agent to consider those affected by the change 

process. 

I leamed that it is essential not only to include others with the process, but 

also to allow them time to make meaning of the change. Patience and 

understanding are important when taking an inclusive approach to the 

change process. "The more stakeholders feel involved in assessing the need 

for change and in shaping the nature of change, the more prepared they will 

be to commit to change and contribute to its success. This is buy in" (Price 

Waterhouse 1995, 51). 

Listen 

in the exciternent of conveying new knowledge, it is sometimes easy to 

overlook the basic but essential art of listening. It becomes important to 

suspend one's own perspective long enough to appreciate a different view 

and to understand different needs. "As the leader of a change team, your 



ability to listen sends the message that the voice of the organization is being 

heard and that its needs will be reflected in the change vision" (Price 

Waterhouse 1995, 80). 

For example, 1 could more easily imagine how emergency planning might be 
irnplemented in the School of Music when 1 listened to a description of their 
"typical day," and leamed about the large number of valuable instruments 
located in their building. 1 began to understand more clearly the special needs 

and concems of this particular group of people, and 1 believe that through our 

discussions, emergency planning started to take on more meaning for them. 

"People change when the case for change becomes a persona1 matter" (Price 
Waterhouse 1995, 21). 

But there iuere occasions when 1 heard but may not have listened. This is n n  
iincomfortable rejection, but I sense that af tirnes Ifelt a very strong nred t o  
convey information and aduice in order to jùlfill rny perception of my rolr ns 
an emergency planner. 1t is perhaps not nnusunl for professionnls to zvnnt t o 

be seen as "educators" nnd not "learners, " as tu admit to not knozving nr n y  

seem irnprofessional. We tend not to ncknowledge and vnlrre tlir lenrnir~g 
ruhich nntiirnlly occzirs in the workplace on a daily basis. 

There are nlso tinies to listen to oneselfi to understand and npprecintr t lie 
inner uoice. In his discussion on dialogue. czilture and orgnniznt ionnl 
lenrning Edgar Schein srrggests, "We have to lenrn tu liste11 to oirrseli~rs 
before zue can really understand others." I wrote about Schein's mords: 

Journal E n t y  - September, 1996: "These zuords 
hallnt me - I question whether 1 really listen to  

myse[f. l'm beginning tu realize thnt my every 
thozight and action is based on n cornplex niixtrrre 

of zuhat others think and societnl standards, ru i t h 

only a smnil cornponent of what I believe is best. 
This is n diflcult and sad refection." 

In looking back 1 see the persona1 struggle in which l wns engnged: the pain 
and discornfort I felt ns my world waç being shaken by nezu thoirghts; 



lhoughts which often questioned underlying assumptions and perso n u l  
beliefs; thoughts which made me refect on my own perceptions und iuorld 

oiew. On the process of reflection and listening, Schein writes: "It is tliis 
process of becoming rejlective that makes us renlize that the first problenz of 

listening to others is to identib the distortions and bias that filter our o m n  

cognitive processes" (7993, 46). In the midst of shifting and shnking, 1 

experienced considerable persona1 change and transformation as 1 tried t o 

listen to myseif and to engage in self-reflective (inner) learning. 

Be Sensitive to O thers' Realities 

With listening comes the need to be sensitive to the realities of others. To 
appreciate the backgrounds, knowledge, expertise and intuition of others 

means to accept that there is likely to be more than one "right" approach. 

Fullan and Stiegelbauer emphasize that Y... educational change is a process of 

coming to grips with the multiple realities of people who are the main 

participants in implementing change" (1991, 95). 

Involvement of others is crucial to the emergency planning process. This 

does not suggest that one's own views are less valuable, only that it is 
important to recognize other perspectives. 

The solution is not to be less committed to what we perceive as 
needed reforms, but to be more sensitive to the possibility that 
our version of the change may not be the fully correct one, and 
to recognize that having good ideas may be less than half the 
battle compared with establishing a process that will allow us to 
use the ideas and discover additional ones along the way. 
(Fullan and Stiegelbauer 1991, 100) 

Emergency planning is such a complex issue, and the options and possibilities 

so numerous, that there really is not one correct approach; what really seems 
to matter is creating interest and sharing ideas. 

As someone with a scient@ background centred in a modernist zuorld, I 

have found it a challenge to recognize the possibility of multiple renlitirs. 

Tzuo years ago, as I began my educational journey, I wrote: 



Journal Entry - December 1995: 

The Unquiet Mind 
1 am experiencing quaking and tension; perhnps 1 

am living on an active fault Iine as l journey away 

fiom whnt has been the centre of my educational 
experience toward the margin of new perspectives. 
This is an uncomfortable place, but alive zuith n e  w 
possibilities. 

I cannot dismiss the ernpirical nnalytic orien tation 
which has in the pasf been my educational 
perspective, but 1 consider opening my disquiet ed 
mind to other possibilities. I reflect on the tension 1 
am experiencing; 1 sense a need to accept change but  
1 am still, from the familiar ernpirical analytic 
perspective, trying to grnsp the other side of change, 
looking for something tangible in the mi& o f  
uncertninty. 

1 try to view the curricular lnndscape before me, n o t  
recognizing whnt 1 see but slowly becoming n wa re 
of nezu discourses. Perhaps the dcrst crented by 
siidden disruption is settling, and a new azuareness 
is dawning. ln this space, on the uncomfortable 
jad t  line between the centre and the rnnrgin, there 
is mtrch to be learned. 

Throiigh the discomfott of rny persona1 experiences of change, 1 begnn f o  
reflect upon nezu possibilities, tipon multiple realities. These thotrghts n rr  
reflected by Flozuer's discussion on learning organizations: "One of t h e  
nssumptions that people have not really surfnced or addressed is the implicit 
belief that there is a single answer" (1996, 38). 



Top Down and Bottom Up Strategies are Required 

Ln a large organization such as the University, the support and commitment 

of senior management was essential to the development of the Emergencv 

Planning Program. As Emergency Planner, 1 reported to a Steering Cornmittee 

consisting of the VicePresident (V-P), Academic, the V-P Finance and 

Operations, the Director of Human Resources, and the Manager of 

Occupational Health and Safety. From the beginning 1 knew this project was 

seen to be an important initiative, and 1 felt 1 had the support of several 

senior administrators on campus. This was encouraging and made my job 

easier . 

At Frst I was tempted to work quietly on rny own; to t y  to determine t lie 
"best approach," and to journey alone d o n g  a steep learning crirzJe wi th  t llr 

iden of eventually presenting my findings to a (hopefrrlly) in teres trd  
cindience. In fact, I sensed that many individuals were optirnistic thnt 1 i c w  ri id 

jnst quietly produce n document which could be rend (possibfv), nnd t h r n  
stored on the shelf with other important docwnents to gnther drist. 

As suggested by the Price Waterhouse team, "Involving employees is messy. 

Wouldn't it be easier to form a small team, figure out the answers, and tell 

everybody else?" (1995, 19). However, the Price Waterhouse team quickly 

adds "But involvement builds commitment and significantly increases the 

likelihood of a successful transformation." Although including more people 
inevitably creates more complexity, they are essential to the process. Fullan 

and Stiegelbauer agree, " ... people are much more unpredictable and difficult 

to deal with than things. They are ais0 essential for success" (1991,651. 

1 gradually attempted to overcome the temptation to act alone, and began to 

recognize the importance of involving a large number of people. Despite the 

additional time required to involve others, the benefits continue, and 1 

believe the chances of success are now greater. "To achieve important, 

enduring, positive change, employee involvement is essential" (Price 

Waterhouse 1995, 19). 

Over the first one and a half years, I tried to create "buy in" from a large 



number of directors and managers; individuals closer to the top of the 

organization. Interest was initially mixed, but a realistic table-top exercise 

conducted in 1996 proved to be a good leaming expenence for al1 of us. The 

exercise, which is discussed in more detail in the next section, simulated a 

major earthquake which had created cowiderable damage to the campus. 

This helped to foster a greater awareness and understanding of what 

potentially can happen, and how we should al1 be planning to enhance o u r  

ability to respond to and recover from a major ernergency. 

Now 1 sense we are at an important juncture of the program where the focus 
must shift from a "top-down" approach to much larger "bottom-up" 

involvement. Buy-in has largely been achieved at the top, but unless there is 

support and involvement at the grassroots level, the program will not 
succeed. Many individuals on campus are unaware of the planning and 

discussions which have been taking place with respect to emergency 

preparedness over the past two years. Although it is critical to have support 
from the senior administrators and decision-makers to launch the program, it 
will not grow and evolve without the interest, support and involvement of 

al1 those who will be affected by the change. The concept of shared control is 

stressed by Marsh: "Blending top-down initiative and bottom-up participation 

is often a characteristic of successful multilevel reforrns that use what 

amounts to evolutionary planning approaches" (Marsh in Fullan and 

Stiegelbauer 1991, 83). 

An employee who was "in the trenches" at UVic during the December 1996 

blizzard and concemed about the way in which the emergency was handled, 

emphasized that individuals will be less likely to show support at the time of 

a crisis if they have not been included in the planning process. This 

comment, made at a meeting of representatives from al1 the different 

employee groups (unions and associations) and student representatives 

(undergraduate and graduate), was a strong message that the focus of 
emergency planning must now shift to the grassroots level in order to really 

implement effective change. 

According to Fullan, examining what both the top and the bottom (i.e. the 

grassroots) can do in combination will maximize the change; change which is 



inherently nonlinear. "Al1 of this is to say that those at the top, as well as 

those at the bottom, have to turn systemic thinking on its head. They have to 

ask how we can focus Our efforts at the bottom so that there is some chance to 
achieve widespread improvement under the conditions of nonlinearity i n 

the "big" system" (1996, 421). I suggest that tuming systemic thinking on  its 
head would require less focus on the concept of bottom and top, and more o n  
the notion of shared control. 

The possibility of shared control raises an interesting question about 
organizational hierarchy and its role in the change process. Most (modernist) 
organizations, whether private or public sector, have a well-established 
hierarchy where individuals in the higher ranks assume more power and  

control. The line management arrangement in a university setting is 

distinctly different from that of the corporate world, but a well-defined 
hierarchy still exists. Some members of a university community (Le. faculty) 

experience differing rights and freedoms from other groups within the 
organization since they enjoy the privilege of academic freedom and tenure. 
This practice, a centuries old tradition, is intended to protect the advancement 
of new knowledge from those resistant to change. Guaranteed permanent 
employment does not condone al1 actions and behaviours of faculty, but was 

developed in order to provide freedom in the academic pursuit of knowledge. 

How might this form of employment protection affect the implementation of 
a new program? In a corporate hierarchy, change may be imposed or even 

enforced. However, for faculty, there can be no coercion or forced buy-in; 
there must be acceptance of the value of the change. But even with large 

grassroots support, unless the program is considered to be a priority from the 
top, it is unlikely to be adopted. Implementing change therefore requires a 

balance. Senior management has the power and money to effect change, but 
in any institution, particularly a university, significant change will not occur 
unless it is seen to be valuable by al1 itç members. The balance 1 am describing 

requires relinquishing power and control, and developing shared rneaning 
and a collective vision. 



W e  are Al1 Leaming Agents 

Jarvis describes the paradox of seeking change within organizations 

entrenched in ritualistic and repetitive behaviours, where confomity is 
encouraged. He suggests that maintaining the status quo is comfortable, and 
change can be frightening (Jarvis 1992, 219). It is indeed a dilemma if  

individuals prefer the comfort of habitualized action, when learning 

involves change. 

How then is it possible for an organization to leam and to change? According 
to Argyris and Schon, it is the ability of individuals within an organization to 
respond to change: 

Organizational leaming occurs when members of the 
organization act as leaming agents for the organization, 
responding to changes in the intemal and externai 
environrnents of the organization by detecting errors in 
organizational theory-in-use, and embedding the results of their 
inquiry in private images and shared maps of the organization. 
(Argyris and Schon in Jarvis 1992,219) 

Learning agents must be willing to accept a major educational role in sharing 
new knowledge or perspectives with other members of the organization. The 
organization must provide a safe environment which encourages this form 

of inquiry, and promotes continuous learning. 

When 1 begnn this professional journey as nn emergency plnnner, 1 snw 

rny role as n t p e  of change agent; someone required to irnplenient change. 1 

felt nnsettled about this Lem, perhaps because 1 perceived niodern is t 

overtones implying that one individual can attempt tu impose chnngr x i t h i n  

an organizntion. 1 ncknowledge that I did have reçponsibilities for 

coordinnting emergency planning nctizjities on campus and that this zuould 
reqrtire change, but I did not feel comfortable with the notion that 1 hnd, o r  
needed, power to enforce change. Rather, I welcomed the concept of n 

"learning agent," as it ref7ected a more educative role; n role which sorlyht t o 

shnre meaning, to zvork collaboratiaely to effect change. 



Jarvis maintains that organizational change is only possible "if the agents are 

in powerful positions in the organization or if those who exercise power 

favor change" (1992, 219). This may well be the case in a top-down modernist 

organization, but this argument is unlikely to survive in emerging post- 

modem organizations where collaboration is valued over power and control. 

With respect to emergency planning at UVic, I sense that both modem and 

post-modem approaches were evident during this process. It was important 

that those with power on campus supported emergency planning change 
efforts, but significant change was emerging in a far more collaborative sense 

from a number of people involved with emergency planning. It is in this 

latter environment that everyone involved with the change process could be 

considered leaming agents. 

Expect Problems & Anticipate Change 

As the project progressed there have been many difficulties and unanticipated 

problems; at times the lack of progress has been discouraging. However, it is 

comforting to consider Fullan and Stiegelbauer's view that problems are a 

necessary part of the process: "Problems are inevitable, but the good news is 

that you can't learn or be successhl without them" (1991, 105). 

1 feel it is important to stop looking at how far along we should be, but rather 

at how far we have corne, and to recogruze that conflict along the way can be 

stimulating and healthy for the project. "Assume that conflict and 

disagreement are not o d y  inevitable but fundamental to successful change" 

(Fullan and Stiegelbauer 1991, 105). If no barriers or reçistance are present, one 

questions if any real change can be gohg on at all. 

At times 1 have been challenged by those who feei confident that a n  

earthquake or other major emergency will not happen at UVic, or those who 

would rather deal with the problems at the time of the emergency rather than 

plan for response and recovery now. Some individualç have indicated that 

they will probably be dead after an earthquake, so planning is not important! 

It is also extremely challenging to encourage emergency p l a ~ i n g  at a time 

when financial resources are scarce. It is understandable that some feel it is 

better to direct resources to immediate issues and problems and hope that a 



major emergency will not occur. ConfIict also arises in trying to estimate the 
extent of potential damage or dismption which might occur and how the 

University will manage this unexpected change; outcornes which are often 

impossible to predict. As emphasized by Fullan and Stiegelbauer, conflict and 
barriers must be anticipated and seen as a sign that change may be occumng. 

In addition to accepting that problems will anse, there is also the realization 
that the project itself must undergo transformation and change as it evolves. 
At times it has been tempting to try to adhere to the original plan; to try to 

avoid issues which might de-rail the initial vision causing deviations f r o m  

the original strategies. But cornmitment to the concept of process versus 
product requires that we accept that many changes will occur as the project 
grows and evolves: ".... assume that successful implementation consists of 

some transformation or continua1 development of initial ideas" (Fullan and 
Stiegelbauer 1991, 105). 

These words emphasize the importance of the change agent herself being 
flexible to change. I forind this challenging; f had difficlilty denling iuith n iz y 
departlires fronl the original direction of the progrnm. Once f hnd strrigylrd 

with cornplex ernergency planning concepts and issues, and ninde n 

recornmendation of zohnt seemed n reasonable appronch, it zuns ofteîz dfliciilt 
to nccept change, and tu recognize and appreciate the nahirai t ra mforrnnt iou 
of the process. This is an issue of giving up control and nllozuing R nez '  

process. Once agnin, I foound myself on shnky grorind. 

After working an the project for a few months, 1 decided thnt it ulodd bc 

npproprinte to prepare an interim report at the end of ench phase mliicli 
zvotild be distribrited to the mernbers of the Advisory Cornmitter. Tlzis 

nppronch zvorked well at the end of Phnse 1, but as nspects of the second p h n w  

were being completed, 1 recall t y i n g  to generate n sirnilar report. f t  diiin't fit 
the snme fornrnt ns the first report; it hha do be manipulated and forcrd t o 

produce n sirnilnr style of document. The end resrilt wns confitsion on t h e  
part of the Adviso y Cornmittee members. Although 1 hnd prit considernble 
effort into this report, it didn't work. 1 was discouraged, but I began t o  

understand thnt the project wns eoolving, changing - not stntic - and 1 Itnd t o  
be zvilling to change as well. 



Seek a Shared Vision 

Some of the most exciting moments of the project arose from collective 

decisions on direction or focus. Work teams, used by organizations to 

accomplish a variety of tasks, are often seen to be an essential means of 

achieving continuous improvement. With a team approach it is possible, or 
even likely, for the collective wisdom of the group to exceed the sum of the 

group membersf knowledge. When a number of us worked together to 

prepare the script for the ernergency exercise, it ceased to be "my" exercise, and 
became "our" exercise. Much more interest and support was generated 
because of this shared approach. 

Working together collectively is made even more worthwhile when the 
group is able to seek a shared vision, and cornmitment to the project will 

remain high, if shared vision reflects persona1 vision. "When there is a 

genuine vision (as opposed to the all-too-familiar "vision statement"), people 
excel and learn, not because they are told to but because they want to" (Senge 
1990, 9). According to Fullan, " ... shared vision, which is essential for success, 

must evolve through the dynamic interaction of organizational members 
and leaders." However, he is carehl to add that "Prernature visions and 

planning can blind" (Fullan 1993, 28). It would be naive to assume that the 

entire campus cornmunity has a shared vision with respect to emergency 
planning, but a number of individuals have been working together toward a 

common goal and have shared their views of the future for emergency 

planning on campus. 

At  n time when 1 wns attempting to implement change throzigh t h e  

Emergency Planning Program, and when 1 mas strnggling personnlly iu i t h  
issues relating to change, the concept of organizational lenrning o f f r e d  n 

different (post-modern) appronch tu organizational change. For enleryr n c y 
planning to be successfitlly integrated into the uniuersity czilture, thnt is, f u r  
change to occzir, it seemed essential that some sort of orgnnizationnl 1 en r ri i q  

tnke plnce. 

Looking back, I question how my new academic discoveries might h a z v  
inf7zienced my work. Did 1 incorporate aspects of organizational learning i n t o  



the approach I was taking? I f  I did, houi coufd this kind of appronch be  

effective without strong leadership fiom the top? 1s it possible for a n  
individual with limited power within the organization to p romot  P 

organizational learning? 



ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND EMERGENCY PLANNING 

As 1 look back over the two-year project, 1 search for sigw of organizational 

learning concepts in the Emergency Planning Program. One of the initial 

strategies was the focus on process rather than product. This approach 
provided opportunities for making emergency planning a people-centred 

program, rather than simply producing ready-made documents for 

distribution only. This strategy required individuals to become involved, and 

most importantly, to interact with each other, often in ways never required 

before. 

A large institution such as a university comprises a number of fairly separate 

units which for the most part operate independently of each other. To 

encourage effective emergency planning, it is absolutely essential to break 

down some of the barriers and to form new working relationships. It could be 

argued that success for the Program is less reliant on ideas and plans, than 

upon establishing good inter-group dynamics. The time of a crisis is not the 

moment to be developing these working relationships, although disasters 

often encourage people to work together more closely as a community. 

Senge refers to the problems of fragmentation within organizations and the 

need to be able to focus on different levels of interactions (i.e. within a local 

level, within the system as a whole, and even the more global view of within 

entire industries). His "principle of the system boundary" requires that 

interactions which must be examined are those most important to the issue at 

hand regardless of established boundaries: 

What makes this pruiciple difficult to practice is the way 
organizations are designed to keep people from seeing important 
interactions. One obvious way is by enforcing rigid interna1 
divisions that inhibit inquiry across divisional boundaries, such 
as those that grow up between marketing, manufacturing, and 
research. (Senge 1990, 66) 

The University may not have the rigid boundaries found in the corporate 

world, but there is a certain level of decentralization, and 1 see the need to 

break down bamers. 



It is impossible to reflect on these isstles without considering the changes 

occztrring nt both individual and organizationd Zevels due to the injliience o f  
the post-modern zuorld. Post-modernism could be described as seeing o il r 
roorld differently; no longer a fiagmented, static and rinchanging place, biit ns 

holistic, evolving and dynamic. I f  describes a world which recognizrs 
multiple truths and respects differences. It outlines an org~nizn t ionnl  
environment which seeks a stronger sense of commr<nity, and focusses o ri 

interna1 connecf ions and relationships. 

In his description of the post-modem organization, Bergquist emphasizes the 

need to establish "strong commitments and partnerships among those 
working in these organizations" (Bergquist 1993,250). He discusses the work 

of Riane Eisler and describes her views on collaborative partnerships; "She 
dramatically documents the destructive consequences of a world that fails to 

value the ferninine characteristics of collaboration and colleagueship, valuing 

and rewarding instead the more masculine traits of hierarchy and the use of 

force to establish status" (Bergquist 1993, 250). It is these characteristics of 

collaboration and colleagueship which 1 believe are central to organizational 

learning. 

In the following sections 1 describe components of the Emergency Planning 

Program which 1 believe reflect concepts of organizational leaming, and 

consequently reveal a more post-modem approach. At the end of this section 
I have provided two ideas for future consideration which could enhance the 

program, and hrther promote organizational learning. 

Key Response & Recovery Group 

The initial attempts to encourage interaction and networking among 
different groups was aimed at six administrative departments (Campus 
Security Services, Cornputing and Systems Services, Facilities Management, 

Human Resources, Student and Ancillary Services, and UVic 

Communications Services), and two academic areas (the Libraries and the 
University Registrar's Office). These groups were selected because of their 

designated responsibility to coordinate a specific type of campus-wide 
response to major emergencies (e-g. food, shelter, medical services, 



evacuation, search and rescue, emergency communications, etc.). 

It was also recognized that soon after a crisis the University needs to establish 

recovery plans for several core hnctions including computing systems, 

records and admissions, payroll, and library access. Twenty-two individuals 

from areas within these units were asked to begin to coordinate specific 

emergency planning hnctions; these tasks required working with individua 1s 

within their area and encouraging them to interact with each other. A 

number of meetings were arranged with the entire group of twenty-two, but 

gradually additional smaller meetings were set up, often without m v  
involvement, which seemed a very positive sign of networking. I felt that 

some of the bamers were being eroded, and many individuals, myself 
included, were leaming more about other units, and more about the 

University as a whole. Leaming more about the organization and forming 

stronger inter-departmental connections is an indication of systems thinking. 

Building Safety Committees 

The development of Building Safety Committees for al1 buildings on campus 

is another important component of the Emergency Planning Program w hic h 

follows an organizational leaming approach. This major initiative was not 

intended solely for the purpose of emergency planning; it was also intended 

to involve building occupants in health and safety issues relevant to their 

own building environment. These issues include persona1 safety and security, 

as well as involvement with other Workers' Compensation Board programs 

such as building inspections and accident investigations. The mandate 

suggested for each Building Safety Committee is "to encourage a safe and 
healthy environment" within their own building. 

The formation of Building Safety Committees is not intended to abrogate the 

responsibilities of units such as Occupational Health and Safety, Campus 
Security Services and Facilities Management, but rather to empower the 

Committee members, who as building occupants typically know their 

working environment best. It seems appropriate that the individuals who 

may be affected by local building health and safety concems should have the 

opportunity to become involved in the decision-making process. This 



arrangement also enables building occupants to consider working together 

collectively to form a greater sense of community within their building. The 

formation of these committees is not an easy task, particularly in the larger 

buildings with many different and often independent departments or units, 

and a large transient population of students. Despite these difficulties, it was 
considered essential to involve more individuals in the process of learning 

about emergency planning. 

The formation of these committees could conceioably provide op port u i l  i t  izs 

for tenrn lenrning, and ofler a forum for networking and continiioris lenr~zing, 
both of which are important to stimulating organizational lenrning. 
However, there is also danger in striking committees where there is n o 

sign$cant bny-in. There is considernble resistance to sitting on "yet a no t hr  r 
cornmittee," when all of us are being asked to do more and more, ruith less 
and less time. The most st~ccessfiil Building Safeîy Cornmittees ore those  

which formed because of a perceived locnl need, not because thry were 
mandated to do so. This highlights the nckive fault line which exists betzueen 
ndrninistrntive needs and employee needs. 
tension, 1 tried to inform and to encourage, 
me tu senrch for the balance between control 

In order to be sensitiue to th i s  
but not to coerce. [t lzas rrqir ired 
and flexibility. 

Employee/Student Representatives 

Another approach was to ask each employee group on campus (the unions 

and associations) and student groups (undergraduate and graduate) to identifv 

an individual to act as a liaison for the Emergency Planning Project. 1 felt i t  

was important to arrange meetings periodically with these individuals i n  

order to inform them of the progress of the project, and to find out what 

emergency planning issues or concerns were of greatest importance to their 

membership. I am also hopeful that in the future, these individuals will 

provide assistance by disseminating information among the members of their 

consti tuencies. 

Only a few meetings of this group have taken place, and the first two seemed 

more of a one-way information flow without much feedback from the 

employee/student group representatives. Again, 1 must recognize and be 



sensitive to the groups' need to digest new information and to have the tirne 
to consider the proposed changes. However, there was much more interest 
and interaction after the December 1996 blizzard, which affeded a number of 
employees and some students living on campus. Emergency planning 
suddenly became more of a reality. During our first meeting of 1997, the 
employee and student representatives made it clear that very few people at 
the grassroots levei know what is gohg on with respect to emergency 
planning, and as a result, we began to discuss not only how to convey 
information, but also how to involve more individuals in the planning 
process. We still have a very long way to go. 

1 aIso struggle on another qua@ fault fine between the concepts o f  
information and education. There are many zuays in which to p ro i~ idu  
information, but when do the purveyors of information become tenchers o r  
facilitators? When do we in Occupational Health and Safety moue beyonri 
simply shnring information to providing edricution or training? l n  

rny professional zuork I use the terms "education" and "training" freqriently, 
but 1 am halinted by the words of n visiting professor, Dr. Dni~id Noble ,  
lectriring on "The Underside of Progressr the Social and Hrmnn Cost of 

Teclinologicnl Change." He sziggests that education is for the advancement o f  
personal knowledge, whereas training is for the ndvnncernent of employer 's  
interests. 

Inz~olving the employee nnd stzident representntives must be more t h n  r i  

simply ndvancing ndministrntive needs. These meetings rnrist be nrrnnged t o 

fillfill a genriine desire to incfucîe many more individ~ials in the ernergency 
planning process. Bringing together this group of people can provide yet 
nnother opport unity to promote networking arnong khose who rctork i 11 

distinctly different parts of the campus, and who represent distinctly different 
employee and student groups. Obviously, not everyone on campus con sit 
nrozind the table at one tirne, but providing the space tu henr the differeizt 

ooices and perspectives which mnke up our dynamic zuhole, cm2 o d y  
improve the change process for emergency planning, and in a broader sensp. 
promote organ izational learning. 



Emergency Exercise 

The major emergency exercise conducted in November 1996 was an excellent 
way to draw people and concepts together. The scenario was based on a major 

earthquake striking southem Vancouver Island early in the morning, 
creating considerable damage to the campus and causing a number of serious 

injuries and concems regarding missing students. 

This table-top exercise was held in the UVic Emergency Operations Centre 

(EOC), located in the Campus Security Services Building, where the V-P 

Finance and Operations, a number of Düectors and the University Librarian 

were asked to work together to coordinate the immediate response and 

recovery activities. This group (known as Group 1) were individuals who 

would be expected, if possible, to report to the EOC at the time of a major crisis 
(although Our planning must take into consideration that it is impossible to 
know who will actually be available when an emergency occurs). 

The UVic Emergency Management Plan outlines the involvernent of the 

President, V-P Academic, and Associate V-Ps, but they were not included in 
this first exercise in order to focus entirely on the operational issues of the 
emergency. Typically their role is to focus on the long-term implications of 

the crisis such as University closure and building replacement programs. 

To make the exercise more realistic, a second group of individuals (known as 
Group 2) were asked to be available in a separate room to provide feedback to 

the members of Group 1 as decisions were being made on how to manage the 

emergency. Group 2 provided an important dimension to the exercise as they 

were able to assist or obstruct the requests of the Group 1 members. For 
example, a request to move heavy equipment to one of the collapsed 
residences to assist with search and rescue efforts, required contacting the 
Facilities Management representative in Group 2. The Group 2 ind ivid ual 
could decide if it would be possible to comply with the request or not. For 
example, he/she might report badc to the EOC that unfortunately the 

equipment was inaccessible due to damage to the storage shed. This made the 

exercise much more interesting and challenging, but it also required a large 
amount of preparation. 



Fortunately, the set up of the exercise was something that could be shared. 
Virtually al1 twenty-two of the Key Response and Recovery Group 
representatives participated in the drafting of a script (i-e. the emergency 
information conveyed in message form to the EOC), which would provide 
the frmework for the exercise. The goal of the exercise was to make the 
scenario as realistic and challenging as possible without being overw helm ing . 
As this was the first of hopefully many exercises to corne, it was essential to 
create a positive learning environment which would encourage the 

participants to become involved again in the future. 

In the weeks leading up to the exercise a number of meetings were held with 
the Group 2 participants, to discuss what conceivably could happen to our 
campus if faced with a 6.9 earthquake at 430 a-m. on Wednesday November 
27,1996. Decisions had to be made about the availability of power, telephones 
etc., and about the extent of damage and how this would affect each of the 
units involved, as well as scheduled events (for example, we had to speculate 
whether Fa11 Convocation could go ahead as plamed on November 30th). 
The Group 2 members were key to establishing realistic outcomes, and the 
process of determining these outcomes provided a rich leaming experience 
for this group even before the exercise actually took place. As previously 
mentioned, they were also asked to be available as the two-hour exercise 
unfolded, in order to ad lib according to the requests for information and 

assistance which were initiated by Group 1 in the EOC. 

To add further interest and excitement, the script also included an aftershock 
which occurred about half way though the exercise. This caused further 
"virtual" damage to the campus and knocked out telephone 

communications, requiring the two groups to communicate through two-way 
radios slowing the process and adding an additional challenge to those trying 

to manage the emergency from the EOC. 

During the exercise, the tension in the EOC was palpable; the two hours 
seemed like an etemity for those faced with making difficult and rapid 
decisions based often on limited information. But the goals of the exercise 

were met; it was a valuable learning opportunity for al1 of us, and Our 
experiences would help to provide new direction and focus for the program. 



The exercise was difficuit, and we discovered a number of issues and 

problems that need to be addressed. But we discovered these issues together, 
and perhaps new directions for the program will be based more closely on 

shared meaning and a shared vision (at least for those involved with this 
particular exercise). 

Future Considerations 

Becoming a leaming organization requires the kind of environment where 
continuous leaming and networking is encouraged. In addition to the 
activities 1 have already outlined, 1 suggest two other strategies. 

The first is the use of participatory evaluation not only to assess the progress 

of emergency planning on campus, but also to promote organizational 
leaming. Participatory evaluation requires asking intemal individuals to 

assess the progress of the program, and to collectively develop ways to 
improve it. The very nature of participatory evaluation creates a platform 
from which a number of individuals can become involved, the program can 

be assessed and ideas for improvement can be implemented. This form of 
evaluation rnay encourage ownership, and building this process into a 

continuous cycle, c m  promote organizational learning. This approach could 

be used by the Key Response and Recovery Group and the Building Safety 

Cornmittees members. 

The other strategy to consider is the use of new technologies such as the 

Intemet and /or an Intranet system. These systems can provide opportunities 
for networking, as it is possible to share information and ideas easily, and 
rapidly. An Intranet is a computer system which is based on Intemet (Web) 

technology, but it is used as an intemal network only (i.e. the information is 

not available to anyone outside the organization). Corporations may use a n  
intranet system in order to protect Company information, but when there is 

grassroots involvement in the development of an htranet, it can become a 

safe place to engage in dialogue. The ability to encourage dialogue using Web 

tedmology would need to be considered in conjunction with traditional face- 
to-face formats, as it is a medium which is intended to support rather than 

dispiace more conventional means of communication. 



Differing levels of cornfort in using new technologies exist within the 
workplace. Some embrace it warmly, while others try to ignore it; most of us 

fall somewhere between these two poles. But remembering the diffusion of 
innovations theory, it is likely that with time a large proportion of o u r  

organization will adapt to new technologies. Already many individuals take 

part in l i s t s e ~ e  discussions, either temporarily to discuss a specific issue, or  

on a more long-term basis. New web-based technologies such as intranet 
systems, and chat rooms (providing synchronous interaction which more 

closely simulates the irnmediacy of a face-to-face conversation) can help to 

c o ~ e c t  people, and can conceivably encourage networking. Using these 

technologies will never be a panacea for relieving al1 of the communication 

ailrnents an organization may suffer from, but it provides some options. 

There are those who find the medium attractive and conducive to frank and 
open discussions, which may offer a deeper form of communication, 

something approadung dialogue. It may be possible for some individuals to 

form workplace leaming communities through an electronic web, where 
groups c m  engage in team learning and c m  share practices. A specific 
emergency planning listserve or chat room could be developed which would 

promote discussion; video clips of critical incidents could be included to 

create interest and stimulate thought. 

In summary, aspects of emergency planning at UVic provide a means of 

encouraging organizational learning. Additional approaches, based O n 

organizational learning strategies, could be introduced to i mp  rove 

networking and to promote continuous learning. 

I feel n sense of quaking and unease with the idea of attempting to in  irod lice 

orgnnizational learning principles into a specific program which is jrcst a oe r  y 
mal1 component of a large organization engaged in numeroiis progrnms, 

projects and planning activities. Shouldn't organizational learning be dr iven  
from the top as n concept intended to influence our overall operntionnl 

approach, not just how we manage one program? 

To believe that a top-down approach is required in order to become a lenrning 

organization is a rnodernist view; to imagine a more emergent collaboratizie 

movernent echoes the voice of the post-modern. Herein lies a dilemma, as 



those of us used to working in a modernist organization rnay be waiting for 
leadership from the top, when possibly we al1 have ci role to play in spinning 
the web of organizational learning and change. 

Fullan describes a study which provides insight into corporate renewal, "Beer 
et al found that isolated pockets of change reflecting new behaviours, led to 

new thinking which eventually pushed structures and procedures to change. 
People learn new patterns of behaviours primarily through their interactions 
with others, not through front-end training designs. Training builds on and 

extends existing momentum" (1993, 68). 

Perhaps it is possible to encourage a sense of organizational learning in a n e 

program thnt rnight have an effect on the larger whole. A ripple effect migh t 
occur leading eventually to organizational change. If the ind iaid uals 
involved in the isolated pocket of change created by the Emergency Planning 
Program feel positive about the appronch taken, they rnay repent it for other 
initiatives. 1 sense that any one of the many learning agents zvorkiny 
within the organization can create mornentzirn within one program; this 

momentcirn can act as n srnall seisrnic zuave euoluing outzvnrd into t h e  
organization causing significant learning and change. 



FlNDING THE PATïEKNS WHlCH COMVECT 

Journal E n t y  - November 28, 1997: Last night 1 

dreamed that on a bright, srrnny day, 1 pcilled my car 
over tu the side of the road near a tidal bay close t u  
the ferry terminal. Withotrt even stopping to close 
the car door, 1 walked down to the beach and decided 
io swim in the pale green zuater. 

The zuater zuas muddy, but 1 zualked confidently i n  t o  
it and felt enveloped by its wnrmth. As my body 

gradually became srrbrnergeci in the murky maters, f 
thorlght of my thesis and my writing. The water fel t 
w a m  and silky as l slowly swam parnllel to the  
shore. Words and meaning came to me RS I rn O v e  d 
throrcgh the green water, and 1 felt new clariiy n nd 
understanding about my work. 

1 touched the muddy bottom with my toes, R nd 
zuatched as cluuds of mud swirled upward. 1 t hen  

szuam bock to the place 1 hnd sfarted fioni. 1 walked 
out of the water, but was not wet. 1 felt n n  
overwhelming sense of peacefilness. 1 got into ni y 
car and continrred on my journey. 

1 nzvoke fiom rny dream roith n strong feeling - n 

sense of knoming - that 1 had founa! the patterns 
zvhich connect in  m y  work. 

1 am nnnble to provide prescriptive recommendations tu others ruho ni igli t 
find themselves in a similar situation of implemenfing change within n large 
organization. I can only offer rny obseroations and reflections, nrrd hupe thnt 

my experiences of exploring persona1 and professional fnnlt lines iui l l  

contribute to new rneaning for others. 

This zuork has been an exploration of learning and change, zuhich ruas 



necessay for me as a person, a professional, a learning agent and a member of 

an organizational community. The context has been the shifting tectonic 
plates of rny professional and persona1 life; as an emergency plan ner 
irnplernenting change in a large organization, and as n gradtinte sttrdent 
experiencing considerable persona1 change. This exploration hns been taking 
plnce in the midst of major change, as our world experiences n pnradigrn shzft 
fiom the modern to the post-modern. The issues of learning and change ore 
parndoxical and cornplex, but I felt a strong need to mnke menning from t li r 
irncertnin, and to find the patterns which connect. 

I hnve corne to understand the importance of rincertainty and nmbiguity i n  
rny life. Doilbts and questions spark the rnagical dynamic betzueen lenrnirig 
nnd change; n dynamic which is needed to engage in self-repective in  m r  

lenrning, and to form connections with others, enabling outer learning. 1 

hnve discovered the importance of critical self-reflect ion to assist in gn in  ing 
knowledge of self and a grenter linderstanding of relationships betzveen se l f  

nnd others. 

l see that it is throrrgh criticnl self-repection that one can begin to recogriize 
the professionnl and personaf knowledge zuhich drives orir prncticr. 1t is 
zvhen the fazilt Iines ruptiire from the tension between theory and prncticr 
thnt zoe cnn begin to see and to acknordedge lzow we lead oirr profesçionnl 
lives and horu we inf7uence others. Understanding otir role izs "clrnilyc 
agents" in implemen ting change also requires tapping into the capacities for 
inner and oziter lenrning. My  experience of becoming a lenrning agent lins 
tarlght me to be reflectiue, tu be open to change, and to zuork coflnborntiz~ely 
zvith others to jïnd shnred rnenning in the midst of change. 

[ see myself os part of n professional community, and 1 recognize tlznt o ri r 
organization is struggling with change. I sense we need to reflect togethcr n n d  

to learn togethec to moue away from fiagmented units, and to embrnce t h e  
sense of cornrnzinity; to ncknozuledge our connections, and to rvork togetlzer 
to crente orir renlity. This collnborntive nporoach is important for enrergen c y  
planning, and for n learning organization. W e  can al1 benefit fronz 
considering Senge's five disciplines of persona1 rnnstery, mental mode1 s ,  
tenm learning, building a shared vision and systems thinking, nnd fro nr 



imagining hour these disciplines can be woven into our daily professionnl 
practice. We c m  consider crenting learning communities to prouide n snfe 
place for dialogue in our workplace, and to encozuage contin rious lrarn ing 
within orrr organization. 

From the personal, to the professional, to the organizationnl, zue [ive in n i c v  b 

of relntionships with self and others, and I have corne to recognize ho~ci these  

relntionships are being injluenced by n sh ift away JIom the positivist ni ori r r ri 

iuorld to the more holistic perspective of the pst-modern. The rnvens' col1 
prompts me to question: Codd post-modernism be a trend, or fad - a prodilct 
of orir imaginntion based on the fenr and uncertninty of change? Haue 1 ber ri 

deceivedl Perhaps it has been a fad, but the sustnined disc~ission sii rroii iidiny 
this new perspective suggests thnt it is a broad and pervnsive shift uf m i n d  
which is presenting many new challenges and many new ways of thinking. 

Learning and chnnge never cense - they interact continzially with ench ather 
carising seismic zuaves to ripple througli our lives, at times crenting mnjor 
shnking, nt times small qnnkes, and nt timeç only subtle tremors ruhich nia LI 
go nnnoticed. But there are moments, often when we lenst rxpect it, that 
nftershocks cnn shake orir world. 



AFTERSHOCKS: 

SHIFTING TO NEW GROUND ON 
LEARNING AND CHANGE 

... reality is a shifting phenornenon which is subject to change and uncertainty. 

William Bergquist (1993, 25) 



When my involvement as an emergency planner came tu a close, so d i d  

my course work for padunte school corne tu an end. Much of Lhr major 
shaking due to experiencing the fnrilt lines of learning and cltnnge Iiad 

subsided, but 1 m s  shnken by some unexpected aftershocks as I begnn to ref7ect 
on my ncndemic jonrney, and to consider how 1 woulri write my thesis. 

ln the early days of my gradunte program, 1 enrolled in classes and foczisseri 
on the content of each course. 1 fotrnd it wns such n l u x i r y  to br ernbeddrd in 

this rich learning environment, taking in the powerfil thouglzts and idens o f  

others, even thoilgh the experience wns nt times shnky and nnsettling. 1 typed 
icp a list of al1 the courses I needed to obtain credit for my grndrrnte degree. A t  
the top of the pnge wns n list of courses required, (which started out to be qui te  
long), with a short list of those courses nlready dune typed beloro. 1 met mi t  h 

rny ncndemic supervisor faithfilly nt the end of each term, and 1 rrljoyed 
hnnding over my most recent list. As time ment on my sntisfnction greu? as 

the top list becmne shorter, and the bottom list becnrne longer! The plensrrrc 
in this process zuns superficinl though, as rinderneath I zuns well nrunre tlint 
the course work ruas only the beginning, und that the real work zuns still t o  

corne. 

The iden of conducting some form of resenrch wns n bit overïuhrlniing for 
me, perhnps in part because I chnnged my mind fiequently about n topic. H o w  
1 envied those stridents who cheerfully informed our clnss thnt they 11 n ~i 
known zvhat their topic rvould be right from the beginning, nnd knd ber rz 

zoorking on it d l  dong .  1 seemed doomed to indecision, n trait zuith zdriclt 1 

have considernble experience. Brit part of me had faith in the process, 
rrnderstnnding that time is often n critical thread in the cornplex zoeb o f  

graduate work. "It's not n race," my acndemic supervisor often rem i n h i  
nie, and of course I realized that 1 wnsn't competing with nnyone but nzyself, 
and my  own, often nnrealistic, expectntions. 

In the beginning, it never dawned on me that I wonld not be cowdrrctirrg 
some form of quantitative %5entificM research, for that was al1 [ Iind beeii 
exposed to. 1 distinctly remember asking some fellozu students ml10 mere 
fiirther ahend in a similar program if they had done any statistics conrses; 1 



had almost conoinced myself that another "stats" course would be helpfril for 
m y  research. I uisualized some kind of survey, but as time went on, 1 begnn t o 
henr about a new terni, "qualitative" research. If sounded interesting, but i n 
t y i n g  to irnderstand it, I found the ground trembling nround me. T l i r  
concept of qualitative research ruas rrnfarnil iar nnd unsettling; 1 uw n de rr d 

and worried about how I might seek ualid information Jrom a srnnll n ~ i n i b r r  
of people. 1 tried to imagine rnyself interuiewing others, and wondered hozu I 

zuoirld be able tu accurately trnnscribe that rich information into so nie t h  i n g  
nzeaningfttl iuhich still kept the "me" out of rny work. Hou7 could onz b r  

objective in this situation I wondered? Somehow a nice srrmey jitst s r r  m r d  
so much better, less meçsy and more controlled. 

In the midst of the quakinesç of the endless questions which h a u n t e d  

rny rnind, 1 started to think about the process of understanding people, and I 

reminded myself that hrtrnan beings are complex and uncontrollable. A t  t h e  
same tirne, 1 qirestioned why  1 should pretend to keep rnyself out of rrty x o  rk  

- coirldn't my experience be considered informative as well? 1 f o n d  rnyself in 

n place of interna1 tension betzueen the concepts of objectivity n n d  

sirbjectivity, ruhere 1 began ta appreciate a new dimension, the perspective o f  
qualitative resenrch. I mas not willing to cornpletely abandon the trriths 1 Iind 
unlrted in quantitative resenrch, but 1 recognized its limitations, nnd 1 rc7ns 

zuilling to expnnd m y  thinking to be open to other ways of sreking 
information and other wnys of knowing. A t  a gntherïng of stirdenis s o n z ~ o r i ~ ~  

trrrned to me and nsked "Whnt kind of resenrch are yorc going to d o ,  

qualitative or qrrantitntiue? " M y  response reflected my  views then, ris thry nrr 
now, "1 suppose it zvill ciepend on whnt it is thnt I'm trying to understnnd." 

Time went on, and I toyed with new and intensely interesting issues a n d  

questions as potential topics. 1 oscillated between the excitement of n e TU 
concepts and ideas, nnd the fear of the unknown. My life continued on its 
shahj corirse as I struggled with persona1 change, and al1 the zuhile 1 iuns 

trying to encourage change on our campus. I wns often afraid to ciiscziss 
rny nezu fomd  knowledge with family, friends and professional col leagri es 
who had n strong positivist outlook that I had once shared. 1 could i m a g i n e  
their renction and didn't feel confident enough to cope with it - to "defend" 
my position. 



A course in interpretioe inquiry helped me to understand and gain 
appreciation for the rnany complex fonns of qualitative research. 1 also s po kr 
to fellow students who were in the midst of writing their thesis and hnd 
chosen their rnethodology to resonate with their topic. A defining m o nt e n t 

occurred when two situations came together in my life creatiny n n  

opportunity for new clarity. 1 was in the midst of writing a paper for rny final 
course when I attended a friend's oral defense. 

Althongh 1 thought I had already decided on n topic, 1 ruas taking n coiirsc 
which focussed on educational change. For the first time, I had chosen t o  

write at Iength about the experience of implementing change tlirorrgh tlir 
Ernergency Planning Program. I had previously kept fnirly quiet n bo r i  t 

rny professional life, as sadly I had not recognized the richness of t h e  
experience, and I assumed thnt others would consider it d d l  a n d  

insignificant. However, it felt wonderfi l  tu write about sornething 1 k n e w ,  

rnther than something I was just speculating about. When f henrd t h e  
groundedness of my  friend nt her defense as she tnlked abolit her ozan 
experiences, 1 felt an enormous shift in m y  thinking as 1 srrddenly realized 
that rny topic hnd been before me al1 dong ,  cinfolding ruith time, rez~enl ing 

itse'f gradrrally, in a space of tension; in the fault lines of lenrning and chongr. 

My feelings nt this revelation are dificcult to describe. M y  jorirnnl ruritings ot 
the time refect n sense of the excitement 1 felt as 1 began to recogriize 
connections in my writing which stretched back two years. 1 felt exlzilnrnted nt 

sreing these connections ruhich reuolued around the therne of change. 

Journal E n t y  - March 15,1997: 1 am taking a break 
fkom writing my paper for the Curricnii im 
1rnplementation course. 1'rn excited at f inding 
connections between where I am nosu, bo th  
professionally and personally, and where 1 was 
when taking Ted Aoki's course [Foundations o f  
Cu rriczilurn Studies]. 

1 am actually quoting Porn rny journal writ ing 
in October 1995; even then, and still now, 1 a m 



struggling with issues relating to change. It is al1 
starting to corne together - not in a crystal clear 
visrial way, but in a comforting inner feeling way 
that makes me feel that it is tirne to begin zuriting 
my thesis. I feel it's there - it's ready - eoen thozigh 
I'm not sure what "it" is yet! 

Perhaps I'm jzist ivanting to l i f t  the burden, to be 
relieved of the pressure and to move on lo n n e m 
challenge in my life - and yet it's not just wanting 
to be done - it's wanting to find and ni a k r  
connections to bring closcire to this stage of rny lïfe. 

1 haven't writlen much this afternoon - but ha z w  

thoiight a g m t  deal nboiit then 11995). and n O iu 

f1997), and I feel a connection with the jollozuing 
words by Virginia Woolf: 

It is in otir idleness, in orir dreams, 
that the su bmerged triith 

sometimes 
cornes fo the top. 

Eue11 now, zuhen I'm in the midst of ruriting my thesis, nnd tnlking to otliers 
nboirt ruhat it is thnt I'm doing, I still jeel cincertnintil. I recognire t lie 
enorrnoris changes I have been going throiigh, but f am still grnppling icitli 
nezo thotights and idem. 1 sense an interna1 striiggle, a wnr of ioords betweeti 
niy professionnl and personal voices - my professionnl side expecting r + t rr  trie 
intellectiinl clarity and conviction, while the personal uoice attempts to focus 
my attention on inner trrith and intuition, perhaps what Daniel Go 1 e mn il 
(1 995) 7uorild describe as "eniotionnl intelligence." 

Goleman discusses the role of emotions in intelligence. in the middle of this 
century psychology was shaped by behaviourists who focussed on the 
examination of behaviour from an objective viewpoint. It was felt that only 

behaviours which could be seen objectively could be studied with scientific 



accuracy; emotions, constituting the h e r  life, were considered to be out-of- 
bounds for science (1995, 40). The cognitive revolution of the late 1960s 

shifted to a focus on how the mind stores and processes information and the 
nature of intelligence. Emotions however, were still considered to be off- 
limits: 

Conventional wisdom among cognitive scientists held tha t 
intelligence entails a cold, hard-nosed processing of fact. It is 
hyperrational, rather like Star Trek's Mr. Spock, the archetype of 
d r ~ ~  information bytes unmuddied by feeling embodying the 
idéa that ernotions have no place in intelligence and only 
muddle our picture of mental life. (1995, 40) 

1 question if my own inner tension is in part a strrrggle betruren 
rny traditional world view which has fociissed primarily on the colri 

processing of fact, m d  new thorrghts which have erupted from intangible 
feelings fhat codd be considered ernotionnl intelligence. Has the modern is  t 
perspective aalued only scientific fnct and overlooked the richness of o t lie r 

ruays of knowing? Hns the search for the Trrtth, cornpletely nvoided the trritlis 
thnt are inherent in perspectives other thnn thnt of the Western ri~rocetztric 
uieiu? Do zue only value that which is measzired by trnditionnl scientvic 

methods, ond ignore nnything which doesn't fit o w  positiuist noms?  

Goleman writes of those who consider that emotions have no place in 

in te lligence: 

The cognitive scientists who have embraced this view have been 
seduced by the cornputer as the operative model of mind, 
forgetting that, in reality, the brain's wetware is awash in a 
messy, pulsatïng puddle of neurochemicals, nothing like the 
sanitized orderly silicon that has spawned the guiding metaphor 
for mind. The predominant modeis among cognitive scientists 
of how the mind processes information have lacked an 
acknowledgment that rationality is guided by - and can be 
swamped by - feeling. The cognitive model is, in this regard, an 
impoverished view of the mind, one that fails to explain the - 

Sturm und Drang of feelings that brings flavor to the intellect. 
(Goleman 1995, 40-41) 

My storm and stress hnve created professional nnd personnl fnult lines whiclz 



have inflrrenced my work at UVic as well as my academic inquiry. M y  choicç 

to research the lived expe~ience of learning and change with respect t o 

my role as the Emergency Planner, cornes not from a need to examine n n c i  
eualirate the design nnd structure of emergency plans, but from n need t o  

iinderstand the experience of implernenting change nnd the relnt ionsh i p  
betrueen learning and change. It would be impossible for me to irntierstnnri 
my role as a lenrning agent without understanding rnyself ond nry 
relntionships within the organization, and the orgnnizntion 's desire n n d 

nbility to change. The kinds of questions I am rnising simply cnnnot bc  

nnszvered through n quantitative research project. Althorigh my bnckg ru ir r d  

kns been in the sciences, and I feel a sense of comfort rvith iisiny n 

qiiantitative approach, this methodology does not jît zuith rny acndenric 
inquiry. I nm drawn tu the following qziote from Dilthey (7976) shnred by vnrr  
Manen in "Researching Lived Experience," 

We explain nature, 

but human life we must understand. 

(van Manen 1990,4). 

Inquiring into aspects of human life, and in my case the experiences of 

learning and change, requires a thoughtful selection of approach. Sandra 

Harding provides a helphl way of considering the issues of method, 

methodology and epistemology that has enabled me to focus on the process of 

my inquiry. Firstly, Harding describes method as "a technique for (or way of 

proceeding in) gathering evidence" (1987, 2).  Her description provides a n  

opening for me to consider my method; my process of information gathering. 

1 use the term "information gathering" because 1 strimble on the ïoord  

"evidence" as being someruhat positivist in it's rneaning. The Oxford English 
Reference Dictionary tells ils that euidence is "the nunilnble fncfs, 
circumstances, etc. supporting or otherwise a belief, proposition, etc., o r 
indicafing whether or not a thing is true or valid" 11995). I t  is interesting h o  iu 

often the OED sweeps n lot of rneaning rinder the "etc." carpet. 

Harding suggests that there are "only" three methods of social inquiry, and 

although 1 become suspicious of numbered categones, her breakdown is 



helpful. The three approaches she considers are: listening to informants, 

observhg behaviours, or  examining historical traces and records (1987,2)- My 
method of inquiry has involved the first two, and in my case, it has focussed 

on listening to self and o b s e ~ i n g  my own behaviours. I firmly believe that 

questioning the role of change agent and seeking meanhg of self and/in 

organization, requires listening to self, even confronting self, to find greater 

understanding of persona1 assumptions, beliefs and values which 

characterize my behaviours and therefore influence rny relationships with 

O thers- 

Hozu hnve I listened to myself? The qzrick answer is: Only pnrfly and zuitli 

great dificu1t-y. But it is particulnrly through perseuering zuith the chnliengrs 

of writing, re-writing and reflection, thnt I have corne to knozv myself better, 

and to begin to understand the turo uoices which currently seem centrnl tu my 
being. I suspect that 1 have only scratched the surface, and that I hnve to figkt 

the urge to nlloru my professional voice fo enjoy n place of privilege i n  

my minci. It is n strzggle which 1 know will continue long after this thesis is 

zoritten. I t  will become the bnsis of my life's work, because 1 don 't believe tlint 

1 c m  effectiuely share meanin@ professionnl and persona1 relntionsliips, o r  

linderstand the uoice of other, un fil 1 understand and corne to terrns iuith 

sey This zuill require forgiveness and nn acceptnnce of a self mhiclz fnils, 

zuhich has a dark shadozuy side and rnnny imperfections; it nlso reqilirrs n r i  

understanding of a self which is constructed through a cornplex zueb of ppast 
experiences, current hnppenings and future drenms, which are held tuyetlir r 
with the sticky thrends of cidtz<ral and societal assumptions, valiws n 11 li 

bel ie fs. 

in his discussion of vital tools for change agents, Tony Smith describes the 

need to engage in a deep and active dialogue with life (1993, 25). He stresses 

the importance of effective communication as the key to self-knowledge and 

to change. He suggests that leaming how to do  this requires a deep 

understanding of Our thoughts and feelings, and of how we relate to others: 

Effective communication ... starts before the talking begins. It is 
two-thirds listening. It involves listening to ourselves, to other 
people, and to the world we live in. Of these three, listening to 
ourselves is the most difficult and is the key to success with the 
other two. (Smith 1993, 26) 



As a change agent attempting to explore the persona1 and professional fault 
lines of leaming and change, my research method has been to listen to self 

through writing, rewriting, and reflection. 

Secondly, Harding describes rnethodology as "a theory and analysis of how 

research should proceed" (1987, 2). An analysis of the methodology I have 

chosen reveals a phenomenological approach, as my inquiry is based o n  

trying to understand the lived experiences of learning and change. It is 

hermeneutic, in the sense of applying a level of interpretation to those lived 

experiences. It is an autobiographical narrative as it is a telling of my 
experiences; a sharing of my story. My rationale for these choices is ta 

harmonize my topic and methodology. To try to understand the experiences 

of change agentry, and of leaming and change, requires writing 
phenomenologically of those experiences. My aim is to deepen my 
understanding, strengthen my professional practice, and to invite others into 
the text in order to provide a space for their own experiences of leaming and 

change. 

1 did not set out to do this kind of work, but as my topic began to emerge, so 

did the methodology reveal itself- 1 have found it helpful to consider v a n  

Manen's view that methodology "refers to the philosophic framework, the 
fundamental assumptions and characteristics of a human science 

perspective" (1990,27). He considers methodology to be the theory behind the 
method, and goes on to suggest that methodology means the "pursuit of 

knowledge" (1990, 28). 

1 recognize that inquiry reqriires ns to pursrie knowledge, but the terui  

"prrrsriit of knowledge" causes small seismic shudders in nry mind. 1 prefer t O 

nvoid the sense of knowledge as a collection of facts or Trrrths ruhiclt nrz  

u n  idimensional. Churchman states: "[nqrriry is an nctivity zuhich p mi lices 
knozuledge" (in Short, 1991, 31. 1 uiezu inqziin~ as an nctivity zc~hich seeks t 0 

shnre menning and to deepen understanding, rnther thnn tu prodiice 
knowledge zuhich is giuen the privileged place of Truth. These thoiights o f  
knowledge-prodricing nctivity lead me to Harding's viezus on epistemology. 

Harding describes epistemology as a theory of knowledge intended to answer 



questions about who c m  be a "knower," how beliefs are legitirnated as 

knowledge, and what kinds of things can be known (1987,3). It is in this space 
that feminist theory questions the authority claimed by men who have 

excluded women from being "agents of knowledge." Harding suggests tha t 

epistemologies are strategies for justifying beliefs, and she provides the 
familiar examples of masculine authority, appeals to the authority of God, 
and of custom and tradition (1987, 3). Her perspective has enabled me to 

understand know ledge as socially constructed. 

in more recent work, Harding describes "the crisis of epistemology" which 

refers to the current turmoil caused by "the increasing loss of legitimacy and 

authority for the kinds of justifications of knowledge claims that have been 
developed by the modem West" (1996, 431). She points out that different 

cultures know different things about the world, and have different theories of 

what constitutes knowledge and how to obtain it (1996,433). 

These thoughts fend me to question my inqu iy ,  nnd rny attempt to shnrc 

menning. 1 am hesitant to see rnyse[f ns n creator of knowledge, and yet is not 
my work simply n constriiction of menning based on rny p e r s u n d  

experiences? 1 knozu the greatest challenge has been to dig deep enouglz t o 

find and legitimate an inner voice. This is dificzrlt to do in n cirltrire nnd  

society ruhich has not trnditionally valrled other (fernale) wnys of knoiuing. 

The discovery and recognition of the dominance and persistence of rny 
professional voice has enabled me to understand that much of my previous 
work, both professional and academic, has been subjected to translation into a 

style of language possibly not my own. It has been difficult to elucidate a 

process that has become so seamless. Anne-Louise Brookes describes 

struggling to understand her difficulty with writing essays. She explains that 

her thinking for the essay cornes from an inner vision, but she adds, "when 1 

begin putting these thoughts into writing I rely on extemal rather than 

interna1 authonty because, in fa&, 1 am "translating." 1 am writing to ma ke 

my words fit a vision which is not mine" (Brookes 1992, 87). 

It is becauçe 1 have come to understand epistemological framing and the 
social construction of knowledge, that 1 have come to recognize the value and 



importance of autobiographical writing. "Autobiographical writings ... enable 
us to  identi fy,  analyze, and change those assumptions and social practices 
which work  unconsciously t o  sustain social illusions" (Brookes 1992, 61). 

Autobiographical writing also invites us t o  consider both the horizontal and 
the vertical aspects of knowing. 

An early waming dev ice  for earthquakes has recently been developed. An 

article describing this equ ipmen t  suggests that its most  unique feature is " i  ts 

ability to distinguish between horizontal vibrations, which can corne from a 
vanety  of manmade sources, and vertical waves produced by an earthquake" 
(CIarke 1997,3). 

I have often reflected on knowledge and learning in terms of the horizorttnl 

and the vertical. When knowledge is expanded with facts and jïgrires it seenis 
to enlarge on the horizontal plane, and like horizontal vibrations, it is " m a n -  
made" or externally constructed. Vertical waues are seisrnic, cansitzg the k i d  
of shnking which has ennbled me tu explore a deeper understanding of self. 
Over the years 1 have broadened rny horizontal knowledge by l r n r t z i ~ g  
n Lirneroils professional facts and details. But through this ncnciemic jo il rnry  
my  knowledge has been deepened - 1 have been able to explore the iwrticnl. 
Tzuo years ago [ zurote the following: 

Iournal Entry - October 13, 1995: Bill Pinar describes 
that a potentid reward from the process of t u rn iny  
inwnrd, is the ability to think vertically as zoell ns 

horizontally (1975, 409). 1 c m  immediately visrinl ize  
my own knowledge base as having a certain zvidth O n 

the horizontnl plane, a lnndscnpe of k n  ozuledge 
acczirnulnfed over time and still euolving, but n 

sornewhat shallow vertical plane, the rtnchnrted o r  
devnl ued territory of experiential knowledge. 

I use the words "uncharted or devnltted" to indicate 
that the vertical plane is not empty, but simply n o t  
explored or perhaps not appreciated. 1 hope the process 
of journalizing will help me to explore the vertical. 



Farquharson uses a metaphor of an iceberg to illustrate layers of learning 
(1996,5). The tip of the leaming iceberg reveals our more visible professional, 

forma1 knowledge, while the enorrnous depth of Our informal experiential 

knowledge lies submerged and often unrecognized. 

Writing, re-writing and reflection have enabled me to explore the vertical 

and to tap the submerged depth of my own experiential knowledge. 1 a m  
reminded of Pinar's discussion of "currere" as the study of educational 
experience. He suggests that "the problem initially is to get under one's 

exteriorized horizontal thinking, to begin to sink toward the transcendental 
place, where the lower-level psychic workings, those psychic realms 
determined by conditioning and genetic code, are visible" (1975,407). This is a 

potential reward for the investigaior (according to Pinar), but there is a danger 
that this form of research can be viewed as self-indulgent, narcisçistic and 

non-academic. 1 question how 1 as a researcher can move beyond the realm of 
sharing the personal, to providing knowledge which may benefit others. 

Pinar suggests a Jungian view which considers two layers of the unconscious 
that may be revealed in our writing; the first is a persona1 unconscious layer 

which rests on the second, an untapped collective unconscious layer. In this 

deeper layer of the collective unconscious may dwell archetypes, or 
fundamental structures of the human personality. "Once we get past the 

individualized details of an individual's biography, we may gain access to a 

transbiographic realm of "currere" (Pinar 1975, 411). Pinar describes a deep 

place where we may be able to locate "basic structures or processes of the 

educative process in the humanities" (1975, 41 1). 

M y  choice of method and rnethodology is intended to permit exploration in to  

these submerged depths, but 1 feel seismic shudders os 1 contemplnte t h e  

ncademic issues of validity and reliabilihy M y  scientific side sees these ns 

rational expectations; my humanistic side questions hozu they cor1 npply  t o  
qualitative research. M y  choice of rnethod is an autobiogrnphicd nnrrntiiv 
inqzriry of (my own) lived experiences. It is not intended to be prescriptive, 
generaliznble, or replicable. How do 1, ns n qualitative researcher, legit imn te 
rny work in an academic climate which continues to vairce quantitative 

resenrch methods? 



The followïng words from Comelly and Clandinin are helpful: "Like other 

qualitative methods, narrative relies on criteria other than valid ity, 

reliability, and generalizability . It is important not to squeeze the language O f 
narrative cnteria into a language created for other forrns of research" (1991, 

134). These researchers suggest other cnteria such as " ap pa rency ," 

"verisimiltude" and "transferability" may be more appropriate. 1 sense that 

the strength of this type of research lies in its ability to provide the reader a 

space in which she/he can either comect directly to the experiences, live 

vicariously through them, or reconstmct the narrative based on her/his O w n 

experiences. An essential underlying characteristic is the ability of the w ri t ing 

to be "authentic," which is possible only if the researcher is watchful, and 

lis tens closely to her/ his critics. 

1 also consider van Manen's notion of the elusive spirit of an inqui-: 
"Although spelling out the various aspects of the research process may help a 

reader, the critical moments of inquiry are ultimately elusive to systematic 

explication. Such moments may depend more on the interpretive sensitivity, 

inventive thoughtfulness, scholarly tact, and writing talent of the h u ma n 

science researcher" (1990, 34). 

This is n darinting list of acadernic nttributes, but as a resenrcher inzdveri  iiz 
an aritobiogrnphicnl narrative inqrii y I recognize rny responsibility tu b c 

thottghkfL1, honest, and to continrtally striue to: 

Find balance betzueen discipline and freedom. 
Question mysei'f continuously to ensure rigorrr, 

zuithout losing sight of imagination. 
Acknowledge the shifting fazd t lines zuhich ewist betiuee~i 

stability and Jexibility. 
Respect my inner seif and iuays of ktz o i u i i q ,  

and to allow that uoice to be hear~i  
in the midst of n positiz~ist, 

paternnlistic zoorld. 

Sharing menning throiigh my thesis has reqriired me to describe my jo u r n r y  
of chnnge, a joztrney which has enabled me to iden tify the "what " and "horcp " 
of rny resenrch inquiry. It has required me tu ncknozuledge the storm CI n d 
stress 1 have experienced in understnnding the professionnl and personnl 



sides of se$ and their influence on my work and academic studirç. T h e  

process of sharing meaning has also enabled me to deepen my knowledge of 

method, methodology and epistemology, and to explore the vertical in order 
to understand the signi'cance of nutobiographical narrative in the study o f  

educa t ional experience. 

A11 that remains are a feu, aftershocks which shnke my sou1 enoiigh t o  

remind me that 1 am n learning agent continuing to lenrn. 



A LEARNING AGENT CONlZNUING TO L E A R N  

In March of 1997, 1 reached the end of my two year term as the U V i c  
Emergency Planner, and for a time there was some rlncertainty abolit t Ii e 

Progrnm's jüture. There was discussion about extending my i n  vol z?enien t , 
but it becnme apparent that by the end of March, my role with this pruject 
ruorild change. The University did not lose its cornmitmen t tu emrryerl c y  
planning, but n decision was made thnt the projecf would continiir zuitli CI 

nezv coordinator. I was asked to remain involved in a limited zony in order t o 

lend support and to provide information. 

Journal E n t y  - March 12, 1997: There have been 
many changes lately and in mnny ways recent days 
have been v e y  dificult. There h m  been and 
continries tu be uncertainty about the E mergency 
Planning Program. 1 know it will continue, and that 
m y  involoement will be less, but the rest is 
unknown. I feel mixed about it al1 - in some îunys it 
will be hnrd to let go, in others wnys it will be good 

to look ahend to new things and nezv challenges. 1 

mrist prepare for the transition ns best 1 c m .  

f f i l t  this change tu be the best possible outconle for the Program, ns ticw 
others have been ~ s k e d  to assume greater responsibilities for rrnrrgen cy 
planning. This zuill increase the emergency plnnning knoudedge bnsr o n 

campris, and will allow new ideas and concepts to help the Progrnni e o o  1 i v  

nnd expnnd through the next stages. Even if additionnl ftinding han bec11 
forind tu enable me tu continue, 1 believe this new approach is best fur t h e  

University. 

\oumal E n t y  - March 22, 1997: A meeting a n s  h e 1 d 
yesterday with my manager and the depart men t 
director to discuss the Emergency Planning Program. 
It is clear to me now that rny involvement with the  
project is ouer; 1 have four days in zuhich to  
complete my final report. 



As I sense the ground shifting once again with this 
new change, 1 ask rnyself how 1 really feel nborit 
my role in lhis project coming to an end. 1 find it 
dificult to describe my feelings; l am concerned for 
the fate of the program, but the strong C O  mm i tme n t 

of the V-Pfs gives me hope that emergency 
planning on campus zuill indeed continue. 1 a h  

feel a sense of relief, euen release, that this cornplex 
program is no longer my responsibility t o  

coordinafe. I will continue to be inuolved in n 

slipportive role, and 1 know that niy own persona1 
commit ment to ernergency preparedness zui 11 
nlzuays be there. 

Lnstly, 1 sense excitement emerging fiom the 
anticipation of change. 1 am taking back the work 1 

gave np in order to coordinnte emergency planning. 
Nn t l i rdy  these prograrns have evolved n n d 

changed because of the nezu ideas and style of the  

person who hns been rnnnaging these other 
responsibilities for me. 1 know there are m a n y  
positive changes, and I'm excited that 1 mny be n ble 
to apply some of the things I'ue learned throrigk 
the Ernergency Planning Program tu giue tleru lije 
to old fzmctions, and to heZp me zuith this 
transition - ruith this new change. 

As 1 zurote my jïnnl report, 1 experienced a few nftershocks of clinnge. 1 k n  r i l?  

this project ruorild end, but 1 had become so embedded in the process it iuns 
difficzllt to imagine my professionaf fife withoiit it. As 1 oritlined zuhnt h n  d 

been accomplished, identified on-going issues and provided recom rrzend - 

ntions for the fiitrire, 1 began to lmderstand how mitch of rnyself hnd go n r 
into this endeauor. 1 reflected on the lessons lenrned - the depth of how ni u c h  
1 have learned - and 1 am gratefil for the experience. : looked at how t /te 

project evolved, and I sziddenly realized how much 1, too, have changed. 



"Change 
You will 
yourself' 

However, 

management is hard work. it even changes the agents of change. 
surely gain a deeper understanding of your organization and of 
(Price Waterhouse 1995, 186). 

jtrst when 1 feIt reconciled to new changes, my professionnl ziw rld 

wns shaken by another aftershock. It started with an unexpected phone cnll 

ffom a colleagiie on campus regarding emergency plnnning: 

Journal E n t y  - June 21, 1997: At first I felt nngry and 
ficistrnted - but 1 noticed a çofter, quieter, inner  

voice lirging me to stay d m ;  to just listen. These 
strong emotions were quickly replaced by o n  

overwhelming sense of disappointment. 

Our disciission zuas long and dificzilt. 1 thought there 
had been general agreement on approach; now I 'm 
not so sure. Where 1 thought there had been clnrity, 

now exists confiision. 1 zuas told there wns no buy-in. 

1 zuas told that the plans shozrld simply be zuritten 11 p 
nnd distributed. Was the concept of process rnther 

than prodrict jrrst nn illrision? I wondered Iiozu it  
coiild have gone so mrong; Where did [go zurong? 1 

tried not to react - jrist to listen - to lenve space for 
frittire reflection. 

I ruas shnken by this cd[ ,  and left zvith s u  rn e 

hniinting doubts and questions. Perhaps 1 hn v e 
been mistaken about my nppronch tu coordinnting 
this progrnm; but others seemed to zuelcome it. 

1s this jiist another chnllenge? nnother part of t he  
process? I search my henrt and mind, and still feel 

confident that the participatoy nppronch is 
important to effecting change - involving others is 
essential to the process. Of this 1 feel quite certain. 



As 1 reflect on this firther, 1 feel my resolve 
beginning tu strengthen - but 1 rnust remember - 

ernergency planning is not my responçibitity a n y  
longer. Aftershocks continue to shake my suril. 

As tinle zuent on, 1 realized thnt the transition wns taking longer thmi 
expected; the seisrnic sh wdders contin ued: 

Journal E n t y  - November 16, 2997. It is early in the  
rnorning - 1 am writing this in the pre-dazun light. 
The scnttered clouds are an ominous reddish tone. 

1 zuoke early thinking once again of the Emergency 
Planning Program - 1 am still so immersed in it. A t 
the meeting last rueek 1 rnornentarily forgot thnt 
1 am no longer the Emergency Planner. In my 

exciternent at others' suggestions and new ideas, 1 
jurnped at some new opportnnities. In doing so 1 

overlooked the fact that many of these decisions are 
not mine to rnake anymore. 1 nrn to [end support; 
rny inz~olvernent is intended to be lirnited. Will 1 

ever lenm to let go? 

1 ~ l s o  felt some seisrnic m u e s  zuhen an integral part 
of the program appeared to be deualried and 

considered iinimportnnt. 1 left the meeting s ha ke n , 
and as I zurite this dnys Inter, still feeling t h e  
emotion, 1 realize that nftershocks nre still 
continiiing to disrupt my professional 1 fe. 

1 may have misiinderstood or misread t h e  
situation. Communication is considered one of O u r 

most important emergency finctions in a crisis, b ii t 
it is dificult to communicate even at the best of 

times. I rnust try again to listen and to iinderstand. I 
have to learn to let go - to accept that there are 



many ways of approaching this cornplex issue. 
I hnue tu find the right way to share my 

understandings and experiences, to be strong i n 
rny convictions, but tu know when tu step bnck. 1 

have to focus on coIlnborntion and finding shnred 
meaning.  

How quickly fault lines between theorj n n d  
prnctice can emerge. HOTU dificult it is, even nozu, 
to understand the shnking, to see the posçibilities - 
how difficiclt it is to change. 

Ioumal E n t y  - March 2,1998: 

Before the Raoen Calls 
Once again I have woken before dawn - it is 
becorning a pattern. lt  is the time of day w h e n  
my thorlghts are clearest - a time zuhen 1 feel 1 a m 
best able to reject, to dig deep, to tap into t h e  
personal. 1 have not yet dressed for zuork nnd 
donned rny professional stance. It is still and riark. 

In mnny rrruen tales, the Norihzuest Const 
aboriginal people use the expression "before t h e  
raven calls" to refer to sunrise. Al1 difiicult and 
dangeruns activities had to be. completed, or nt lensf  
stnrted, before khe raven calls (Goodchild 1991, 137). 

Someone fiom another culture and time once 
zurote thnt it is nlways darkest just before dnwn. lt is 
in this place of darkness, n time of dificculfy before 
fhe rawn cnlls, frorn zvhich 1 now write. 

Recent weeks have been a time of darkness for m e .  
It hns been a tirne of deep questioning nnd pain fzcl 
tincertninty as 1 continue tu re-Ject and to re-zurite 
this thesis, to dwell in the stories, and to live in t h e  
seismic metaphor. The pain cornes from the shaky 



realization that I continue to struggle and ha ue  
dificzilty with change. The rnodernist perspective 
still present within me is seeking gro ri nded ness 

and a compelling metanarrative ruhich will still t hr  
storms and stop the shnking in my life. But I h a v e  
changed - I have seen things fiom a different 

perspective - and I cannot return to rny traditional 
zunys of thinking and knowing. I look ahend and try 

to visrialize groiindlessness, where foundations n re 
no longer reqriired or rven possible, but this is 
dificult tu imagine. I cnn only continue tu serk 

understanding as I learn to dwell in the seismic gap. 

One of the most challenging experiences o f  
my academic jurirney has been renching n point 

zuhere I crin let go of this zuork. Since i f ' s  incep f ion 

it hns been changing, as I hnve. I t  continries tu foster 
new possibilities - it has become my crzicible of 

creation. I do not see nn ending, biit only n e m  
beginnings. ln the midst of change - the light 
emerges - and the rnuen cnlls. 



DWELLING lN 7HE SEISMIC GAP 

1 rised a seismic metaphor in this thesis to rench closer to rny experiencr o f  

change. New experiences as un emergency planner and as n grnduntc stirde~zt 
came together Zike large tectonic pintes, shifting and grinding ngninst r n c h  
other, creating tremors and shaking in my life. I t  is an rmeasy and t rnsr  

metnphor, brit it hns been a dificult and painfil process of change. I Ii B z v  

been living on shaky grozmi. 

The tension which 1 experienced as these tzuo tectonic plates in my liJr grntcti 
together wns nt times released throcigh rriptrired fatilt lines. These jagyrd 
fissrrres often seemed to appear when [ struggled with ri@ dichotomies, t Ii c 
drrnlities of the modern world. They seemed to split npart the "either/or " 
positions of the positivist zoorld vielu. These iincomfortnblc sfrilggles Ii n zl s 
enabled nie to see things differently, ns 1 have corne to rinderstnmi 
m y  experiences of change are influenced by the much lnrger changes ri41 icli 
are occiirring ns orir world shifts from the modern to the post-rnoderii. T h  L. 

changes 1 have been experiencing have emerged fiom sensiug tliis p n  rnd i g  n i  

shift.  

1t is thinking in post-modern terrns thnt hns nllowed me to recognix> t l i r  
space, or seismic gnp, crented by the ricptwed fnd t  lines. This is zdiere t l rc  
pain nnd nngriish of experiencing uncertninty and change is trnizsforrned bil 

the sense of possibility. The seismic gap is for me, not a plnce of dnrkness, brrt 

is firll of nezo meaning nnd opportrinity. I t  is an opening which alloz~s nie t o 

trnnscend the positive/negative aspects of the modern, and to drue11 in t h e  
rnidst of mciltiple meanings. It is a place to find balance betzueen disciplirw 
and freedom, rigorir and imagination, and stnbility nnd flexibility. 

The seismic nietaphor h m  helped me to seek a deeper rrnderstnndirzg o j  
rny change experience, biit 1 am left with sonze qiiestions. Hozu lins rny 1 ifc 

changed? What does it really mean to dwell in the seismic gap? Whnt dues 
this mean for others? 

The unset tling and disorien ting experiences of recent change have nll oil~ed 
me to see things differently, and in many ways 1 am starting to 1 izw 



differentfy. I have gone to the edges of the f a d t  lines und looked in, and I 

am arnazed at the richness of the opportunities I have seen. I cnn imagine 
dwelling in a seismic gap where 1 am no longer constrained by a positiaist 
world oiew, but 1 am not yet dwelling there. M y  personal and professional l+- 

has felt the impact of the post-modern zuorld, but I am still infliiencrd bjl 

my trnditionnl world view. A t  least now I can see the difference. 

My professionnl practice h m  changed drarnatically. The lessons I lenrneci ns LI 

change agent on shaky grorind represent a shift in m y  thinking torvard n post- 
modern perspective, and this is having a considerable inlpnct on niy zuork, 

even thorigh my role as Emergency Planner has nozu rnded. 1 coordinnte n 
ntrmber of health and safety prograrns which may not reqrrire irnplerricnting 
change in szrch n widespread way, but which affect a number of individlinls 
on campus. I now recognize the importance of designing aspects of thcse 
programs in collaborntion ruith those they affect. I am t y i n g  to listen, to seek 
iinderstanding nnd to invest heavily in shared relationships zuith otllers i n 
oiir campus community. 1 now have a grenter sense of zoorking "by mennç of" 
rather than ruorking 'for." 

1 nlso sense that dwelling in the seisrnic gnp is essentid for orir orgnniznt io~t .  
Change, zuhether planned or unexpected, is inherently non-linrnr n m i  
impossible to control. Srirviving and even thriving on change zuill m e n  ,T 
focussing on collaboration and n more holistic viezu. 1t zuill menn o ii r 
orgnnizntion must become more flexible, and crente opport unitirs f o  r 
contin uoiis learning through networking and the formation of zvorkplnce 
learning commnnities. 1 now know fhnt I can promote organ izntionnl 
learning and change through m y  professionnl relationships by col la bornt irlg 

i ~ i t h  others as learning agents. 

1 believe thnt dwelling in the seismic gap means to step azuay fronr t h e  
groundedness of the modern world into n dynamic evolving place rulirre 
change, not stability, is the essence. It means embracing change nnd srekirig 
colhborntion instend of domination and control. It means being corn fortable 
zuith change and iincertninty; i f  rnenns accepting shnky ground as part of t h e  
change process. 



1 am unable to prouide prescriptive aduice for others who may find 
thernselves in a similar position of implementing organizational chnngr. 
This was not the intent of this thesis; rny purpose was to explore 
my experiences of ienrning and change. f can only suggest thnt the kind of 

tools needed to engage in the process of change, 60th individiinlly n nd 
orgunizationally, are Iistening and learning skills. These skills nerd tu be  

npplird inwardly at self through critical self-reflection, and oiitwnrdly t 0 
others throrigh dialogue. As engaging in deeper double-loop learning reqziircs 
risk-tnking for both indiaiduals und organizations, courage is also helpfiil. 

1 nm not dwelling in the seismic gap, but I jmlrney there fieqziently. 1 k n o zr7 
that 1 need to become more cornfurtable with change, to be open t o  

possibilities, and to understand that we live in a world of many mennings. 
The ground will continue to sh f t  and shnke for me, as I continiie t o  

experience the fazdt lines 4 learning and change. 

The trembling Enrth, 
trust cracking and shifting 

crenting tension, crea king chnnge. 

Enrthquakes and uolcnnoes 
the crucibles of crention 

shaking our lives and displncing ozir thonghts, 
exposing cracks and crevices 

cnusing zis to question our zooriri, 
carising us tu chnnge. 

D. Donaldson, April 7997 
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